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Abstract
The main advantages of the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) technique, cloud coverage and daytime
independency, offer the opportunity to apply such technique for tasks that require rapid data acquisition (e.g. monitoring of disasters like floodings, landslides, or earthquakes).
The new generation of airborne SAR-Sensors (e.g. PAMIR, MetaSensing, and STAR-Series) and
spaceborne SAR sensors (e.g. TerraSAR-X) allows mapping of wide areas providing geometric
resolution in the range from metre up to decimetre scale. This spatial resolution enables a detailed
analysis of urban areas from industrial to residential buildings. Beyond the acquisition of single
SAR datasets used for mapping, the across-track configuration of SAR sensors provides single-pass
or repeat-pass Interferometric SAR (InSAR) data. InSAR phases allow the computation of a Digital
Surface Model (DSM) of the imaged area. Based on this three-dimensional (3D) information not
only object detection, but also object reconstruction is possible.
Within this thesis, we focus initially on a detailed analysis of building signatures in InSAR data to
select reliable features for building reconstruction. The appearance of buildings in magnitude and
interferometric phase data is characterised by typical signal distributions due to areas of direct reflection (e.g. layover), of multi-bounce reflection (e.g. building corner), and of no-response (e.g.
shadow). The analysis will consider InSAR data of different sensor types, sensor configurations, illumination geometries, and building types to extract the most suitable building features.
Then, a new approach of building reconstruction exploiting different building parts is presented.
Given that, especially in dense built-up areas, occlusion effects between neighbouring buildings and
trees hamper the reconstruction, also multi-aspect data are considered to fill gaps of the reconstruction. First, primitive building objects are extracted from magnitude and interferometric phase
signature by utilising each aspect separately. Afterwards, the fusion of these primitives is accomplished in a common coordinate system. Based on these multi-aspect features, building hypotheses
are generated during a grouping step. This intermediate result is used to simulate InSAR phases of
the hypothesis. Furthermore, a filtering is carried out on the measured phases to improve the comparison of measured and simulated phase signatures. Based on the correlation level of both, it is
decided whether or not the building hypotheses are post-processed. Eventually, assembled building
hypotheses are updated and the final building roof geometry is determined.
The capability of the developed algorithm is demonstrated by airborne InSAR data taken over urban environment. The achieved reconstruction results are evaluated by considering cadastral and
airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) data as reference.
Keywords:

Remote Sensing, Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry, Building Reconstruction

Kurzfassung
Die Hauptvorteile der Synthetic Aperture Radar-Technik (SAR) sind die Wetter- und Tageszeitunabhängigkeit, die den Einsatz dieser Technik insbesondere für Anwendungen mit zeitkritischer
Datenerhebung (z. B. Erfassung von Katastrophen wie Überschwemmungen, Erdrutsche oder
Erdbeben) anbieten.
Die neue Generation luftgetragener SAR-Sensoren (z. B. PAMIR, MetaSensing und STAR-Serie)
und satellitengestützter SAR-Sensoren (z. B. TerraSAR-X) ermöglicht die großflächige Aufnahme
von Gebieten in einer geometrischen Auflösung von einigen Metern bis Dezimetern. Diese räumliche Auflösung ermöglicht eine detaillierte Analyse städtischer Gebiete, beginnend bei industriellen
Anlagen bis hin zu Wohnhäusern. Neben der Aufnahme von einzelnen SAR-Streifen, die für Kartierungen genutzt werden, können in einer across-track Konfiguration der Sensoren single-pass oder
repeat-pass interferometrische SAR- (InSAR) Daten aufgezeichnet werden. Die InSAR-Phasen ermöglichen die Berechnung eines Digitalen Oberflächenmodells für das aufgenommene Gebiet. Basierend auf diesen drei-dimensionalen (3D) Informationen ist nicht nur eine Objekterkennung,
sondern auch eine Objektrekonstruktion möglich.
In dieser Dissertation wird detailliert die Gebäudesignatur in InSAR-Daten analysiert, um die Auswahl geeigneter Objektmerkmale für die Gebäuderekonstruktion zu gewährleisten. Das Erscheinungsbild von Gebäuden in SAR-Magnituden-Bildern und InSAR-Phasen ist gekennzeichnet durch
typische Signalverteilungen, die von Bereichen direkter Reflexion (z. B. layover), Mehrfachreflexion
(z. B. am Gebäudecorner) und ohne Rückstreuung (z. B. Radarschatten) herrühren. Die Analyse
berücksichtigt InSAR-Daten verschiedener Sensortypen, Sensorkonfigurationen, Aufnahmegeometrien und Gebäudetypen, um die geeignetsten Gebäudemerkmale zu extrahieren.
Anschließend erfolgt die Vorstellung eines neuen Verfahrens zur Gebäuderekonstruktion anhand
unterschiedlicher Merkmale. Da speziell in dicht besiedelten Gebieten Abschattungen zwischen benachbarten Gebäuden und Bäumen die Rekonstruktion erschweren, werden Daten aus verschiedenen Richtungen (multi-aspekt Daten) berücksichtigt, um Lücken zu schließen. Zuerst werden aus der
Magnituden- und InSAR-Phasensignatur die Gebäudemerkmale unabhängig für jede Aufnahmerichtung extrahiert. Anschließend werden die Merkmale in ein gemeinsames Koordinatensystem
überführt und fusioniert. Die Generierung der Gebäudehypothesen erfolgt in einem Gruppierungsschritt, der auf den multi-aspekt Merkmalen fußt. Anhand der generierten Gebäudehypothesen erfolgt eine Simulation der InSAR-Phasen. Des Weiteren wird eine Filterung der InSAR-Phasen
durchgeführt, die den Abgleich zwischen realen und simulierten Daten verbessert. Anhand ihrer
Ähnlichkeit wird über die Notwendigkeit einer Nachprozessierung entschieden. Abschließend werden generierte Gebäudehypothesen aktualisiert und deren Gebäudedachgeometrie ermittelt.
Der entwickelte Algorithmus wird anhand von erflogenen InSAR-Daten eines städtischen Gebietes
getestet. Die Bewertung der erzielten Rekonstruktionsergebnisse erfolgt durch Berücksichtigung
von Kataster- und LIDAR-Daten als Referenz.
Stichwörter:

Fernerkundung, Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometrie, Gebäuderekonstruktion
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a technique, which images the earth surface by active illumination with microwave pulses. Hence, disturbances due to signal loss in the atmosphere as experienced by passive optical or active laser systems are almost negligible. This is an advantage if rapid
acquisition of area-wide information is in demand for regions that were hit by natural disasters
such as floodings, landslides, or earthquakes. Furthermore, the special InSAR mode provides the
possibility to measure heights and height differences for the imaged regions. In addition to data
acquisition, a major issue after such events is the rapid data interpretation, which is especially important in urban areas to support the authorities for decision-making. Here, the analysis of manmade structures and in particular of buildings is in demand, supported by pattern recognition
methods to automatically derive detailed two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) information.
Besides a mandatory coherence of developed techniques and given application, the requirements
and technical capabilities must match. Considering airborne sensors, since the beginning of the 21 st
century the commercial InSAR systems (e.g. Star-Series [85]) deliver spatial resolution up to half
metre and the new generation of experimental systems (e.g. PAMIR [20] and SETHI [15]) even up
to one decimetre. A similar major step forward was made by the new generation of spaceborne
SAR sensors launched since 2006 (e.g. TerraSAR-X [25] and COSMO-SkyMed [32]), which provide
data with a spatial resolution of up to one metre and even better for military purpose. Since such
high resolution SAR data are available, the analysis of urban structures from multi-family down to
one-family houses is possible. Furthermore, these new airborne and spaceborne sensors enable the
acquisition of InSAR data, which additionally allows 3D building reconstruction besides the 2D
approaches.
In previous studies concerning building reconstruction, the analysis was limited to certain areas due
to lower spatial resolution. These included rural, industrial, or urban areas characterised by large
buildings and in very rare cases also multi-family houses. Furthermore, these approaches were
mainly driven by a detailed analysis of the SAR magnitude signature, while occlusion effects were
compensated by fusing multi-aspect magnitude data. This step of information fusion was implemented by comparing and updating building hypotheses only, where a successful assembly of hypotheses in one single aspect is possible. Such approaches are limited by the stability of the chosen
building features that are highly depending on the building extension. Hence, existing features have
to be evaluated and probably new features have to be defined to handle the challenge of analysing
single-family houses. Beyond the magnitude data, InSAR systems deliver also interferometric phase
data, which can be seen as surface heights when taken in across-track configuration. In recent
work, the exploitation of these interferometric heights was restricted to height calculation averaged
over the assembled building footprint. With regard to the new sensor generation, the potential of
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such data in the context of building reconstruction has to be analysed and exploited in much more
detail, especially with respect to the high spatial resolution.

1.2

State of the Art

In the following sections, an overview on building recognition and reconstruction is given, thereby
mainly focusing on SAR and InSAR data. The overview contains the progress on analysing building
signatures in magnitude and phase image layers driven by the improvement of the spatial data resolution. Furthermore, early as well as matured state-of-the-art approaches of building reconstruction
are introduced, subdividing them according to the underlying data and technique (SAR, InSAR,
single-, and multi-aspect data).

1.2.1

Analysis of Building Signature

The analysis of man-made objects in SAR data started in the 1980s and was pushed by military organisations. The automatic delineation of urban areas from other land coverage, for example, forest
and water, was investigated first. Here, the focus was set on the interpretation of the intensity [63],
urban textures [73], and the modelling of urban clutter statistics [29]. In parallel, first detailed Radar Cross Section (RCS, Subsection 2.2.1) simulations of scatter effects at building locations supported the interpretation of urban areas [36]. Subsequent advances from low to higher spatial
resolution data enabled signature studies on single building level. In the following subsections, research focussing on the analysis of magnitude and interferometric phase signature of buildings is
discussed.

Magnitude Signature of Buildings
The detailed analysis of buildings in SAR data started with the interpretation of the magnitude signature, which is dominated by effects stemming from the inherent oblique scene illumination.
These lead to foreshortening, layover, and radar shadow and depend on building shape and illumination geometry characterising the appearance of elevated objects in SAR images ([108], Subsection 2.2.2). In [116], a study on these effects is presented with the goal of estimating the visibility in
dense urban areas to optimise flight planning. First approaches on building detection also focused
on such phenomena (Subsection 1.2.2). Another research line deals with the development of SAR
simulation tools to deepen the understanding of SAR imaging and to enhance the interpretation
abilities of human interpreters. The tools (e.g. [91] and [4]) complied with the main requirements
such as nearly real time capability and the simulation of large areas, often at the expense of precise
physical modelling. The technical progress and the concomitant improvement of the spatial resolution led to new observable effects at building locations (e.g. windows and façade structures [2]).
In addition to the mentioned well-understood effects, multi-bounce scattering of different orders
became more and more visible. The resulting bright point and line patterns are caused by the
smoothness and rectangular set-up of dense building structures among themselves and relatively to
their surrounding (e.g. streets). For the first time, very detailed building structures like pillars and
railings at roofs, and rows of metal folds at eaves were observed in airborne data of military experimental SAR systems with spatial resolutions of decimetre [117] up to centimetre range [21].
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These fine structured signatures represent further challenges of SAR image interpretation, whereby
the new generation of recent SAR simulation tools are expected to provide valuable assistance. For
more realistic SAR simulations, the consideration of two different optical descriptions to model the
characteristics of the electromagnetic waves is necessary. On one side, the SAR imaging modelling
based on waves is called physical optics (PO), which includes diffraction and interference effects.
On the other side, modelling based on rays, referred to as geometrical optics (GO), considers passing or reflecting properties at objects. A detailed analytical description of scattering effects at buildings is given in [47] by regarding different combinations of GO and PO effects. In [58], [24], and
[144] single buildings are simulated to support SAR image interpretation and to bring forward
building detection and reconstruction. The latter lead to questions referring to the stability of signature parts under different conditions. The focus is set in particular on the double-bounce scattering from wall-ground structures as a function of the aspect angle [36], building orientations and
sizes [59], wall-ground material [48], [45], sensor wavelength and wave polarisation [66], [96]. From
this development, also the interpretation of the new high resolution spaceborne SAR data could
benefit. First work on this is presented in [110] and [2] by focusing on the simulation and interpretation of different multi-bounce scatterers at building façades in TerraSAR-X data. Due to the large
coverage and the high spatial resolution of the new sensors, the requirements on SAR simulation
tools are growing fast. In particular, the simulation of large scenes [60] of high level of detail [1] in
nearly real time is in demand.

Interferometric SAR Signature of Buildings
Similar to the SAR magnitude signature, the image geometry dominates also InSAR phase data in
particular by layover and shadow. However, coherence – “temporal stability” – of the two SAR acquisitions is even more important for analysing interferometric phases. Hence, utilising InSAR
phases focused first on removing noise and artefacts during the task of tree and building extraction
[26], and height map generation. The mapping of known building structures into InSAR heights
and coherence data as well as studies to identify and remove the layover mixture areas were presented first in [9]. In this context, the significant appearance of the layover in interferometric phase
data at buildings was referred to as “front porch”. Then, similar to the history of magnitude analysis, investigations on the statistics of InSAR images and the simulation of interferometric phases
came up by concentrating especially on layover areas [142]. These studies focused mainly on the
reproduction and analysis of coherence phenomena, for example coherence loss at steep gradient
relief [97]. A comparison with real InSAR data became possible with the new high resolution airborne SAR sensors. These InSAR data enabled a detailed analysis of individual buildings [126] and
building substructures [21] and led to further developments in the area of InSAR simulation. In
particular, the understanding of the contribution of different scattering objects was a prerequisite
for the exploitation of the layover signal. Also, the influence of varying sensor parameters, building
sizes, roof types [125], and contribution power [42] on the InSAR phase signature was analysed
based on simulations.
With the new generation of spaceborne SAR sensors (e.g. TerraSAR-X, COSMO-SkyMed), the recording of very high resolution repeat-pass InSAR image stacks of large coverage has been realised,
which lead to a boost in the field of Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI). The PSI technique
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enables a very precise extraction of height coordinates and height changes over a long time interval
for selected points, which are characterised by a long-term stable phase, so-called Persistent Scatterers (PS). The arising new possibilities of urban area interpretation and additional long-term
monitoring are presented for example in [55] and [41]. Furthermore, another technique called SAR
tomography was applied for urban analysis from space. First experiments based on airborne data
focussed on a general classification of vegetation, forest, and man-made objects [102]. Studies on
spaceborne data started with low spatial resolution shown in [46], but the very high benefit of InSAR tomography for urban analysis became obvious with the new very high resolution data [150].
In the future, urban signature interpretation will profit from a combined PSI and tomography
analysis. Furthermore, the interpretation and the reconstruction of urban areas and single buildings
in particular will speed up due to the availability of the first single-pass spaceborne InSAR configuration of TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X.

1.2.2

Detection and Reconstruction of Buildings

The great variety of methods for urban object recognition based on different remote sensing data
sources have lately been presented in [146]. In the following paragraphs, particular focus is put on
developments in the area of building reconstruction from SAR and InSAR data. First studies aimed
at the classification of urban areas by exploiting SAR magnitude and InSAR coherence signatures
[16]. Then, the individual signal distributions of urban structures in SAR magnitude data were investigated to achieve an improved classification [130]. The fusion of SAR magnitude based classifications with InSAR height data delivered urban height maps [132], an important contribution for
building reconstruction. Recent approaches of urban structure analysis [136], [107] show the benefit of the availability of multi-aspect data to reduce occlusion effects behind elevated buildings in
dense areas. A similar trend is also evident for the detection and reconstruction of individual buildings, which will be described in the following paragraphs.

Single-Aspect Data
In this paragraph, approaches considering a single SAR image or a single InSAR image pair are
summarised. The group of magnitude-based approaches can be subdivided into those preferring
iterative simulation and comparison between synthetic and real building signatures, and those extracting parameters or primitive objects directly from the SAR magnitude signature by analysing
range lines, image patches, or the RCS of objects. The InSAR approaches focus on the segmentation of roof areas to extract mean building heights or on the analysis of layover areas to enable or
to improve 3D building reconstruction, whereby the latter is mostly presented on simulated InSAR
data.

Single-Aspect SAR Magnitude Data
First, we introduce algorithms making use of SAR intensity simulations. A semiautomatic method
on building reconstruction was presented in [5]. By exploiting simple building models of different
roof types, backscattering intensities are simulated by considering Lambertian scattering. A human
operator conducts the subsequent comparison between real SAR magnitude data and simulation
results as well as the choice of an appropriate building model semiautomatically. The realtime ca-
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pability of the used simulation tool [4] is the most important benefit, especially for visualisation
and training applications. The usage of SAR intensity simulations for building height estimation
and temporal change detection was presented in [24]. By utilising 2D GIS information, the intensity
signature of buildings considering single and double-bounce scattering is simulated. The estimation
of the building height is realised by searching for the correlation maximum between simulated and
real building signatures, with testing an iteratively increasing building height during the simulation
step. The presented task on change detection requires 3D GIS information (e.g. from pre-event
stereo optical data) to detect and evaluate differences between simulated pre-event and real measured post-event SAR signatures. The drawbacks of such approaches are the required isolatedness
and plainness of buildings to achieve high correlation between simulated and real SAR signatures.
The second group of algorithms analyses the building signature by measuring in SAR intensity data
or by applying computer vision techniques to extract object parameters. First investigations (e.g.
[71]) focused on the evaluation of correlations between layover-shadow-length and object height in
range direction. The subsequent extraction of object heights (e.g. vegetation and buildings) was
combined with low pass filtering and averaging over roof areas. In later work, the extraction of
characteristic building borders is addressed to estimate building heights and building footprints.
The extraction of building height by investigating RCS of layover, shadow and double-bounce scattering is given in simulated data in [59] and in very high resolution airborne SAR data in [49]. The
detection of building borders is realised by searching for bright lines or by analysing edges between
bright and dark areas. In [135], the detection of parallel edges is aimed at extracting enclosing layover areas. The space in range direction between parallel edges allows estimating an initial building
height. Considering several pairs of edges, the final building height is determined by a weighted
mean of all heights. An approach of radar footprint detection is presented in [44] by extracting
bright lines, bright areas, and dark areas. The classification and combination of these primitives by
investigating membership functions and a subsequent post-processing delivers rectangular radar
footprints. These correspond with building layover areas and give a hint to building positions. Another approach published in [100] is based on the Bayesian information extraction method by using
a hierarchical model. The scene is a cluster of buildings, which is described by mutual interacting
marked points. Furthermore, the buildings are hierarchically decomposable into facets, characterised by radiometric and geometric features, connected to a set of pixels in image space. Finally,
maximum a posteriori probability estimation is carried out. In this way, parallelepipedal buildings
with flat or gabled roof and round towers can be modelled. An approach of building reconstruction
allowing footprints that are more complex is described in [30]. First primitives corresponding to
single, double, triple or multiple echoes are extracted. For the generation of the building shape a
production system is set up by using a rule set resulting from theoretical visibility studies. Distinctive range profiles crossing the detected primitives are the input for the system. Utilising production rules, type and position of primitives and additional information of textured and shadowed
areas are used to assemble iteratively different building cuboids and combinations of different hypotheses to receive the final building shape. In comparison to the first group based on SAR simulations, these approaches are more flexible since single features (e.g. layover and double-bounce) or
combinations of features are used for building detection and reconstruction. In this way, missing
signature parts due to occlusion effects, for example, can probably be compensated. The introduction of further model knowledge can support the building detection in a similar manner, but al-
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though these approaches provide fast availability the main drawback remains the mono-aspect leading to lower information content.

Single-Aspect Interferometric SAR Data
Besides the analysis of the SAR magnitude signature of buildings, the acquisition of InSAR data
provides the possibility to directly extract approximate surface heights. Most of the approaches described in the following combine magnitude and interferometric phase signature. Yet they differ in
the level of detail with which the interferometric phases at building locations are analysed. In most
cases, single-pass airborne InSAR data are investigated due to their high coherency and availability.
Initial works [52] focused on the extraction of building footprint, height and position by use of a
machine vision approach of best-fitting planes to range images. The prerequisite step of data segmentation is carried out by a region growing approach based on the InSAR height data. The segmented areas correspond with planes from roof, wall or ground. The approach is demonstrated on
data of a relatively dense urban area and compared with results on LIDAR data [53]. Several drawbacks are mentioned, for example, layover, shadow, and occlusion effects as well as an underestimation of the building footprint. The approaches presented in [131] and [121] combine intensity
and interferometric height data during region growing processes. The first considers range line
based segmentation of building shadows in order to support building height and especially shape
extraction from InSAR data. An energy function containing height and amplitude constraints is
computed, whereby its minimisation delivers potential building height and extension in each range
line. A subsequent regularisation step removes possible streaking in azimuth direction to achieve
more linear building edges. In [121] interferometric coherence is used for the initial segmentation
of intensity values and for the weighted height calculation. The resulting depth map is postprocessed by considering segment relations to reduce under- or over-segmentation. Both approaches are suitable to reconstruct large (e.g. industrial halls) and complex buildings of arbitrary
shape since no specific building model is assumed. Concerning small buildings, the region growing
will fail due to the lack of homogeneous segments in magnitude and interferometric height data.
The second group of approaches focused on a detailed analysis of layover areas to improve the
generation of digital elevation models [26] or to support the phase unwrapping at building locations
[98]. The first one extracts and removes layover areas - also called front-porch anomalies – by analysing intensity values, elevation values, and binning numbers. The binning number corresponds to
the quantity of contributions projected to the same image cell by the transformation from ground
to slant geometry. The layover areas are distinguished by high intensities and binning numbers. The
second algorithm detects interferogram areas related to layover by exploiting the given spectral
shift between the InSAR image pair. Decomposition into sub-interferograms and their summing up
to achieve two slope interferograms are demonstrated on simulated data of 2SIR [97]. Finally, the
successful unwrapping of simulated layover phases based on the slope interferograms is shown to
support reconstruction of 3D building shape. Recent work focuses on the analysis of building
phase signatures to enable the detection of building edges. In [43] a stochastic approach by investigating local Gaussian Markov Random Fields (GMRF) is chosen. Results on simulated and real InSAR data and an improvement by combining multi-channel InSAR simulations (e.g. different
baselines and frequencies) are shown.
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The results derived from single InSAR datasets are less complex than the ones based on magnitude
data, which is probably due to the lack of freely available high resolution single-pass InSAR data.
With the new InSAR configuration of TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X, new findings are expected.

Multi-Aspect Data
Investigations on multi-aspect data are a result of the high interest of detecting and reconstructing
dense urban areas with a high level of completeness. Occlusion and overlapping effects between
elevated objects (e.g. building and trees) prevent obtaining such high detection rates based on single-aspect data. Focusing on the analysis of SAR data, much research is directed towards fusing
multi-sensor or multi-aspect data. Due to the fact that an imaged object shows different radiometric and geometric properties in multi-aspect and in multi-sensor data, the fusion of object information is mostly realised on a higher semantic level than on pixel level. Recent work on combining
optical and SAR/InSAR building features by investigating Markov Random Field classifiers (MRF)
[138] and Conditional Random Field classifiers (CRF) [140] are mainly motivated by time-critical
applications (e.g. earthquakes and flooding). Considering the rising number of airborne and spaceborne SAR sensors in the last years and the well-known advantages of SAR data (e.g. weather independency), the exploitation of multi-aspect SAR/InSAR data on its own is also promising. In the
next paragraph, recently presented algorithms on this topic are described and their main differences
about data configuration, model assumption, and level of building reconstruction are discussed.

Multi-Aspect SAR Magnitude Data
Similar to the single-aspect approaches, research work on building reconstruction based on multiaspect data focused first on the analysis of layover and shadow areas. In [7], [69], and [64] building
reconstruction by multiple active contours evolving simultaneously on all available SAR images of
the scene is proposed. Parameterised wire-frame building models of flat and gabled roofs are used
to simulate the appearance of building in all images of the scene. During the rattling rectangular
delineation, which is in principle an optimisation step, building parameters are continuously adjusted until a best-fit segmentation of the building layover and shadow in all images is achieved.
The consideration of multi-aspect data might reduce occlusion effects and resolve ambiguities in
the building modelling. However, the limitation to rural and suburban areas and to a very simplified
simulation of building appearance remains a severe constraint.
The second group of algorithms deals with interpretation and feature extraction by means of different dual-aspect configurations, for example small changes in look angle [114], orthogonal views
[118], and opposite views [147]. The extraction of low-level primitives (e.g. bright scattering from
façade and double-bounce scattering from building wall and ground) is realised by using computer
vision methods or SAR specific Constant False Alarm Rate detectors (CFAR, Section 4.6). The
complexity of post-processing these primitives (e.g. hotspots and lines) reaches from assembling of
L- and T-structures [114] up to investigating so-called Gestalt Algebra. With the latter, a production system can be set up to receive high-level objects (e.g. symmetry clusters) [92]. Similar differences are given in the implementation of the additional stereo processing. A matching approach of
bright crosses representing L- and T-primitives of different aspects by using discrete dynamic
processing is discussed in [114]. The 3D building shape is reconstructed from the disparity between
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matched crosses and by assuming rectangular building shape. The complex production system
(“stereo gestalt system”) of [118] contains clustering, recursive grouping and a level of stereo production to obtain 3D rows, angles, and clusters from 2D high-level objects. The resulting 3D objects and their averaged height characterise the final building geometry. The two approaches take
advantage of the high density of building structures in very high resolution airborne SAR images
and show their main advantage in their less restricted model assumptions. The prime example for
this strategy, also called radargrammetry, is the extracted elevation image presented in [95]. Here,
conventional image matching is accomplished on very high resolution SAR images recorded by a
circular flight. Then height maps are calculated by maximising the correlation of small patches that
are extracted from neighboured images. Each of these height maps covers an arc interval of
15 degrees, and their fusion over a flight track of 300 degrees leads to a LIDAR like elevation map
with only a few gaps. Nevertheless, the main prerequisite for this kind of radargrammetry is the
detection and matching of corresponding objects, which becomes more and more difficult with decreasing number of images and increasing difference of look angles. As an example, in [147] detected L-structures in ascending and descending spaceborne SAR images are only combined to
receive possible building footprints.
In [34] and [145] polarimetric airborne SAR data acquired from four orthogonal and antiparallel
viewing directions are used to reconstruct 3D buildings. For both approaches, buildings are modelled as cuboids or groups of cuboids. Image coregistration by manual control point measurements
and manual detection of building signatures in image pairs from opposite viewing direction are required in [34]. The building signature is analysed in a coherency matrix, which allows good detection of the building location. The calculation of the building height is realised by disparity
estimation between cumulated azimuth profiles in the opposite images. In [145] an automatic approach is presented, starting with the extraction of edges followed by a local Hough transformation
to receive parallel line segments fitted to parallelograms. A classification takes place in order to discriminate parallelograms caused by direct reflection of façades from others that are due to doublebounce signal propagation and shadow. A maximum likelihood method is adopted to match all
multi-aspect façade images and to three-dimensionally reconstruct buildings. Prerequisites of both
approaches are homogeneous layover regions or similar layover signatures from different aspects to
enable satisfying primitive extraction and successful disparity estimation between azimuth profiles.
Furthermore, detached buildings are required, because interfering façade images from multiple high
buildings will lead to imprecise reconstruction results.
In general, utilising multi-aspect data in comparison to single-aspect data may help to reduce occlusion effects, to detect more building details, and to resolve ambiguities in building modelling in order to come up with more robust reconstruction results. The level of improvement depends on the
number of images available and on the complexity of the urban scene to be reconstructed. An additional benefit on building reconstruction can be achieved by considering multi-aspect InSAR data
due to direct measurement of runtime differences convertible into elevation data.

Multi-Aspect Interferometric SAR Data
Two research groups presented recent work on building reconstruction using multi-aspect InSAR
data. In the following, both approaches are discussed and open questions are pointed out.
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In [14], work on building detection and reconstruction based on InSAR height and coherence images was shown. A maximum decision strategy is deployed to combine four different views of a
village consisting of small buildings. First, the maximum height value of all four acquisitions is chosen and the resulting height map is smoothed by a median filter. Thereafter, a binary mask with potential building regions is generated by subtracting bare earth from the original height map.
Minimum bounding rectangles are fit to regions of interest after some morphological filter operations have been applied. Differentiation between buildings and other elevated objects like vegetation is done by exploiting mean and standard deviation of the coherence of the region and of the
height map. Furthermore, simple building models with either flat roof or symmetric gabled roof are
fit to the segmented building regions. This approach is further extended in [13] including information from corresponding SAR magnitude data. Optimal results are achieved if measurements from
building shadow analysis are combined with hints from the InSAR height map to reduce the influence of layover, also called front porch areas. With the shadows, building positions and outlines
can be estimated while height information is deduced from InSAR heights. Moreover, a simulation
step is proposed to refine reconstruction results. A SAR image is simulated using the previously
reconstructed 3D hypothesis as input. Subsequently, by comparing real and simulated signatures,
the 3D hypothesis is adjusted and refined to minimise differences. Problems arise if buildings stand
closely together, if they are higher than the ambiguity height of the InSAR acquisition, and if they
are too small to show homogeneous height information inside the building footprint since this approach very much relies on the InSAR height map.
The iterative approach on building reconstruction presented in [115] is carried out in two separate
steps: building detection and building reconstruction. For building detection, the SAR data are preprocessed in order to reduce speckle. Additionally, primitive objects are extracted by applying a
segmentation of the slant range data. Edge and line structures are detected in intensity data while
connected components with a significant elevation above ground are segmented in height data.
Building hypotheses are set up by creating complex objects from primitive objects. Thereafter, such
hypotheses are projected from slant range geometry to ground range geometry in order to prepare
for building structure extraction. Model knowledge is introduced in this step, as buildings are reconstructed as elevated objects with three different kinds of parametric roof models (flat, gabled,
and pent roofs) as well as right-angled footprints. More complex building structures are addressed
introducing right-angled polygons as footprints and allowing different heights of adjacent building
parts (prismatic model). Building heights and roof types are estimated by analysing shadow areas
and by fitting planes to the height data. In order to fill occluded areas and to compensate for layover effects, building candidates from multiple aspects of the same scene are fused. They are used
as input for a simulation to detect layover and shadow regions. In the next step, the simulated SAR
data are re-projected to slant range geometry and compared to the original SAR data. If differences
are detected, false detections are eliminated and new building hypotheses are created. The entire
procedure is repeated iteratively and is expected to converge towards a description of the real 3D
scene. Criteria for stopping the process are either a maximum number of iterations or a threshold
of the root mean square error between simulated and real world DEM.
The main requirement of this approach is setting up a building hypothesis in at least one of the different views. This will fail often for small buildings since their magnitude signature contains only
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layover, double-bounce, and shadow area (Section 3.3). Furthermore, building signature analysis of
dense urban area in new airborne and spaceborne InSAR data (e.g. [117], [22], and [40]) showed
that investigations on building shadow could become difficult. Hence, also new strategies of extracting roof shape have to be found. At this point, a more detailed interpretation of the InSAR
phases appears to be reasonable, especially by focusing on the aforementioned front porch area.
Summarising these points, the characteristics of new InSAR sensors enables the recognition of
smaller objects, especially smaller buildings, which requires further developments and enhancements of existing work to achieve good detection and reconstruction results.

1.3

Contribution of this Thesis

In this thesis, an automatic scheme based on multi-aspect InSAR data especially for 3D reconstruction of small buildings is presented. This is possible since the new generation of SAR sensors delivers data, where in addition to large extended buildings also small buildings up to one family houses
become visible.
As new sensors are able to take images of very large scenes, a classification of vegetated areas is
introduced to support the task of building detection and lower the number of false detections. To
this end, fuzzy logic is used to formulate a new robust classification concept, which contains expert
knowledge about InSAR relevant image content. Simple rule sets are defined to enable their applicability on different InSAR data. Additionally, classification results of multi-aspect data are fused to
reduce misclassification due to occlusion effects [123].
Based on a detailed analysis of the magnitude and interferometric phase data, radiometrically stable
and geometrically correct building features, appropriate for large and small buildings, are extracted.
Moreover, these features are independent from SAR sensor type, illumination geometry, and building geometry to a large extent [124].
In contrast to previous algorithms (e.g. [115]), the fusion of multi-aspect information is realised on
a lower level to handle building constellations of weak feature support. This contains a transformation from individual slant range geometries into common ground range geometry (e.g. WGS84) at
feature level. The subsequent assembly of building hypotheses benefits from the multi-aspect information [124].
Furthermore, the interpretation of the interferometric phase information is enhanced to utilise the
high geometric information density in the layover/front porch region [125]. For this, an InSAR
simulation tool is developed to explore superposition effects and to support especially the reconstruction of small buildings [126].
As the interferometric phases suffer from considerable noise, phase filtering is mandatory to assist
the exploitation of the InSAR phases, for example, to extract building heights. Conventional rectangular filter masks can destroy significant layover areas if building orientations and sensor flight
direction are not aligned. Hence, a new InSAR phase filter is introduced that preserves especially
the front porch region [128]. The parameterisation of the new filter masks relies on the assembled
building hypotheses and the simulated InSAR phases.
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In addition, new post-processing strategies are developed that benefit from the new InSAR phase
simulation as well as from the new InSAR phase filtering. Especially the selection of the appropriate roof geometry benefits from those [127].
Beyond the improvements on building interpretation and reconstruction, the adaptation on high
resolution airborne InSAR data shows the potentials of this topic for the future.

1.4

Structure of this Thesis

The structure of the thesis is driven by the goal to understand the appearance of buildings in InSAR data and to transfer these findings into a 3D reconstruction algorithm. Hence, in Chapter 2
the principles of SAR data acquisition are described by considering relevant characteristics of the
SAR principle, the radiometric and geometric properties, and the available SAR sensors. In Chapter 3, the appearance of buildings in InSAR data is analysed by focusing on magnitude and interferometric phase signature. At this point, changes in the building signature due to different sensors,
processing modes, illumination properties or building geometries are studied and visualised in detail.

Chapter 4 develops the reconstruction scheme, starting with a description of the underlying building model and an overview of the whole workflow. Subsequently, the individual processing steps
are introduced and their implementation and parameterisation is described. Additionally, intermediate results are shown to emphasise the necessity of subsequent processing steps.
In Chapter 5 the investigated test area and InSAR data set are characterised, reconstruction results
are shown, and the potential of the algorithm is discussed. The evaluation of the reconstruction
results is assisted by considering cadastral data as 2D reference and LIDAR data as height reference. The summary of this thesis and an outlook are given in Chapter 6.

2

Basics of Imaging Radar

In the following sections, the basics of imaging radar are discussed. First, the principles of the two
imaging methods Real Aperture Radar (RAR) and SAR are summarised followed by an introduction
to SAR image formation and the most frequently applied SAR imaging modes. Second, imaging
properties of SAR sensors are described by considering radiometric and geometric aspects. Also
spaceborne and airborne SAR sensors currently in use are characterised.

2.1

Principle

Imaging from air to ground by radar (Radiofrequency Detection and Ranging) became operational
first in the military domain during World War II. Due to the engineering progress at this time,
smaller antennas could be developed and installed on aircraft allowing the detection of enemy objects during night and bad weather conditions. The usage of imaging radar for geoscience applications started after the war. Driven by the desire to enhance the angular resolution of diffractionlimited RAR, the new imaging technique SAR was developed in the 1950s. In the following subsections, the RAR and SAR principles are described, the SAR image formation is explained, and the
most common SAR imaging modes are presented.

2.1.1

Real Aperture Radar

In comparison to passive optical imaging systems, radar sensors emit radar pulses to illuminate actively the scene from the side. In nadir view, the angular resolution would be very low due to signal
diffraction (see equation (2-3) below). Moreover, on either side of the nadir axis same distances are
given, consequently the echoes of these points cannot be separated. The resulting acquisition geometry of a RAR and SAR system is shown in Fig. 2.1. Focusing first on the general image geometry, the coordinate system of a radar image is defined by the slant range direction (across track) and
the azimuth direction (along track). The slant range coordinate in the image is specified by the
smallest distance between sensor and covered object. Sensor movement and imaging starting time
define the azimuth coordinate.
Using this side-looking geometry, runtime measurements enable the determination of resolution in
range depending on the pulse length. In Fig. 2.1a the footprint of the radar beam on ground is
shown with marked near range and far range position (indices n and f ). The spatial resolution in
slant range δrs is a function of c , the speed of light, and τ , the radar pulse duration, or BW , the
bandwidth of the signal [72]:

δrs =

c ⋅τ
c
=
,
2
2 ⋅ BW

with τ ⋅ BW ≈ 1

(2-1)

Considering also ground range projection, a geometric relation between object position represented
by the off-nadir look angle θ and ground range resolution δrg is given by:
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of RAR principle (a) and SAR principle (b)
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δrg =

c ⋅τ
c
=
2 ⋅ sin θ 2 ⋅ BW ⋅ sin θ

(2-2)

Hence, with increasing off-nadir look angle (e.g. from θn to θf ) a better ground range resolution
(see δrg and δrg ) is achievable. Thus, a general improvement of range resolution is theoretically
possible by using large off-nadir look angles or by shortening τ , but both require a higher transmission power, which is limited due to technical and safety reasons. In practice, the bandwidth is
considered instead of τ because by frequency modulation – chirping and frequency shifting of the
emitted pulses ( τ ⋅ BW = const. ) – an improvement in resolution while reducing the mandatory
power can be reached. The extended radar pulse length enables the transmission of more signal energy leading to higher signal response and better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
n

f

The spatial resolution in azimuth δra is deduced by diffraction theory as a linear function of r :
δra = r ⋅ ϕra ,

with ϕra =

λ
,
Lra

(2-3)

where r denotes the slant range distance and ϕra the angular aperture of the 3 dB antenna beam in
azimuth direction given by the used wavelength λ and the length of the real aperture Lra . Since
diffraction effects lead to a widening of the radar beam, it is common use within remote sensing
applications to take advantage of a long real aperture Lra in order to obtain a narrow beam and a
better spatial resolution in azimuth direction for large r . Moreover, the dependence on object position gives rise to a worsening of δra with increasing r , which is also visible in Fig. 2.1a for δra and
δra . An improvement of δra is restricted because the necessary enlargement of Lra is technically
constrained by a practical antenna size and an applicable transmission power. Additionally, a decrease of λ is less helpful because of the increasing atmospheric attenuation of the radar signal.
These limitations of RAR led to the development of SAR.
n

f

2.1.2

Synthetic Aperture Radar

The principle of SAR is shown in Fig. 2.1b with image axes azimuth and range similar to RAR imaging. The desired improvement of δra is realised by multiple illuminations of the object thanks to
a high pulse repeat rate and motion of the SAR sensor. Three beams cover the object starting with
beam ns at time ts , crossing zero-Doppler plane with beam nz at time tz , and ending with beam
ne at time te . The decrease in the range between sensor and object from ns to nz and then the increase from nz to ne results in a relative movement between both. The radial component of this
movement leads to a Doppler shift in the received signals. The changing of this shift over integration time ( ts to te ) is called Doppler history and characterised by the range position of the object.
To realise the SAR principle the radar sensor has to operate fully coherent, which means the phase
relation between different transmit and receive pulses has to be stable. The subsequent SAR processing [72] starts with the range compression. Afterwards, an azimuth compression also called azimuth focussing – a convolution between the received echoes and the range dependent correlation
functions (Doppler histories) – is carried out to achieve the real azimuth position. In practice, more
time-efficient processing algorithms rather than 2D-convolution are used for azimuth focussing,
for example, chirp scaling algorithms, Omega-K algorithm, and SPECAN algorithm, which are de-
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scribed and compared in [33]. If very high precision is required (e.g. very high spatial resolution
data), then more time consuming algorithms have to be considered [21], and additional processing
steps like estimation of Doppler centroid and Doppler rate are necessary [72]. However, the result
of any of them is a complex SAR image S characterised by two dimensions: either in Cartesian
(real part si and imaginary part sq ) or in polar coordinates (amplitude A and phase ϕ ). The
mathematical definitions of S , A , and the intensity I are:
S = si + jsq = A ( cos ϕ + j sin ϕ ) = A ⋅ e jϕ ,

A = si2 + sq2 , and I = si2 + sq2 .

(2-4)

Additionally, this concept, using the motion of the real antenna to achieve a long synthetic antenna
according to the recorded range history of the tracked object, assumes a stationary world during
the object observation. Hence, the velocity components of a moving object (e.g. car, train, and
ship) affect the geometric SAR signature in comparison to a static object. Movements in flight direction lead to a blurring of the object signature in azimuth direction. In contrast, a radial component of the velocity vector results in a displacement in azimuth, for example, observable for
moving cars with a displacement to the left or right of the road.
The following equations establish the requested enhancement of the spatial resolution in azimuth
direction as consequence of azimuth focussing. Based on the multiple illumination of the object, a
longer antenna is synthesised, and its length is equal to the distance moved on ground between ts
and te . This distance is called the synthetic aperture Lsa , which is a function of range distance r
and angular aperture ϕra :
Lsa = r ⋅ ϕra = r ⋅

λ
.
Lra

(2-5)

The SAR specific angular aperture ϕsa is given in (2-6) as a function of the real aperture Lra and the
slant range distance r . The factor 1 2 results from the SAR specific multiple illuminations from different positions, leading to phase gradients on the way to and back from the object [72] different to
the RAR measurement. Furthermore, the spatial resolution in azimuth direction of SAR δsa is half
of the antenna length Lra , thus independent from the object position compared with δra . Note that
(2-6) does hold for stripmap mode only (Subsection 2.1.4).
ϕsa =

2.1.3

L
λ
= ra
2 ⋅ Lsa 2 ⋅ r

and δsa = r ⋅ ϕsa =

Lra
2

(2-6)

SAR Image Formation

In practice, however, the final geometric resolution in azimuth and range direction is more interesting than the angular aperture ϕsa and the spatial resolution in azimuth direction δsa . Therefore, in
the following the SAR image formation is described containing range and azimuth compression.
These are usually carried out in frequency domain. The equivalent convolution steps in spatial domain are realised by a correlation with a 2D matched filter. This is characterised in range by the
envelope of the transmitted radar pulse (chirp) and in azimuth by the antenna pattern. The resulting complex signature of a normalised point target is the impulse response function (IRF) of the
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SAR system serving as quality measure of SAR images. The ratio between main and side lobes is
important in particular since high side lobes of a strong target can obscure other targets nearby.
This is important for applications focusing on objects (e.g. buildings and cars) with a large RCS.
Hence, weighting functions w ( n ) are applied to achieve an apodization of the side lobes, whereas
the reduction of the first side lobe level, the smoothing of the remaining side lobe levels (octaves),
and the 3 dB width k of the main lobe are the most characterising features. A detailed description
of common weighting functions is given in [62]. Here the rectangle function (uniform weighting),
and a “raised cosine” function are presented.
Rectangle window:
Hamming window:

w ( n) = 1

 2π 
w ( n ) = ν + (1 − ν ) ⋅ cos 
⋅ n
 N 
 2π 
w ( n ) = 0.54 + 0.46 ⋅ cos 
⋅ n  , ν = 25 46
 N 

krect = 0.89
(2-7)
kHamm = 1.30

The resulting IRF of a single point target applying uniform weighting is the sinc function characterised by a reduction of the first side lobe of 13 dB, an ongoing side lobe fall-off of 6 dB per octave,
and a 3 dB main lobe width of 0.89. In comparison, using a real weighting function such as a Hamming window, the first side lobe undergoes a suppression of 43 dB and decreasing envelope of
6 dB per octave is achievable. On the other hand, the 3 dB main lobe width is increasing up to 1.30
and the general width (null-to-null) of the main lobe is twice as wide as that of uniform weighting.
The final geometric resolution in azimuth δa and range δr direction as given by the 3 dB main lobe
width of the IRF is defined by the parameter k depending on the applied functions w ( n ) .
δa = k a ⋅

Lra
2

and δr = kr ⋅

c
2⋅B

(2-8)

Despite the loss of resolution, for image interpretation the resulting differences on object signatures are much more important, especially if a high density of detailed structures characterise the
appearance of an object (e.g. buildings, bridges, and vehicles). The expected variation of signatures
is given in [94] for a synthetic image considering ideal point scatterer, dihedral and trihedral corner
for instance. An asymmetric weighting is applied by focusing on uniform, Hamming, and autoregression functions. The comparison points out that Hamming weighting leads to wider azimuth
and range response, but on the other hand best side lobe apodization can be achieved. The oscillating side lobes are only observable for the rectangle window and the trihedral corner reflectors give
the strongest target response. Real image examples of an airborne sensor are presented in [119] by
the use of a symmetric weighting with uniform, spatially variant apodization (SVA) and Taylor
function. The comparison of the weighting results focus on the analysis of a single point scatterer
and a clutter area. The SVA shows a high side lobe apodization without increasing the width of the
main lobe. Furthermore, a good preservation of clutter details and texture information is given, and
in addition, clutter speckle patterns are better maintained compared to applying Taylor weighting.
In general, the challenge is to develop interpretation algorithms working for all data constellations
or for at least the majority. The realisation of this requirement is difficult due to the high signature
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variability, which will be shown for buildings in Section 3.2. Two well-established ways to open approaches for general use are the choice of parameters of image processing and interpretation algorithms according to characteristics of the scene at hand (Section 4.4) or from SAR sensor and
processing parameters (Section 4.6).

2.1.4

SAR Imaging Modes

In this subsection, the most common imaging modes of SAR data are described. The investigated
airborne data sets (e.g. AeS-1 [111] and MEMPHIS [106]) have mostly been recorded in Stripmap
mode and the spaceborne data (e.g. TerraSAR-X) in Spotlight mode. Then two specific configuration types are discussed: the polarimetric and the interferometric SAR, which are independent from
the chosen imaging mode.

Stripmap Mode
The Stripmap mode, the most common SAR imaging mode, is used by both airborne and spaceborne SAR sensors. The antenna beam illuminates the target on ground with a fixed look angle, as
described previously for the standard SAR principle. The Stripmap images show a constant slant
range resolution and may cover seamless stripes of arbitrary length. Stripmap spaceborne data are
applicable for monitoring tasks such as detection of land use changes (e.g. sealing areas). High
resolution airborne data are even usable for object detection as discussed in detail in this thesis
(e.g. building reconstruction).

ScanSAR Mode
The burst mode ScanSAR, as used by spaceborne SAR sensors, enables the largest spatial coverage,
however with reduced geometric azimuth resolution. During the acquisition, the look angle of the
antenna beam is periodically changing to cover different subswaths in range direction. Hence, an
increase of the stripe width is realised at the expense of azimuth resolution, as each scatterer is imaged not as often as in Stripmap mode. Due to this low geometric resolution, these SAR data are
mainly used for large scale monitoring applications such as the detection of environmental pollution (e.g. oil slicks).

Squint Mode
A SAR system operating in Squint mode illuminates the target by looking tilted forward or aft,
however not in the zero-Doppler plane marked grey in Fig. 2.1. In the past, especially airborne systems applied squint angles up to 60 degrees for tactical safety reasons. Nowadays, real Squint mode
data are rare, the majority of SAR data show squint angles only up to some degree due to flight
conditions of airborne platforms or because of earth rotation with respect to spaceborne systems.
During SAR data processing and geocoding, this squint angle has to be taken into account. Additionally, the tilting of the SAR sensor can be accomplished mechanically by a real tilting of the
whole antenna or electrically by phase differences between different parts of the phased array antenna. In practice, the electrical solution is preferred due to technical restrictions of the mechanical
solution (e.g. trigger time and signs of wear).
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Spotlight Mode
The Spotlight mode provides the highest geometric resolution to the disadvantage of limited spatial
coverage. During the acquisition, the orientation of the antenna beam is adapted such that a site of
interest is illuminated exclusively. This steered tracking leads to a longer synthetic aperture and
consequently results in a better azimuth resolution. These spaceborne or airborne data show a very
high level of detail allowing the detection of individual objects and even their identification and
reconstruction (e.g. vehicle identification and building reconstruction).

Polarimetric SAR
In contrast to standard single-polarimetric SAR data, the acquisition of dual- or full-polarimetric
data makes use of transmitting and receiving different polarised waves. In general linear (horizontal
or vertical) and circular (right or left) polarised waves are distinguished, whereby for remote sensing applications the linear polarised waves (horizontal H or vertical V ) are preferred. Using these
two polarisations, four different backscatter components can be formed by considering the potential reversal of wave orientation at scattering object. The co-polarised channels HH and VV on the
principal diagonal and the cross-polarised channels HV and VH on the secondary diagonal define
the resulting scattering matrix [ S ] . For monostatic acquisitions, this scattering matrix is symmetrical and has only three independent components since SHV = SVH . Usually the first index refers to the
polarisation of the received wave and the second one to the emitted wave [12].

 SHH

[ S] =  S


VH

SHV 
SVV 

(2-9)

The information benefit concerning polarimetric data is based on the effect that the individual elements of the scattering matrix [ S ] are affected differently by the scattering properties of illuminated objects [82]. Based on different comparisons between these four components, distinctions
between even- and odd-numbered reflections as well as the degree of depolarisation are possible. A
combined analysis of this phase characteristic along with the received amplitudes improves the results of object segmentation and classification like the analysis of soil moisture and land use [31].
Other applications based on high resolution data are the classification of different tree species [80]
or the interpretation of line signatures (e.g. bridges and buildings) by characterising direct and double-bounce reflections [81].

Interferometric SAR
The interferometric SAR processing comprises either repeated or simultaneous recording of at least
two SAR images of a scene. The difference in the phase measurements between the acquisitions is
the signal of interest. The interferogram S of two images is calculated by a complex valued multiplication of the two received signals S1 and S2 given in (2-10), where A1 and A2 are the signal amplitudes and ∆ϕ is the phase difference proportional to the range difference ∆r and signal runtime
difference ∆t . The parameter p (either 1 or 2) depends on the transmit/receive mode of the sensor configuration. For example, the ping-pong mode, where two transmitters and two receivers operate, requires p to be 2.
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S = S1 ⋅ S2∗ = A1e jϕ ⋅ A2 e− jϕ = A1 ⋅ A2 ⋅ e (
1

2

j ∆ϕ )

, with ∆ϕ ≈ p ⋅

2π
c ⋅ ∆t
⋅ ∆r , and ∆r ∝
λ
2

(2-10)

The recorded image pair is characterised by its temporal and spatial baseline. The size of the temporal baseline depends on acquisition mode and sensor platform, which may operate in single-pass
or repeat-pass mode. Single-pass acquisition means that the images are acquired simultaneously,
usually from airborne platforms. Form space, only the former Shuttle RADAR Topography Mission (SRTM) and the recently launched TanDEM-X along with TerraSAR-X can provide nearly
single-pass interferometric data. Repeat-pass acquisitions are achievable by airborne and spaceborne platforms, but the temporal difference between the two recording dates varies from seconds
up to weeks. Depending on the availability, different applications in the field of change detection
can be supported, such as moving target identification (short term) and monitoring of surface deformation (long term).
In addition to the temporal baseline, the orientation of the spatial baseline defines what kind of
displacement is measured. In an along track configuration, where the spanned baseline is parallel to
flight path, the calculated phase difference of a mapped object is proportional to its velocity component orthogonal to flight direction. This mode is useful for moving target identification and
monitoring (e.g. iceberg tracking and traffic monitoring) with preferred single-pass acquisition. An
across track configuration allows the computation of height differences between adjacent pixels
and will be discussed in more detail since such data are an important element of this thesis. For the
setup visualised in Fig. 2.2a, the interferometric baseline is orthogonal to the flight path formed by
two antennas (single-pass) or two tracks of a sensor equipped with a single antenna (repeat-pass).
The phase differences, also called interferometric phases ∆ϕ , are proportional to the object height
and can be characterised by the wrapped sum of different contributions defined between −π and
+π :
∆ϕ = ϕflat + ϕtopo + ϕdist + ϕscat + ϕnoise .

(2-11)

The first term, the flat-earth phase proportion ϕflat , is independent from the imaged area. Only the
increase of the off-nadir look angle θ from near range to far range leads to this contribution. The
second, the topographic phase contribution ϕtopo , results from the actual surface topography. The
third term contains a group of physical and mainly deterministic effects (e.g. surface displacements,
orbit errors, and atmospheric conditions), which are summarised as distortion contribution ϕdist
here. Depending on the interferometric sensor configuration, several up to all of these distortion
effects are negligible. For example, a single-pass InSAR dataset is unaffected by any surface displacement and change of atmospheric conditions. The fourth term, the scatterer’s phase contribution ϕscat , depends on the backscatter properties of the illuminated object and the sensor
configuration. However, at best this term can be neglected if coherent scatterers are observed. The
phase of an image cell has to be defined by one or a group of dominant scatterers and the chosen
baseline has to enable the superposition of the signal of the same scatterers in both images. Hence,
the temporal and spatial baselines should not be too long to prevent the decorrelation of the spectra and, as a result, the phases ϕ1 and ϕ2 . The last phase contribution, ϕnoise , refers to noise effects
(e.g. thermal noise).
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Figure 2.2: Principle of across-track SAR interferometry (a), flat-earth corrected InSAR phase images
showing the same scene but with different unambiguous ranges ∆hi ; short baseline (b) and
long baseline (c)

In general, the quality and thus the usefulness of ∆ϕ can be characterised by the interferometric
coherence. In terms of interferometric SAR, the coherence γ is used to determine the level of correlation between the two received signals S1 and S2 . It is required that these signals are ergodic,
which is usually the case according to [17]. Due to this fact and as mentioned in Subsection 2.1.2, a
SAR system operates entirely coherent during the integration time. The coherence is the magnitude
of the complex cross-correlation coefficient C between the InSAR images S1 and S2 by considering an image patch of n pixels:
n

∑S

1i

γ= C =

⋅ S2*

i

i =1
n

∑S

1i

i =1

2

(2-12)

n

⋅ ∑ S2

2
i

i =1

The interferometric coherence takes values in the interval [0,1]. Zero reflects total incoherent (colour coded black) and “1” implies full coherent signal (colour coded white). For repeat pass InSAR
tracks, this measure is mainly used to assess the quality of the interferometric phase, but furthermore very detailed information concerning the scattering process of single objects is delivered. For
example, complete coherent scattering is given for dihedral corners (e.g. at building locations), a
decreasing coherence value is observable for growing vegetation (from fallow land to cropland to
forest), and fully decorrelated signals are obtained for water surfaces and temporal changes. Hence,
the interferometric coherence is later on used for classification (Section 4.4), height calculation
(Section 4.5) and InSAR phase filtering (Subsection 4.10).
The mathematical relation between across-track interferometric phase ∆ϕ and relative object
height h is given by:
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h≈

1 λ ⋅ r ⋅ sin θ
⋅
⋅ ∆ϕ ,
p 2π ⋅ B⊥

with B⊥ = B ⋅ cos ( θ − ξ ) , and ξ = arctan

BV
,
BH

(2-13)

where r is the range distance between sensor and object, θ the off-nadir look angle, and the socalled normal baseline B⊥ is the perpendicular part of the spatial baseline B , such as shown in
Fig. 2.2a.
Furthermore, the relation between B⊥ and B is characterised by the vertical baseline BV and the
horizontal baseline BH as parts of B and by the angles θ and ξ . As interferometric phases are
phases wrapped into the interval [ −π , + π ] , the corresponding object heights are restricted too. The
unambiguous range ∆hi (2-14), which is a function of the constant values wavelength λ and p and
the values B⊥ i , ri and θi are related to the range position i .

∆hi ≈

1 λ ⋅ ri ⋅ sin θi
⋅
p
B⊥ i

(2-14)

Hence, ∆hi is increasing from near to far range. An increasing length of baseline gives a decreasing
∆hi . If the relative height difference of an imaged area is larger than ∆hi , phase jumps, also called
fringes, appear in the interferogram and in the final height model. There are two approaches to a
solution: configuration and algorithm oriented ones. New sensor systems (e.g. MEMPHIS)
equipped with a group of transmitters and receivers, provide data of multiple-baselines within a
single-pass acquisition [89]. The various possibilities of combining transmitters and receivers allow
to obtain different lengths of baselines. The unwrapping process starts with the shortest baseline
interferogram featuring the largest ∆hi according to (2-14) and showing ideally no phase jumps
(Fig. 2.2b). By this gradient information, the ambiguities in the next longer baseline interferogram
are eliminated. At the end of this process the interferogram of the longest baseline (Fig. 2.2c) is
unwrapped incrementally and the best height accuracy is retained. With this configuration oriented
solution, it is also possible to unwrap spaceborne data, since varying baseline lengths between the
repeat-pass acquisitions are given. In addition to this multi-baseline solution, also algorithms incorporating mathematical constrains (e.g. residue-cut method and least-squares method [61]) have
been developed to eliminate ambiguities in interferograms. The general idea of these phase unwrapping algorithms is the determination of the gradient, the local phase shift between
neighboured pixels. This is realised by 1D or 2D integration over an interferogram area to assemble
the correct integer-number ratio of phase cycles in order to unwrap the interferogram.
Applications for across-track InSAR data are characterised by the temporal baseline and the geometric resolution or the size of the imaged area. Based on single pass acquisitions, DSMs of high
quality are extractable, and depending on the geometric resolution, large scale surface deformations
up to individual object changes are observable in repeat pass InSAR data.

2.2

Imaging Properties

In the following subsections, the radiometric relations between sensor and object properties are
discussed with respect to their effect on the magnitude signature. Furthermore, the designations of
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the radar-frequency bands are introduced. Geometric distortions at elevated objects due to the SAR
imaging properties are featured in the last subsection.

2.2.1

Radiometric Properties

The radiometric signature in SAR images is affected by the physical imaging principle and the object properties. First, a phenomenon caused by the SAR imaging principle is described that dominates the SAR image texture in general. Subsequently, the focus is on the texture variance defined
by the observed scene, whereby the resulting magnitude value of a single image cell depends on
type and number of contributors summed up over the pixel area. The signature of the cell can be
dominated either by a strong scatterer alone or by an unknown number of different scatterers. In
the following, the signature of single objects is analysed through the interaction of sensor wavelength, object material, and object roughness. Then, the occurrence and appearance of distributed
scatterers (clutter areas) are characterised and common statistical distributions describing different
kinds of SAR signatures are presented. Additionally, we focus on the sensor wavelength presenting
the designations of the radar-frequency bands.

Radiometric Properties in General
In general, the radiometric appearance of SAR images is dominated by a texture or signal distribution perceived as a grainy “salt and pepper” pattern. In the following paragraph, this phenomenon
called speckle is physically and statistically characterised. Also the most common speckle reduction
method and a few more advanced speckle reduction filters are presented.

Speckle
Speckle is no special electromagnetic phenomenon; it is also observable for sound waves and particle streams showing wave properties. The requirements for this phenomenon are coherent illumination and rough surfaces in comparison to the used wavelength (see equation (2-18)). Irregularities
of a surface, in the SAR domain called scatterers, reflect the emitted radiation in form of waves
that might be in phase or out of phase. The interference (also called fading [101]), the superposition
of the different wave fronts, leads to cancellation or reinforcement effects appearing as randomly
distributed intensity values in the SAR image. Hence, the brightness of a single pixel is not only
determined by the physical properties of the scatterer, but also by the relative phase interaction between the contributing scatterers. In general, the speckle is modelled as a multiplicative random
signal with circular Gaussian statistics leading to a probability density function (pdf) of the intensity I
(2-15) and uniform distribution for ϕ in the interval [ −π, +π ] .


I 

1 − 
pdf ( I ) = ⋅ e  σ 
σI
I

(2-15)

This common description implies some simplifications, for example, the statistical independence of
the signal received from different scatterers, which makes it inappropriate for some real situations.
The requirements for this so-called “fully developed speckle” are summarised in [57] by pointing
out the necessity of large number of scatterers, which contribute to the measured signal. Concern-
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ing open and rural areas, these restrictions are fulfilled for spaceborne and airborne data. For radiometric image interpretation and for methods of automatic image analysis, such as segmentation
and classification, speckle is a limiting factor. Hence, in the following paragraphs the most common speckle reduction method and more advanced speckle filters are described.

Multilooking
The easiest way to reduce speckle is given by averaging over different independent sub-images
[101]. This so-called multilooking is realised in SAR processing by frequency partitioning to generate
sub-images, whereby the number of sub-images, also termed looks, describes the level of averaging.
In practice, the number of looks is not really important, but rather the reduction of speckle variance in comparison to the expectation value. Therefore, the defining criterion is the equivalent number of looks ( ENL ) calculated from a homogeneous image region X in the intensity SAR image:

ENL =

E { X}

2

Var { X}

(2-16)

Assuming that SAR data are already processed, the described multilooking in the frequency domain
is equivalent to a linear filtering in the image domain. The filtering is usually implemented by incoherently averaging pixel values inside a square window of N × N . In general, the achieved ENL is
lower than the number of averaged pixels due to the correlation of neighbouring image cells. For
both approaches, the reduction of speckle variance results in a decreasing spatial resolution because
of the shorter synthetic aperture per look or the spatial averaging. To avoid this drawback, more
advanced speckle filters have been developed, which better maintain the high spatial resolution of
the SAR data.

Other Speckle Filters
Instead of averaging, more sophisticated schemes are necessary to reduce or remove the speckle in
a more effective way. In principle, the variation of the image magnitude is estimated by considering
a small image area first. Then the original pixel value is replaced by a new one derived from the local statistics to reduce the image speckle. The filters can be subdivided into non-adaptive and adaptive ones according to their ability to adjust their weighting coefficients to the local image statistics.
Preference is given to the adaptive approaches because of better preserving structural and textural
information. Matured and well-known adaptive speckle reduction filters, as the Lee-Filter [77], the
Frost-Filter [51], and the Kuan-Filter [75], were presented in the 1980s and are characterised by a
high level of speckle reduction while preserving the expectation value of the magnitude. Later,
these filters were refined in order to preserve signatures of point targets in a better way. One representative of this group of maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) speckle reduction filters is the
Gamma MAP-Filter [87].
These filters can be classified by requirements deduced from the respective application, whereby a
differentiation between radiometric and geometric features is useful. Such a comparison of adaptive
speckle reduction filters is given in [149] for the Lee-, Kuan-, Frost-, Enhanced Lee-, Enhanced
Frost-, and the Gamma MAP-Filter. The validation of the radiometric enhancement is based on the
features “maintenance of average mean” and “capability of speckle reduction”. The dependency
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and the effect on geometric properties are assessed by considering different image scenes, from
homogeneous areas to edges, point targets, lines, and angular structures. Focusing on the last two
with respect to the SAR building signatures, the Frost-filter delivered the best results.
Furthermore, as the generation of speckle is not random, it can contain information useful for texture analysis, for example, in oceanography and forestry. Additionally, the spatial resolution from
one metre down to only some centimetres gives rise to the question of appropriate statistical models, because the assumptions of fully developed speckle might no longer be fulfilled. New filters
like those recently presented in [139] have to consider this as well as the increasing density of fine
structures and their radiometric and geometric preservation.
SAR data of urban areas will not fulfil the above-mentioned requirements of fully developed
speckle [57]. The most important conditions, large number of contributors and non-dominance of
single scatterers, are not realistic because of the very high spatial resolutions and the material properties of man-made structures. Thus, other statistical models/distributions are mandatory to describe the statistical properties of such SAR data (see e.g. [130]). A short overview on single and
mixed scatter signatures is given in the following subsections.

Radiometric Properties of Single Objects
Beside the geometric properties (see Subsection 2.2.2), the physical sensor and the object properties characterise the radiometric signature of an object deduced from the received power PR in sensor direction. This power is defined as a function of transmitted power PT , the antenna gain G , the
wavelength λ , the RCS σ , sensor losses L , and the range distance r between sensor and object.
For RAR systems the received power is defined by the radar equation:
PT ⋅ G 2 ⋅ λ 2 σ
PR =
⋅
3
( 4π ) ⋅ L r 4

(2-17)

Concerning SAR systems, the dependency on r is reduced to 1 r [72]. The interaction effects characterising the radiometric appearance of objects in SAR data are dominated by σ and λ . PT , G ,
and L are sensor specific parameters, which are almost uncorrelated with the object properties.
The effect of decreasing PR by diminishing the ground range pixel size due to increasing r is observable in uncalibrated data. Normally, this is compensated within the SAR data processing of
calibrated image data. σ aggregates the object properties – size, orientation, shape, surface material
and roughness define the radiometric signature of an object depending on λ . In the following, the
effects of the surface material and roughness are described since they affect the amount of transmission and reflection of the incident radiation. Moreover, effects caused by different object sizes,
orientations, and shapes are discussed briefly; their influence on the appearance of buildings will be
presented in more detail in Section 3.3.
3

Surface Material of Objects
The scattering of the incident radiation is characterised by the ratio between transmission, reflection, and absorption at the given surface layer. The relative permittivity εr of the material is the
relevant physical parameter describing the amount of transmission and the penetration depth into
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of reflection properties depending on the roughness of ground material (e.g.
plane surface (a), smooth to medium rough surface (b), and rough surface (c) – showing Lambertian reflection) [72]

the material as a function of wavelength λ and some conditional parameters (e.g. temperature of
material). Concerning different wavelengths, the penetration depth is increasing with rising λ . In
extreme cases, total transmission without reflection is given (e.g. for forest canopy when using Lband). Focusing on εr , a small value leads to a high transmission and consequently to a low reflection of the incident radiation. Such areas appear darker in the SAR magnitude data. High εr values
minimise transmission and lead to a nearly total reflection of the incoming radiation. In SAR data,
these areas show either very low or high intensity depending on the local incidence angle ζ with a
maximum intensity value for ζ = 0 .

Surface Roughness of Objects
In addition to the material of the surface, also the roughness of the surface defines the amount of
reflection. It further describes the type of reflection. A discrimination between specular and diffuse
reflection is usually made, characterised by the interaction of surface roughness Rq and λ . In
Fig. 2.3, three types of surface scattering are visualised by considering a plane (a), a smooth to medium rough surface (b), and a rough surface (c). The first example shows specular (mirror like) reflection occurring for example at smooth water. As no signal is reflected towards the sensor (except
for ζ = 0 ), these objects appear dark and thermal noise dominates the SAR image. The decision,
whether a surface is smooth or not, can be derived from the Rayleigh roughness criterion [143]
given in (2-18). This defines the average roughness Rq depending on the local incidence angle ζ of
the radar waves with reference to the surface normal and λ .
Rq <

λ
8 ⋅ cos ζ

(2-18)

The second example visualises smooth to medium rough surfaces dominated by specular reflection
occurring for example at streets, water surfaces, and also building roofs. Concerning magnitude
data, such horizontal planes appear nearly black since only a low amount of the signal is backscattered towards the sensor. Thus, also SAR phases are dominated by thermal noise. The third example shows the scattering process for rough surfaces, which is featured by diffuse reflection. The
Lambertian scattering, the most common model for diffuse reflection, describes the reflection of
energy in all directions by the Lambertian cosine law. It implies that the reflected power towards
the sensor is defined by the product of power of incident radiation weighted by cosζ . The magnitude signature of such objects (e.g. roof areas) varies from dark to bright depending on ζ .
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Radiometric Properties of Clutter
In addition to the scattering of a single dominant object, a resolution cell can also contain information about a group of contributors (e.g. vegetation). The coherent sum over these random scatterers leads to a mixed signature, so-called clutter, with random phase and amplitude values. Usually,
clutter areas are areas of no interest surrounding the target object. In this context, other widely
used terms are background clutter, volume clutter, and surface clutter, whereby, depending on the
application, the first one describes the proportion between primary target (e.g. car and tank) and
background signal, and the latter terms are used to classify the backscatter characteristics of objects
and areas. Since most clutter objects are natural, an exact characterisation in the above mentioned
form (e.g. roughness, material, and form) to determine the backscatter coefficient is virtually impossible. Hence, different ways to model the backscatter signature of designated types of clutter are
presented in the literature (e.g. statistical models derived from product model and empirical models
deduced from real SAR data). As the signal distributions refer to highly varying parameters (e.g.
clutter type, look angle, sensor polarisation, and sensor ground resolution) and the steady progress
in the sensor technology led to a high variability of SAR data, the number of published models and
distributions is tremendous. In the following, only the most common distributions to describe amplitude and phase signatures of radar clutter are summarised. More details of statistical modelling
of SAR images can be found in [54].

Amplitude Distributions
The most common probability distributions to describe the SAR amplitude signatures of radar clutter are Rayleigh- and K-distribution as the representatives of the statistical models, and Weibull
[113], Log-normal, and Fisher distribution of the empirical ones. Exemplarily, the description of
the Weibull distribution is given in (2-19), where ψ is the scale parameter and η is the shape parameter.

 η  u  η −1 − ( u ψ )
⋅e
,
 ⋅
g ( u, ψ, η ) =  ψ  ψ 

0,

η

u > 0, ψ > 0, η > 0

(2-19)

otherwise.

The exponential distribution for SAR intensities and the Rayleigh distribution for SAR amplitudes
are special cases of the Weibull distribution with η = 1 and η = 2 . Considering homogeneous areas
and low sensor resolution, the exponential distribution fits to the statistics of single-look intensity
images, and the Rayleigh-distribution filter to single-look magnitude images. With the availability of
better resolutions, distributions that are more flexible were required due to a smaller amount of
scatterers per image cell. Beyond this effect caused by the change in resolution, the backscattering
of clutter also changes through sensor and processing parameters (e.g. apodization function – Subsection 2.1.3 – and wavelength) and time. Concerning heterogeneous areas such as urban regions,
the quantity of bright scatterers is strongly increasing and cannot be described by exponential distributions. More flexible models have to be introduced such as the Fisher model. In [130] the suitability of this distribution to model the statistics of high resolution SAR images of urban areas is
proven for the example of real airborne SAR data of AeS-1, which will be investigated later on.
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Such statistical modelling of SAR amplitude data is necessary to support developments in the domain of SAR specific segmentation, classification, or object detection algorithms (Section 4.6).

Phase Distributions
In addition to the statistical modelling of amplitude and intensity signature of circular Gaussian
scattering, also the characterisation of the phase and the interferometric phase signature in particular are of concern. The phase can be modelled as a uniformly distributed signal in the interval
[ −π , + π ] since the phase value of a single pixel results from a quasi-random summing-up over a
large group of contributing scatterers. The information content of SAR phases becomes apparent
by interferometric SAR (Subsection 2.1.4). The quality of the interferometric phase is affected by
decorrelation, for example, due to view-dependent reflection properties, temporal changes between
the two SAR acquisitions, system noise and phase aberration. The corresponding behaviour of interferogram statistics was investigated in [70]. Similar to the filtering of speckle-affected amplitude
images, the noise on interferometric phase signatures is also reduced by applying different filters.
Frequently used filters are the conventional multilook-filter [78], and the filters presented in [56]
and [6] investigating the frequency spectrum of InSAR patches to reduce the high frequency noise.
Concerning data that are of better resolution than one metre, the phase modelling has to be
adapted – similar to the amplitude modelling – because the assumption of random phase behaviour
is no longer valid. Based on the analysis of real InSAR data of RAMSES [37] and AeS-1, a new
model was introduced in [99] to handle spatial correlations as observed for strong reflectors and
medium rough surfaces in the InSAR phase data. These correlation effects in the InSAR phase signature have to be considered in subsequent processing steps (e.g. filtering). An adaptive orientation
filter based on local noise level in the InSAR phase data was first shown in [79], where sixteen orientations, local weighting, the number of looks, and the local variance were taken into account.
This filtering adapts to the fringes to preserve the phase gradient. Additional information and a
new InSAR phase filter suitable for building signatures are presented in Section 4.10.

Wavelength
One of the most descriptive features of a SAR sensor is the used wavelength λ . The frequency
range of radar waves is subdivided in to the different bands listed in Tab. 2.1. The abbreviations
HF-, VHF-, and UHF-band stand for High, Very High, and Ultra High Frequency bands. The most
common and available frequency bands for remote sensing applications are L, C, and X due to their
low atmospheric extinction. Depending on the application, the following phenomena resulting
from the wavelength have to be taken into account: with shorter wavelength the RCS of an object
is increasing, the atmospheric effects on radar waves are rising, and due to the Rayleigh roughness
criterion (2-18) more object surfaces appear to be rough. Furthermore, short wavelengths are more
sensitive against view changes and object motion so that an increasing decorrelation of repeat-pass
data is given, which is important for InSAR applications. In addition, the unambiguous range ∆hi
of an interferogram (2-14) is influenced by λ resulting in better height accuracy for shorter wavelengths. In contrast, longer wavelengths lead to increasing penetration depths into special surface
materials (e.g. ice and dry soil) and into vegetation. Thus, depending on the application, different
wavelengths are preferable, for example:
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Table 2.1:

Designations for Radar-Frequency Bands [67], [84]

Band Designation Frequency Range

Wavelength

Band Designation Frequency Range

Wavelength

HF-band

3–30 MHz

100–10 m

X-band

8–12 GHz

3.75–2.50 cm

VHF-band

30–300 MHz

10–1 m

Ku-band

12–18 GHz

2.50–1.67 cm

UHF-band

300–1000 MHz

1–0.30 m

K-band

18–27 GHz

1.67–1.18 cm

P-band

220–390 MHz

1.36–0.77 m

Ka-band

27–40 GHz

1.18–0.75 cm

L-band

1–2 GHz

30–15 cm

V-band

40–75 GHz

0.75–0.40 cm

S-band

2–4 GHz

15–7.5 cm

W-band

75–110 GHz

0.40–0.27 cm

C-band

4–8 GHz

7.5–3.75 cm

mm-band

110–300 GHz

0.27–0.01 cm

• P-band for archaeological and geological applications,
• L-band for sea ice monitoring and mapping of deforestation,
• C-band for atmospheric water vapour and soil moisture measurements and
• X-band for deformation measurements, object detection and reconstruction.
Furthermore, this short overview underlines the versatility of radar remote sensing supported by
the large amount of available SAR sensors (Section 2.3).

2.2.2

Geometric Properties and Influence on Radiometry

The SAR imaging principle is characterised by a side-looking distance measurement. As mentioned
before, the resulting image coordinate system is defined by the range axis orthogonal to the sensor
flight direction and the azimuth axis parallel to it. An object position in image space is given by its
minimal distance to the sensor (range coordinate, “fast time”) and the position of the sensor at acquisition time (or the perpendicular intersection with the azimuth axis - azimuth coordinate, “slow
time”). Due to this acquisition geometry, the appearance of objects is characterised by different
phenomena (see [108]), where for example elevated objects show a displacement away from nadir
axis.
In the following, SAR phenomena related to elevated objects are analysed in detail. The different
phenomena are visualised in Fig. 2.4 by considering three objects of different slopes. We focus on
the range coordinates within this context (azimuth axis is oriented orthogonal to the sheet). The
sensor located in the upper left corner transmits and receives the signal; the circles refer to wave
fronts. The upper bar diagram termed slant range shows the expected magnitude profile in the SAR
image given in slant range geometry. The chosen grey values and altitudes match the expected SAR
signal brightness or magnitude, respectively. A similar profile called ground range is shown in the
lower part of Fig. 2.4. This change from slant to ground range geometry requires a projection (Section 4.7).
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Figure 2.4: Schematic view of radar mapping phenomena in ground and slant range projection for the
three examples: hill (green), mountain (brown), and building (red); f – foreshortening, b –
backscattering of area oriented away from sensor, l – layover, m – multi-bounce reflection, r
– backscattering of roof, and s – shadow

Foreshortening / Stretching
The foreshortening phenomenon f is observable in hilly landscape on terrain facing towards the
sensor. In Fig. 2.4 the hill marked in green visualises this imaging geometry, whereby the terrain
gradient is less than the off-nadir look angle θ . The gradient and the SAR imaging geometry lead
to a shortening of the front slope in the slant range profile. Additionally, the magnitude appears
brighter in the slant and ground range profile due to the compressed mapping of the backscatter
signal. The foreshortening effect occurs stronger with increasing terrain gradient or decreasing θ .
At the extreme case, a match of terrain gradient and θ , the backscatter signal is compressed theoretically into one range pixel cell and appears very bright.
The stretching, the reverse effect to the foreshortening, is visible in the SAR data if the slope of
the mountainside turned away from the radar sensor is smaller than the off-nadir look angle θ . For
the constellation given in Fig. 2.4, this assumption is only fulfilled by the hill marked in green.
Hence, this mountainside is stretched in comparison to the side facing towards the sensor (see low
backscatter magnitude b ). In case of stronger slope, no return is received from the mountainside; a
shadow area will appear in the SAR data (see brown mountain).

Layover
Foreshortening changes into the layover phenomenon l if the terrain gradient is greater than the
off-nadir look angle θ , as often apparent in mountainous areas. Again, terrain sides facing towards
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of direct backscattering (a; e.g. l – layover) and multi-bounce scattering (b) at
building location

the sensor are affected. Additionally, the back of mountains can also contribute to the layover area
if their slope is smaller than θ . In Fig. 2.4 the layover is visualised on the object marked in brown
and red. The range distance between sensor and mountain peak is shorter than that of the base
point. Hence, the backscatter signal of the mountain peak is received earlier and will be mapped in
the SAR image in front of the signal of the basepoint. This fall-over effect towards the sensor position is exactly the opposite of the displacement effect in optical remote sensing images.
Moreover, the backscatter signals of different object points showing the same distance to the sensor are integrated to the same image cell. This is shown in more detail in Fig. 2.5a, where the parallel dashed lines visualise in a simplified manner the wave fronts. The arrows coloured in black mark
terrain and object points of similar range distance. The superposition of these various contributors
(e.g. terrain, wall, and roof) leads to a very bright magnitude in the SAR image.

Multi-bounce reflection
In addition to the direct backscattering of objects, also multi-bounce scattering m is observable in
SAR data, especially the appearance of urban areas is dominated by double-bounce scattering. This
is caused by the dihedral corner reflectors formed by vertical building walls shown in Fig. 2.5b. In
addition to the orthogonal geometry, also the smoothness of the surfaces is relevant. The surface
materials (Subsection 2.2.1) must feature a dominating mirror-like reflection to give rise to such
multi-bounce scattering. The geometric image position of the multi-bounce signal is characterised
by a displacement away from the sensor due to the longer signal runtime, which is equal to twice
the length of the red arrow in Fig. 2.5b. The magnitude value at this position depends on object
height because the wave front hitting this structure and undergoing double-bounce reflection has
same run-time and is thus added up. Hence, a higher object leads to a brighter magnitude value at
this position in the SAR image.
The multi-bounce phenomenon is not limited to double-bounce reflections. Even more reflections
are possible and sometimes observable, for example, at artificial trihedral corners used as calibration objects, at L-shaped building corners, or at bridges over smooth water. However, since reflec-
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tions at non-perfectly smooth surfaces lead to signal spread, such multi-bounce usually rapidly decays. Typically a mixing of the phenomena foreshortening, layover, and multi-bounce reflections
arises for more complex objects (e.g. ships and skyscrapers), thus complicating their signature interpretation.

Shadowing
The shadow phenomenon s is found at elevated objects, if the terrain gradient of the back of the
object is more than ( 90° − θ ) . Otherwise, a low backscatter magnitude b is received (e.g. green object Fig. 2.4). Shadow is given for the brown and red object, where an area behind the object cannot be illuminated by the transmitted radar beam due to its slope. This region, also called radar
shadow, appears dark in the magnitude image and contains the system noise only. The distinction
of such no-return areas from smooth areas of low return depends mainly on the so-called Noise
Equivalent Sigma Zero (NESZ), which describes the reflectivity level equivalent to the noise level
of a SAR sensor [93]. A small NESZ eases the detection of radar shadow and thus the detection of
objects and targets.

2.3

Sensor Systems

In the following subsection, an overview of the state-of-the-art spaceborne and airborne SAR sensors is given considering commercial and experimental systems in civil and military operation. Furthermore, the characteristic parameters of these systems are compared by focusing on wavelength,
spatial and temporal baseline, spatial resolution, and availability.

2.3.1

Spaceborne Sensors

The evolution of spaceborne SAR sensors for civilian purposes started in the 1970s and saw a significant boom in the last ten years. Especially the spatial resolution and the range of products were
improved during that period. A summary of SAR satellites and their main features such as field of
activity, frequency used, and spatial resolution are listed in Tab. 2.2. The seeming dominance of
civilian sensors is misleading, the trend is given for civilian and defence systems equally, whereby
the latter are listed incompletely due to classified specifications. The evolution shows the improvement by one order of magnitude in spatial resolution (e.g. from RADARSAT-1 to RADARSAT-2 [65]) and an increase of X-band satellite systems. Furthermore, the interferometric capability
(Subsection 2.1.4) of the systems is continuously enhanced by reducing the repeat cycle, i.e. the
time span between two acquisitions achieved under similar sensor geometry (also referred to as
temporal baseline for SAR interferometry). This can be achieved by additional satellites identical in
construction on the same orbit close behind one another as practiced by COSMO-SkyMed 1-4 [32].
However, a tandem constellation of two satellites imaging an area simultaneously is the neat solution successfully realised by the pair of TerraSAR-X [25] and TanDEM-X [74]. Moreover, the
number of systems capable of collecting full polarimetric data (e.g. RADARSAT-2 and TerraSARX) is increasing. However, this mode is not available for all products.
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Table 2.2:

System parameters of satellites with SAR sensors

Satellite-Sensor (Company/Owner)

Activity

Launch

Frequency

ERS-1 and ERS-2 (ESA/AMI)

civil

1991–1995

C-band

35 days

25m

RADARSAT-1 (CSA/MDA)

civil

1995

C-band

24 days

8m

Envisat-ASAR (ESA)

civil

2002

C-band

35 days

30m

ALOS-PALSAR (JAXA/JAROS)

civil

2006

L-band

44 days

10m

SAR-LUPE 1-5 (BMVg/BWB)

defence

2006–2008

X-band

-

< 1m

civil/defence 2007–2008

X-band

1(multi)/16 days

0.9m

COSMO-SkyMed 1-4 (ASI/e-GEOS)

Repeat Cycle Best Spatial Resolution

TerraSAR-X (BMBF/DLR/Astrium)

civil

2007

X-band

11 days

0.6m/1.1m

RADARSAT-2 (CSA/MDA)

civil

2007

C-band

24 days

3m

TanDEM-X (BMBF/DLR/Astrium)

civil

2010

X-band

11 days

0.6m/1.1m

Sentinel-1 (ESA)

civil

2013

C-band

12 days

5m

With regard to civilian applications of object recognition and, in particular, on building reconstruction data availability, spatial resolution and interferometric capability are decisive for the sensor
choice. Hence, the civil and dual-use systems (e.g. TerraSAR-X and COSMO-SkyMed) are the most
suitable ones for this purpose. The new single-pass configuration of TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X
is of particular interest, not only because of the very high spatial resolution, but also a high coherence is ensured by the simultaneous acquisition. The relatively small wavelength as well as the large
baselines lead to high resolution and accurate DEMs [18].
This positive sensor development continues with focus on higher temporal coverage to support
monitoring applications (e.g. TerraSAR-X-2), and other frequencies for environmental applications
(e.g. Sentinel-1 in C-band and TanDEM-L in L-band).

2.3.2

Airborne Sensors

In addition to spaceborne SAR sensors, also airborne sensors underwent an impressive evolution in
the last ten years. A short selection of airborne SAR sensors is given in Tab. 2.3 by summarising
the same sensor features as considered for SAR satellites. Before going into detail, the main pros
and cons of spaceborne and airborne systems are discussed. By focusing first on the feature “activity” it becomes obvious, that since most of the airborne sensors are experimental and defence related, the availability of freely accessible data is limited. Furthermore, such systems require more
lead time, for example, to fit the sensor on the platform or to obtain flyover approvals. Beside this,
the most established SAR advantage, the weather independency, is also only partly correct for airborne systems due to aviation safety reasons. Additionally, their area of operation differs because
satellites enable coverage of almost the whole world while airborne systems are limited to regional
areas.
On the other hand, airborne systems are characterised by high flexibility concerning sensor setup
and flight planning. These SAR sensors allow the operation on different platforms, in different
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System parameters of airborne SAR sensors

Sensor (Company)

Activity

Frequency-Band

Baseline [m]

Resolution [m]

STAR-3i/4/5/6 (Intermap Technologies)

commercial

X

0.9/0.98

1.25

TopoSAR (Intermap Technologies)

commercial

X

0.6/1.8

0.5

X-band radar sensor (MetaSensing)

commercial

P/L/X/Ku

not specified

0.15

E-SAR (DLR)

experimental

P/L/C/X

repeat-pass

0.25-1.5 × 2/4

PAMIR (Fraunhofer FHR)

experimental

X

multi, max. 1.0

< 0.1/0.3

MEMPHIS (Fraunhofer FHR)

experimental

Ka/W

multi, max. 0.3

0.2/0.8

RAMSES (ONERA)

defence

P/L/S/C/X/Ku/ Ka/W

multi in X/Ku

0.1

SETHI (ONERA)

defence

UHF-VHF/ P/L/C/X

single-pass in X

<0.45

Lynx/MiniSAR (Sandia National Laboratories)

defence

L/S/C/X/Ku/Ka

not specified

0.1-3

wavelengths, and with varying antenna configurations. The same flexibility is given for flight planning by adjustment of flight height, flight direction, look angle, and flight path (e.g. straight or circular). In comparison, the flexibility of satellite configurations is restricted to ascending or
descending orbit, and choice of off-nadir look angles. The most significant differences between
spaceborne and airborne configurations are given for achievable spatial resolution and interferometric capability. Spatial resolutions up to one metre have been realised in airborne data 20 years
ago, so that today data in decimetre scale are the rule rather than the exception. In comparison to
SAR satellites, most of the airborne sensors enable operation in single-pass interferometric mode
with two or more antennas acquiring data simultaneously. Hence, atmospheric and temporal decorrelation (Subsection 2.1.4) between InSAR images is excluded. Airborne repeat-pass InSAR is also
operated for applications such as change detection. A comparison between single- and repeat-pass
experiments is given in [21] regarding investigations on coregistration of very high resolution data
over urban areas.
Concentrating first on the commercial sector, the market leader Intermap Technologies was
founded in 1996 with focus on wide area campaigns to provide InSAR DEM data. For example,
England was mapped in 2002 and Germany in 2006 [85]. Since 2009, the company MetaSensing has
been providing very high resolution InSAR data for detailed analysis and offering leasing or purchasing of their airborne SAR sensors [90]. The listed experimental and defence related systems
provide data of spatial resolutions from some decimetres up to some centimetres. The magnitude
signature of single targets (e.g. Lynx [141]) as well as the InSAR appearance of urban areas (e.g.
PAMIR [21] and MEMPHIS [106]) shows an impressive level of detail. Moreover, these systems
stand out due to their high flexibility to offer different wavelengths, special flight configurations
(e.g. bistatic experiment of RAMSES and E-SAR [28]), and antenna configurations (e.g. multibaseline interferometry with MEMPHIS [89]).

3

Buildings in Multi-Aspect InSAR Data

In this chapter, the signature of buildings in InSAR data is analysed by focusing on different
groups of parameters that can affect the appearance of a building. First, the main attributes of
buildings in magnitude and interferometric phase data are described in detail. Then, the dependency of the building signature on sensor platform and sensor configuration is discussed. The influence of data processing is addressed in the third subsection. Finally, the influence of real building
geometry is analysed by considering buildings of various type, size, orientation, and surrounding.
For that, real and simulated building signatures of airborne and spaceborne sensor platforms are
shown.

3.1

Basics of Building Signature

In principle, the building signature is characterised by the SAR mapping phenomena described in
Subsection 2.2.2. In the following, the magnitude signature of buildings in real InSAR data is analysed in more detail by considering slant range profiles. Beside the magnitude signature, the interferometric phases also show characteristic attributes at the building location. Those attributes are
also specified in the following.

3.1.1

Magnitude Signature

We start the discussion of the characteristics of buildings in SAR magnitude data for the simple
case of a prismatic flat-roofed building. In Fig. 3.1 an optical image (a) and the schematic view of
the considered SAR magnitude signature (b) of the building are depicted. The real SAR magnitude
signature is shown in (c), and for detailed information, the magnitude profile of the slant range line
marked in orange is given in (d). The outer bounds of the building are 210 m and 60 m, the height
of the two parts is 10 m and 20 m, respectively. The front superstructure has a width of 15 m and a
height of 10 m. The building is part of an industrial area dominated by flat halls and sparse vegetation.
The simplified 3D model is given in (b), neglecting substructures on the roof and in the neighbourhood of the building. The expected grey value distribution in the magnitude data corresponds
with the bar diagram of the slant range profile below. The first received signal at the sensor results
from the contributors: ground, building wall, and building roof. All of them show the same distance to the sensor leading to superposition of their backscatter signal in the same image cells. This
effect is called layover, as introduced in Subsection 2.2.2. In contrast to elevated terrain, at building
locations a subdivision of the layover area is possible due to various contributor groups depending
on building outline and illumination geometry (Section 3.3). The given example shows such a subdivision in schematic view. In the real magnitude signature, this effect is not as clearly visible due
to the low sensor resolution. In addition to the layover, bright lines are characteristic building features. In simplified terms, a group of many dihedral corner reflectors spanned by ground and building wall (Subsection 2.2.2) cause these lines, which are called corner lines in the following. By
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Figure 3.1: Signature of a flat-roofed building in an optical image (a), schematic view of SAR magnitude
signature (b), real SAR magnitude signature (c), and corresponding magnitude profile (d)

assuming right-angled buildings, the plane configuration of ground and wall leads to a superposition of all signals that hit this structure and undergo double-bounce propagation back to the sensor. Hence, this part of the signature appears very bright in the magnitude data due to integration
of the signal. Moreover, the corner line occurs along the side of the building facing the sensor and
is located at the base of the building. Usually behind this corner line, an area of homogeneous amplitude distribution is observable resulting from the direct backscatter of the building roof. The
intensity in this area can take an arbitrary value in the full range of no up to a very bright signal depending on roof structure, roof material, wavelength, and illumination geometry. In contrast to the
majority of buildings, in the example in Fig. 3.1, a short shadow region appears between the corner
and the roof area that is caused by a superstructure. At least, the ground behind the building is
partly occluded by the building shadow leading to a low signal magnitude.
A closer look at Fig. 3.1c reveals that the real magnitude signature of the building differs from the
schematic signature because unmodelled substructures on the building roof, signals from adjacent
objects, and the speckle phenomenon interfere with the signature. The short layover area in front
of the building is observable followed by high intensity values of double-bounce scattering forming
a corner line along the building front. Subsequently, as already mentioned, a small shadow region
caused by the height difference of 10 m is visible. The magnitude values are low due to missing signal response while only noise dominates. Additionally, single bounce reflection of the roof appears
as a large parallelogram with bright homogeneous amplitude. The shadow area behind the short
building side looks very dark compared to the shadow region along the longer building side. Adjacent elevated substructures, which are also observable in the optical image, appear as bright spots
in the shadow area. The real SAR magnitude profile, orange marked, is given in Fig. 3.1d. For visualisation purposes, 9 × 9 multilooking and logarithmic scaling were carried out. The layover starts
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at slant range pixel 60 and the building corner is located at position 80. The shadow behind the
corner caused by the substructure can be distinguished as local minimum. From slant range pixel
95 up to 215, the single backscatter of the building roof is shown. Inside this area, local maxima
and minima are extractable due to small substructures (e.g. constructions of ventilation) on top of
the building. At last, the main shadow behind the building is recognisable as low amplitude area
interspersed with higher amplitudes of adjacent substructures. This simplified description of the
SAR magnitude signature of buildings will be filled with more detail in the following subsections by
focusing on signature changes affected by sensor configuration, data processing, and illumination
as well as building geometries.

3.1.2

Phase Signature

The phase value of a single cell contains a mixture of signals of different contributors just as is the
case for the magnitude value. The calculated interferometric phase value considering across track
configurations is proportional to the contributor heights – see equation (2-14). Hence, the resulting
InSAR height for an image pixel can be interpreted as a function of heights from all objects contributing to the particular range cell. The interferometric phase signature is characterised by layover, double-bounce reflection, direct reflection from the roof, and shadow. In Fig. 3.2, we focus
on the same building as investigated for magnitude description to point out the characteristics of
the InSAR phase signature.
In the LIDAR data (Fig. 3.2a) elevated objects (e.g. building and vegetation) show brighter grey
values than the mean ground level. The steplike architecture of the building and the regular groups
of substructures on top of the building are clearly visible. A simplified building profile and corresponding simulated InSAR phases based on the simulation approach described in Section 4.9 are
given in Fig. 3.2b. The real interferometric phase image (c) as well as the phase profile (d) is calculated by the use of a 9 × 9 windowing. Analogous to the LIDAR signature the grey value in the
phase image corresponds to the object height. Additionally, the coherence of the InSAR data is depicted in (e) and (f).
Starting with the signature part closest to the sensor, the layover, also called front-porch region [9],
is characterised by heights of three contributors - terrain, building wall, and building roof. The typical downward trend of this part results from the superposition of the three contributions, whereby
the height values of ground and roof are constant in contrast to the building wall. Its value decreases from roof to terrain height. Hence, the longer the range distance to the sensor becomes,
the lower the local height of the reflecting point at the wall will get. Similar to the magnitude signature, the corner is located next to the layover. In the profile, this point shows a phase value similar
to local terrain phases (d). That is caused by the sum of the double-bounce reflections between
ground and wall having the same signal runtime as a direct reflection at the building base point. For
the given example, the phase value of local terrain is at zero level. The fact that the corner shows
this characteristic phase value enables the discrimination of corner lines from other lines of bright
scattering. The mean terrain height can usually be estimated reliably making these corner lines useful as significant building features. Additional lower phase values are given in the real phase profile
(d) corresponding to the dark shadow area in the magnitude data. In this shadow area, no backscatter signal is received so that the measured phase represents phase noise. In the simulated phases
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Figure 3.2: Signature of a flat-roofed building in LIDAR data (a); simulated interferometric phase profile
(b), real signature in InSAR phase image (c), corresponding phase profile (d), coherence of InSAR data (e), and corresponding profile (f)

(b), this part is defined by phase value zero, because in InSAR data we can easily detect and filter
such an area according to the poor coherence (Fig. 3.2e,f). Hence, this effect is neglected here for
the sake of focussing on more relevant features for the given task. Single response of the building
roof will lead to a constant trend in the interferometric phase profile. Of course, the simulated profile follows this assumption (Section 4.9); however, the real phase profile appears less constant due
to noise and small substructures on top of the real building. Behind the roof signature, the building
shadow area coincides with a noise-dominated InSAR phase distribution appearing with phase
jumps in the real profile (d).
The interferometric phase signature enables building height extraction. This is described on the
simplified simulated phase profile for the two building heights. First, the height of the superstructure dominating the shape of the layover area can be specified by extracting the maximum at the
layover area. Second, the height of the main building characterises the roof shape in the phase profile, enabling a direct extraction of this height value from the full area of phases “roof” [115]. In
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Figure 3.3: Influence of sensor and processing parameters: industrial hall in optical (a, screenshot from
map.geo.admin.ch, ©swisstopo), and in SAR magnitude data of MEMPHIS (b, Fraunhofer
FHR) and TerraSAR-X (c, DLR)

case of a simple flat-roofed building, both locations, “layover” and “roof”, will provide information
for the extraction of building heights.
In the following, the analysis of the interferometric phase signature of buildings will be deepened
by considering different sensor configurations and illumination and building geometries. Interferometric signature changes affected by viewing direction and various types of roofs are investigated
in particular.

3.2

Influence of SAR Sensor and SAR Processing

Real building signatures can differ a lot from the previous general description of building appearance in interferometric SAR data, as can be seen in Fig. 3.3. The magnitude data of two different
SAR sensors imaging the same industrial building are shown. The SAR magnitude signatures recorded by the airborne sensor MEMPHIS and the spaceborne sensor TerraSAR-X and an optical
image are given in Fig. 3.3a to c. In general, the appearance of buildings and their surroundings is
characterised by internal system and mission parameters such as wavelength, bandwidth, polarisation, baseline, revisit time, and look angle, and by data processing parameters as, for instance, image resolution, sampling rate, and applied apodization function. In the given example, the visible
differences are caused by an interaction of many parameters, such as SNR (b – airborne, c – spaceborne), wavelength (b – Ka-band, c – X-band), off-nadir look angle (b – θ = 65° , c – θ = 54° ), data
resolution (b – approx. 0.2 × 0.2 m , c – approx. 0.6 × 1.1m ), and applied apodization function (b –
Kaiser window, c – Hamming window). A clear assignment of signature changes to single parameters is difficult since some effects result from the interaction between sensor parameters, processing parameters as well as building parameters. In the following subsections, we describe only four
key parameters, which are most characteristic for the considered InSAR data from our point of
view; these are system wavelength, baseline configuration, image resolution, and windowing function.
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SAR Sensor Parameters

From the group of SAR sensor parameters, in the following we focus on effects caused by the varying wavelength and interferometric baseline length. Information concerning different polarisations
and bandwidths can be found in [96] and [105], for example. The impact of different off-nadir look
angles and aspect angles is described subsequently in Section 3.3 because of the direct relation with
the building orientation and position.

Wavelength
The wavelength of the radar system is one of the most important parameters. From the radar equation (2-17) it follows that for extended objects of direct backscattering the RCS σ of an object is
usually dominated by the wavelength λ (3-1).
σ∼

1
λ2

(3-1)

For image areas resulting from single backscattering such as building layover and roof, a longer
wavelength leads to decreasing magnitude values. The inverse effect is observable for magnitude
values at building corner locations, because double-bounce reflections between ground and wall
benefit from longer wavelengths. These effects are partly visible in the data of the Ka-band sensor
MEMPHIS (λ ≈ 1cm) and the X-band sensor TerraSAR-X (λ ≈ 3cm) given in Fig. 3.3. The roof signatures are much brighter in Ka-band (b) than in X-band data (c) due to an intensified Lambertian
backscattering. Changes of corner intensities due to different wavelengths are hardly visible. The
expected effect is shown on simulated and real SAR data in [45], [48]. The perceptibility of isolated
roof structures will be highest, if the surrounding roof material appears smooth in comparison to
the wavelength due to contrast maximisation in the SAR magnitudes. Real RCS measurements of
materials of different roughness at a fixed wavelength can be found in [96].

Baseline Configuration
As the magnitude signature, the interferometric phase signature of buildings is mainly characterised
by geometric parameters. The components of the spatial baseline specified either by the antenna
configuration or by the track geometry and the length of the temporal baseline of especially repeatpass InSAR image pairs are the most important parameters.
The temporal baseline affects the level of coherence between the two SAR images. Focusing on
buildings, their stability leads to good coherence values in areas of direct backscattering (e.g. from
façades and roof) and of multi-bounce scattering at building structures alone. The continuous
growth of vegetation and other changes in the building neighbourhood (e.g. parking lots) lead to a
decorrelation of their direct backscattering and multi-bounce scattering between them and buildings (e.g. corner reflector). Nevertheless, this decorrelation of phases can also happen to the layover signature of buildings due to the superposition of direct backscatterer of ground, façade, and
roof. As a rule of thumb, for buildings as well as for all other objects it can be stated that the
shorter the temporal baseline, the better the quality of the interferometric phase.
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Figure 3.4: Influence of sensor baseline: example Hinwil (Switzerland) given in optical (a, screenshot from
map.geo.admin.ch, ©swisstopo), 2 cm baseline (b), and 14 cm baseline InSAR data (c)

The spatial baseline of InSAR configurations can be separated into along and across track components. As mentioned in Subsection 2.1.4, the across track component is crucial for the interferometric phase signature of buildings. Equations (2-13) and (2-14) define the unambiguous range
based on the length of the baseline and some local parameters. This is characterised by the maximal
height difference clearly detectable in the phase data without requiring phase unwrapping. The
change in the unambiguous range is observable for the building shown in Fig. 3.4. For the smallest
baseline of the MEMPHIS configuration with a length of 2 cm (Fig. 3.4b) an unambiguous range of
approx. 190 m is achieved, while the unambiguous range drops to 27 m for the longest baseline of
14 cm (Fig. 3.4c). The previously described front porch slope in the layover region of the building
(c - colour transition from red to yellow to light green) is more visible in the long baseline than in
the short baseline example due to the difference in the unambiguous range. Beyond this effect, a
longer across-track baseline leads to a lower interferometric height error. Assuming that the phase
noise is the crucial factor, the standard deviation σ h of these heights can be determined by propagation of error, such as deduced in [115]:
σh ≈

1 λ ⋅ r ⋅ sin θ
⋅
⋅ σϕ
p 2π ⋅ B⊥

(3-2)

where σϕ is the standard deviation of phases considering an interferogram of distributed scatterers
[70]. Furthermore, the local σ h is a function of range distance r and off-nadir look angle θ as well
as perpendicular baseline B⊥ . Hence, with constant θ and flat terrain, a better σ h is obtainable by
shorter r and larger B⊥ . The first is limited by the sensor platform, but airborne configurations
enable a height accuracy that is better by one order of magnitude compared to SAR satellites [115].
An unlimited increase of the latter is also not possible due to two reasons: the critical baseline Bc
and physical or technical conditions. In detail, Bc donates the baseline, where the interferometric
coherence γ between the two SAR signals gets lost and the resulting interferometric phases are
random. The perpendicular proportion Bc ⊥ such as shown in [88] is defined by:
Bc ⊥ = Bc ⋅ cos ( θ − ξ ) =

r ⋅ λ ⋅ tan θ
,
p ⋅ δrs

with r =

( H − h)
.
cos θ

(3-3)

where H , h , and δrs are the height of sensor over ground, the height of the object, and the spatial
resolution in slant range direction. The chosen baseline has to be a good compromise between necessary height accuracy and feasible baseline length. Nevertheless, with a bigger unambiguous range
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∆h the standard deviation σh increases, too, because ∆ϕ as well as σϕ are scaled in the same way.
Furthermore, phase unwrapping has to be considered for longer baselines.
3.2.2

SAR Processing Parameters

Besides sensor parameters, the signature of buildings in InSAR data is also characterised by processing parameters, whereby a precise distinction of effects is sometimes impossible. In the following, the impact of using different windowing functions and the relation between data resolution,
sampling rate, and pixel spacing are described.

Windowing (Apodization Function)
The richness of details visible in SAR building signatures depends on geometric and radiometric
data resolution as well as on the applied apodization function. As described in Subsection 2.1.3, the
IRF of a single point target is characterised, amongst others, by the suppression of the first side
lobe, the ongoing side lobe fall-off per octave, and above all by the 3 dB width k of the main lobe.
Furthermore, the detectability of two close-by targets is a very important parameter also determined by the chosen windowing as presented in [62] comparing the most common choices of windowing functions.
In general, the reduction of side lobes in range and azimuth direction is required in order to facilitate image interpretation. However, it leads to a degradation of image resolution (i.e., a trade-off
between sharpness and low side lobes). Some signatures resulting after applying different windowing functions on synthetic SAR images are presented in [94] by considering symmetric as well as
asymmetric weighting in range and azimuth.
Focusing on the SAR data used in this thesis, different filter windows are considered in the data
processing. Similar weighting schemes on range and azimuth spectra were applied to MEMPHIS
and TerraSAR-X data. For the first, a Kaiser window with a coefficient ν = 2.12 was used and for
the second, a Hamming window with coefficient ν = 0.6 was applied [19]. The AeS-1 data are
processed by applying different windowing functions, in azimuth a Hamming with coefficient
ν = 0.54 and in range a Hamming with coefficient ν = 1 , i.e. a uniform weighting or rectangular
window.
The SAR signature of an industrial building recorded by MEMPHIS and TerraSAR-X is given in
Fig. 3.3. The used filter windows show similar values for k leading to the same level of resolution
loss of the SAR image. Such a main lobe widening gives rise to broadening and blurring effects at
building corners and it also hampers the separation of close-by structures (e.g. layover region). This
has to be taken into account later, when the detection of double lines is investigated (Section 4.6).
Moreover, the suppression of the first side lobe is stronger if a Hamming window is applied, but
the side lobe decay per octave is higher for the Kaiser window. Hence, strong scatterers show a
more star-shaped signature in the MEMPHIS data. The Hamming weighting applied to the AeS-1
data leads to a strong suppression in azimuth, in contrast to the uniform weighting applied in
range. This asymmetric signature is observable in Fig. 3.7f.
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Figure 3.5: Influence of sensor resolution: example Karlsruhe (Germany) given in optical (a, screenshot
from bing, ©2011 Microsoft Corporation), 1 m resolution (b – STAR-3i), and 0.1 m resolution
data (c – PAMIR)

In addition to the visible effects on building signatures, which have to be considered in image interpretation and object detection (Section 4.6), the resolutions δa and δr depend on the apodization functions. For instance, the theoretically highest range resolution of TerraSAR-X (single
polarisation and 150 MHz bandwidth) is 0.89 m, if no weighting is utilised. In practice, both the
range and the azimuth spectrum are filtered using the mentioned Hamming window, resulting in a
worsened range resolution of 1.2 m [50]. Since object analysis and detection are carried out in image data, not only the resolution but also the pixel size is of interest; their relation is described in
the following.

Sensor Resolution and Pixel Spacing
The signature of buildings and especially the level of detail depend on the SAR data resolutions δa
and δr , which are defined by the equations (2-8). The resolution cell size is determined by the
length of the real aperture Lra , the system bandwidth BW , and the 3 dB width k a and kr of the
azimuth and range filter windows. In Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.5, image pairs acquired by SAR sensors of
different resolutions are given. In detail, MEMPHIS data [89] of approx. 0.20 m
( BW = 800 MHz, k a,r,Kaiser ≈ 1.0 ) and TerraSAR-X data [19] of approx. 0.6 m in range and approx.
1.1 m in azimuth ( BW = 300 MHz, k a,r,Hamm ≈ 1.2 ) are presented in the first figure. The level of detail
visible in the MEMPHIS data is much higher than in the TerraSAR-X data because of various sensor parameters (e.g. frequency, operational height, and look angle). In the second figure, airborne
X-band data of STAR-3i [85] with resolutions up to 1.25 m (BW = 135 MHz) are compared to PAMIR [21] with a resolution better than 10 cm ( BW = 1.8GHz) . This tenfold finer spatial resolution
is especially observable in the detailed structuring of layover and roof areas, where point patterns
resulting from building façades are detectable. Differences due to various viewing directions are
minimised, since similar façade structures are given around the two buildings. In both data sets the
remarkable magnitude offset between the two roof areas resulting from different materials is visible.
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For applying image interpretation methods to SAR data, the SAR signal conversion from analogue
to digital signal is required to finally receive an image representation in the form of a pixel matrix.
This is realised by sampling of an analogue signal and taking into account the Nyquist criterion.
This implies that for a lossless digitalisation and for avoiding aliasing effects, the sampling frequency has to be higher than the signal bandwidth BW . For most SAR data processors, this requires signal oversampling leading to a correlation between neighbouring image pixels [61]. Hence,
the image pixel spacing ∆ does not match the SAR data resolution δa and δr [101]. To give an
example, the high resolution spotlight data of TerraSAR-X have resolutions of δa = 1.1m and
δr = 0.6 m and pixel spacing of ∆a = 0.87 m and ∆r = 0.45 m .
The described relations between sensor resolution, apodization function, sampling rate, resulting
pixel spacing, and the accompanying variations in the building appearance have to be taken into
account, since image analysis by means of pixel based operations is applied such as object segmentation (e.g. Section 4.4), image based measurements (e.g. Section 4.6), and image correlation (e.g.
Section 4.11).

3.3

Influence of Building Geometry

In addition to sensor and processing parameters, the building appearance is mainly determined by
the individual 3D shape and by orientation and position of the building. Furthermore, building material, façade and roof structures affect the signature significantly also. In the following, these effects are discussed and image examples are shown pointing out the high complexity of building
signatures in InSAR data due to these parameters.

3.3.1

3D Shape

The variation of the building signature due to 3D shape can be described as a function of three parameters - length, width, and height of the building. First, effects on the magnitude and interferometric phase signature caused by increasing building height are discussed. Second, we focus on
the relation between building width and height. As third, the appearance of different roof types is
taken into account; especially changes due to gable-roof variations are investigated.

Building Height
The effect of increasing building height on the magnitude and interferometric phase signature of an
isolated building is schematically shown in Fig. 3.6. Four different height levels hi are considered
for this analysis. The expected magnitude profiles in slant range geometry are indicated with the
marked layover li and shadow si in Fig. 3.6a. The length of the layover area in the slant and ground
range geometry is given by:
lslant = h ⋅ cos θ

and

lground = h ⋅ cot θ

(3-4)

Additionally, the length of the radar shadow in slant and ground range geometry is also a function
of object height h and off-nadir look angle θ .
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Figure 3.6: Influence of building height: schematic view of varying SAR magnitude signature (a) and simulation results of InSAR phase signature (b) by increasing building height

sslant =

h
cos θ

and

sground =

h
sin θ ⋅ cos θ

(3-5)

If we consider a constant off-nadir look angle θ , larger building height hi gives rise to increasing
layover and shadow areas. This is accompanied by less single roof backscattering clearly observable
in Fig. 3.6a. The single roof backscattering would disappear with further increasing building height.
The corner appears for all four models at the same position, because the distances between sensor
and building base point are identical. In real SAR magnitude data, the corner would show higher
intensity values with growing building height due to larger planes (wall and ground) spanning up
the right-angled structure. Overall, the extent of the building signature in the magnitude image increases radically. This conclusion is important for building reconstruction in urban and dense urban
areas, where interaction effects between neighbouring buildings could be possible (Subsection 3.3.2).
The interferometric phase signature (Fig. 3.6b) is also affected by a rising building height. The coloured profiles show simulated interferometric phases corresponding to the models hi of Fig. 3.6a.
Just as magnitude values, every interferometric phase value of a single range cell results from the
mixture of signals of all contributors. Hence, the InSAR phase is proportional to the contributor
heights. Moreover, the InSAR height can be interpreted as a function of heights from all objects
contributing to the particular range cell. Consequently, in the layover area heights from terrain,
building wall, and roof contribute to the final InSAR height. In detail, the shapes of the given InSAR phase profiles are characterised by a maximum value at the beginning of the layover area followed by a downwards oriented ramp. This is caused by the contribution mixture, whereby ground
and roof deliver constant heights, whereas the building wall height values decreases. The lowest
point in the InSAR phase profiles corresponds with the corner position in the magnitude data. This
phase value is defined by nearly zero height values of ground and building walls and by the roof
height. In real InSAR data, this minimum value is almost equal to local terrain phases, since strong
double bounce between ground and wall marginalises the other contributions resulting in further
pull-down on terrain-level. Behind the minimum position, the single response of the building roof
leads to a constant trend in the phase profile. The subsequent shadow region shows a value of zero
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Figure 3.7: Influence of ratio building width to building height: schematic view and real SAR magnitude
signature of ratio 2:1 (a,b), ratio 1:1 (c,d), and ratio 1:2 (e,f)

in the simulations, because no signal is received for this area. In real InSAR data, this area is only
characterised by noise.
Summarising this effect, the overall signature of a building is increasing with rising height. The
utilisation of the full signature is not advisable, because in suburban and urban areas overlapping
effects due to near-by trees and other buildings are very common. Moreover, the layover, roof, and
shadow area will appear not as homogeneous in real SAR data making their extraction more difficult. In comparison, the corner shows stability in most cases, which will be further emphasised in
the next subsections.

Building Width-to-Height Ratio
The relation of building width to building height is described in the schematic view and the real
SAR magnitude of Fig. 3.7. The sketches visualise three building hypotheses showing width-toheight ratios of 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2 illuminated at an off-nadir look angle θ of 45 degrees. All three
real building signatures are acquired by the same SAR sensor with nearly identical θ .
An example of a low-rise building (e.g. industrial buildings) is visualised in the first column
(Fig. 3.7a,b). For a width-to-height ratio of 2:1, all parts discussed in the previous sections – layover, corner, roof, and shadow – of the building signature appear in the image clearly. The bright
point pattern in the lower part of the real SAR signature results from multi-bounce scattering on
the building façade. An additional corner at this building side is not observable due to poor ray intersection geometry and façade structures. For smaller buildings or buildings with a ratio of 1:1,
such as often given in residential areas, the signature looks different. As presented in Fig. 3.7c,d,
the layover and corner of the building signature are still observable in contrast to the isolated part
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Figure 3.8: Influence of the building roof type: a flat-roofed building - optical signature (a), schematic
view of SAR phenomena (b), real InSAR magnitude (e) and phase (i) signature and corresponding range profiles (f,j); a gable-roofed building – optical (c) and schematic magnitude (d) signature and real InSAR signature (g,k) with corresponding profiles (h,l)

of the direct backscattering of the roof. This is caused by the decreased building width leading to a
full mixture of roof signal with signal of wall and ground in front of the building. Building corner
and building shadow are clearly visible in this case. The third set-up is tailored for narrow buildings, which are much higher than wide (e.g. skyscraper). The signature in Fig. 3.7e,f shows the differences to the standard case a,b. The layover occurs subdivided into two parts, with a brighter one
caused by summing up of the contributions ground, wall, and roof and a darker part resulting from
ground and wall contribution only. In the real SAR data, the stepped building shows three parallel
short corner lines in accordance with the building edges in the optical image. The variation of the
magnitude values along the corner lines result from heterogeneous façade structures. With rising
range the next feature is the radar shadow, whose length is reduced by the amount of the darker
layover part.
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Figure 3.9: Influence of span angle κ : schematic view (a), increasing span angle from 45° (b) up to 70° (c)

Summarising these three width-to-height constellations, differences are observable for layover,
roof, and shadow part of the building signature. The corner line is the only invariant feature.

Building Roof Type
In addition to the building size, the roof type significantly affects the building signature. In Fig. 3.8,
the appearance of flat-roofed and gable-roofed buildings is shown. Comparing first the schematic
view of SAR phenomena (Fig. 3.8b,d), a subdivision of the layover area occurs at both building examples. At gable-roofed buildings, this effect is caused by backscattering of the tilted roof planes.
For the given example, the strong compression of backscatter from the roof plane facing the sensor to only a few or even a single pixel in range direction leads to the line structure in the layover
area. The following darker part results from the superposition of backscatter from ground and façade only. Subsequent to the layover area, a bright line appears in the flat- and gable-roofed signature (Fig. 3.8e,g) caused by the dihedral corner reflector spanned by ground and building wall.
Hence, a double line signature in the image and two peaks in the range profile (Fig. 3.8h) are observable for the gable-roofed building. Single backscatter signals of gabled roofs only become visible
for relatively wide buildings with small pitch angles. In Fig. 3.8e,g, no single roof area is visible for
both examples since the building width is too small. A shadow area directly next to the corner appears for both of them.
Similar to magnitude signatures, the interferometric phase signatures of flat- and gable-roofed
buildings show interesting differences, too. The interferometric phase images and corresponding
slant range profiles are given in Fig. 3.8i,k and j,l. The layover region is characterised by a downward slope in range and a constant trend along building orientation. The slope of flat- and gableroofed buildings is caused by two constant (ground and roof) and one varying (wall) height contributors or one constant (ground) and two varying (roof and wall) contributions, respectively. The
layover pixel closest to the sensor has the highest phase value in the layover area since backscatter
signals of wall and roof are prevalent. For flat-roofed buildings, this phase value corresponds
roughly to the building height. This is not assignable to gable-roofed building, which will be discussed in Subsection 4.8.2.
Depending on the building width, a flat roof phase profile has a constant gradient in the layover
part or a weaker gradient at the beginning of the ramp than at the end (e.g. Fig. 3.8j). The minimum
of the profile corresponds to the corner position in the magnitude profile because the sum of the
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Figure 3.10: Influence of three different illumination and object parameters: schematic views of varying offnadir look angle θ from close-range to far-range positions (a), of varying roof pitch angle α
from flat to steep roofs, and of varying building height h from low to high buildings (c)

double-bounce reflections between ground and wall has the same signal runtime as a direct reflection at the building corner point. In average, phase values at this position are equivalent to the local
terrain height. A constant trend in the phase profiles due to single response of the building roof is
not visible in Fig. 3.8j because of the too narrow width. The phase values in the subsequent shadow
region are random since no suitable signal is received.
The phase profile of the gabled roof (Fig. 3.8l) shows the same sequence – layover, corner, and
shadow. The stepwise shape in the layover results from different groups of contributors, the building roof adds to the first part (high phase values), but not to the second (low phase values). In the
magnitude profile, the first part corresponds to the bright line closer to the sensor that is caused by
direct backscattering of the pitched roof plane and the second part to the dark area between the
parallel lines. As with the flat roof profile, also the corner position of the gable-roofed building is
characterised by a phase value proportional to local terrain height, and the shadow phases are randomly distributed. The remarkable signature of gable-roofed buildings is of course subject to viewing parameters, which is specified in the following paragraphs.
The occurrence of the double line signature of gable-roofed buildings depends on the geometric constellation of azimuth direction to local ridge orientation described by the span angle κ visualised in
Fig. 3.9a. A parallel alignment (κ = 0 ) is the most favourable case to achieve well-separated double
lines. With increasing κ , a widening of the layover line, a shortening of the distance between the
two lines, and a decreasing intensity of the corner line is observable (Fig. 3.9b). The gable roof signature resembles more and more that of a flat-roofed building (Fig. 3.9c). This becomes clear considering the extreme case, the orthogonal configuration (κ = 90 ) . Then, the roof height in a single
range line is approximately constant. The same applies to interferometric phases. If the building is
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not completely oriented in range direction, the single response of the building roof starts at high
level and shows a weak trend downwards. With a ridge orientated precisely in range direction of the
sensor, the phase profile will show a constant trend, such as for the flat-roofed building.
In addition, the perceptibility of the parallel line signature depends on sensor and building parameters, for example, off-nadir look angle θ , pitch angle α , and building height h . In Fig. 3.10, double line signatures achieved by different parameter configurations are visualised considering parallel
alignment (κ = 0 ) . The columns show changes caused by θ (a), α (b), and building height h (c).
The analysis focuses first on the sensor-close magnitude maximum. Assuming Lambertian reflection, this feature appears as a bright area of different width. A larger difference between the angles
θ and α results in a wider projection of the roof plane. This coincides with diminished brightness,
because the roof signal is spread out over a larger area. Specular reflection results in case of illumination in the normal direction of the roof plane ( α = θ ) . Consequently, the entire signal is imaged
into a thin line; the brightest signal appears (Fig. 3.10c). The second magnitude maximum, the corner line, is always located at the position of the building footprint. As the position of the sensorclose maximum depends on θ , α and h , the distance between both maxima is a function of these
parameters. Decreasing distance is caused by increasing θ (a) and α (b) as well as decreasing h (c).
Summarising this section, it can be stated that the most stable and dominant feature of InSAR
building signatures are the corner lines, while geometric information of a building is mainly contained in its layover region. Especially the analysis of magnitude and phase profiles of non-flatroofed buildings seems to be useful and is considered in the Subsections 4.6.2 and 4.11.1.

3.3.2

Position and Orientation

In this subsection, effects due to changes in the relative position of sensor and object are discussed, caused for example by varying look angles and different viewing aspects. Additionally, the
interaction effects between close-by objects such as neighbouring buildings are described.

Building Position
Signature variations due to different distances between sensor and object or due to different look
angles are similar to effects caused by various width to height ratios (Subsection 3.3.1). The schematic magnitude signature of a building imaged from three different off-nadir look angles is given
in the first row of Fig. 3.11. For a small look angle or for a building in near range (a), the subdivision in the layover area is observable due to the various groups of contributors – ground/wall/roof
and ground/wall. A middle range look angle (b) leads to homogenous layover and subsequent
shadow areas for this building. Single backscatter signals of building roof appear only for the example of large look angle (c). The building corner is observable in all three examples and again
constitutes the most stable feature.
In addition to the schematic view, three simulated SAR signatures are shown containing the same
variation of sensor illumination. The purpose of this simulation is not to model the entire SAR
processing incorporating object features; the focus is rather on the discussion of the impact of
geometric features. This allows simplifying the simulation by assuming Lambertian backscattering
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Figure 3.11: Influence of off-nadir look angle and building position: schematic views of varying look angles
and close-range, middle-range and far-range position (a,b,c), corresponding SAR magnitude
simulation results (d,e,f) for a small and a large building

properties only. For this, the basic version of the software SAR-View [112] was used. The small
building shows the mentioned states of change in the signature with increasing off-nadir look angle
θ – from a subdivided layover to a homogenous layover to a fully developed layover and roof area.
In contrast, the signatures of the large building do not feature these variations; fully developed layover and roof areas are visible in all cases. With rising θ , the brightness of the roof area falls off
due to a larger local incidence angle at the roof plane. The increase of the shadow length in range
direction is observable for the small as well as for the large building example. Moreover, the overall
length of the building signature increases, which is especially relevant in dense urban area.

Building Orientation
Due to the side-looking geometry, the off-nadir look angle, the viewing direction and the building
orientation have a strong impact on the appearance of the building in the SAR data. Depending on
the SAR sensor system considered, these parameters are more or less variable. The majority of the
SAR satellites is fixed to right or left look direction limiting the choice to ascending or descending
orbit. Furthermore, the crossing angle of these orbits is limited; it is defined by the satellite specific
inclination and the geographic latitude of the scene. The expected variations in the building signature are shown in Fig. 3.12b,c for the example of an image pair of TerraSAR-X imaging part of
Frankfurt airport. The viewing directions of both aspects are visualised in yellow and red on an optical image (Fig. 3.12a). In the a1 signature recorded from ascending orbit (Fig. 3.12b), a fully developed layover is given, characterised by pointwise façade scattering, the subsequent corner line,
the roof part, and a shadow area. The flight direction of the satellite and the building main axis are
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Figure 3.12: Influence of viewing direction and building orientation: optical signature of buildings (a,d)
with marked aspect 1 (yellow) and 2 (red), SAR magnitude signature under aspect 1 (b,e) and
aspect 2 (c,f)

nearly parallel. Hence, only the façade facing towards the sensor is illuminated and seen in the image. The signature a2 (Fig. 3.12c) of the building contains the same regular scatter points in the layover area caused by regular structures at the building façades. Two building corners forming a
mirrored L are visible in this amplitude signature, which is due to a greater heading angle between
sensor flight direction and building orientation. The brighter spots on the roof signature are related
to superstructures on the building top. Neighbouring objects such as other buildings and vegetation do not affect the SAR signature of this building, as it is the largest.
In most cases, the use of an airborne SAR system enables more flexibility by optimising flight
height and flight direction according to a given purpose. An airborne multi-aspect building signature achieved by an orthogonal flight configuration is given in Fig. 3.12d,e,f. Since airborne configurations provide better geometric resolutions, the recognition and analysis of smaller objects
becomes possible. The given long but thin building appears very different in the two amplitude
signatures (Fig. 3.12e,f). First the L-shaped layover area and one corner line in a 1, and second a
straight layover and corner line in a 2 are visible. In contrast to the first building example, the analysis of this multi-aspect signature is more complicated, because nearby trees and the chosen aspect
angle hamper the recognition of all standard phenomena. This refers especially to the lack of a second corner line at the short building side in the a 2 data. A single backscatter part of the building
roof appears only in a 1. In the case of a2, the entire signal of the roof is obscured by layover. Moreover, the distinction between building signature and surroundings is more difficult for this building
since close-by buildings and trees lead to signal superposition. This is observable for the shadow
and layover part.
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Figure 3.13: Multi-aspect InSAR signature of complex buildings: optical signature of a stepped building (a,
screenshot from map.geo.admin.ch, ©swisstopo) with marked aspect 1 (yellow) and 2 (red),
SAR magnitude signature under aspect 1 (b) and aspect 2 (c); LIDAR signature (d); corresponding InSAR phase signatures of building (e,f)

The phase signature of buildings is subject to similar changes. For more complex buildings, the interpretation of the magnitude and phase signature is more difficult. This is visualised for a stepped
building in Fig. 3.13, where superposition effects between superstructures appear. The given airborne SAR data of the MEMPHIS sensor are recorded at 94 GHz frequency in an orthogonal flight
configuration with a resolution of approx. 20 cm. Focusing first on signature a1 (Fig. 3.13b,e), the
higher building part p 1 shows a bright layover area in the magnitude data interspersed by regular
façade scatterers and a front porch slope in the phase data. Due to the large off-nadir look angle, a
long shadow appears. Hence, occlusion of the lower building part p 2 is observable in the magnitude
(b) as well as in the phase signature (e). The signature of part p 2 is characterised by a very thin layover area, a wide homogenous roof, and a remarkable shadow extent. In the lower part of the magnitude signature two parallel bright lines are observable resulting from the signal superposition of
building part p 2 and the short side of part p 1. The layover areas at the long and at the short side of
p 1 occur different in width and lowest phase value since the relative height steps are different. The
a 2 InSAR signature of the building bears more similarity to the optical (a) and the LIDAR signature
(d) thus making the interpretation easier. The layover at the long side of p 1 is thinner than in a 1 due
to the subjacent building part p 2. Furthermore, the signatures of p 1 and p 2 are not affected by
shadow. This leads to a homogenous L-shaped roof area in the magnitude image (Fig. 3.13c). In the
phase data (Fig. 3.13f) the two different height levels (p1 - yellow, p 2 - red) are clearly recognisable.
These multi-aspect examples once more make clear the high variability of building signatures. The
final selection of the most reliable features is given in the next section.
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Figure 3.14: Influence of building height in case of neighbouring objects: schematic view of varying SAR
magnitude signature (a) and DSM profiles with corresponding simulation results of InSAR
phase signature (b) by increasing building height

Building Neighbourhood
In addition to the sensor flight parameters and the building orientation, effects caused by
neighbouring or nearby buildings are also of interest. As mentioned in Subsection 3.3.1, for rising
height larger layover and shadow areas are observable. When buildings interfere, the layover part of
the first building is increasing in contrast to its shadow part. Vice versa, this is visible for the second building. This is shown in the simple example of Fig. 3.14 considering two similar buildings b 1
and b 2 with a small distance between each other. Four slant range profiles resulting from different
height assumptions are visualised.
In the lowest constellation h1 (green in Fig. 3.14a), the buildings do not affect each other leading to
classical SAR magnitude signatures - layover, corner, roof, and shadow. Starting with the height
assumption h2 , coloured yellow, the expected interaction effects between the buildings occur. This
is noticeable on the shortening of the b 1 shadow and on the subdivision of the b 2 layover. Those
effects become even more pronounced with rising building height. Beyond the length and the amplitude of the b 2 layover, also the brightness of the building corner line is decreasing due to a
smaller effective dihedral area between ground and wall. The worst case is shown in red in the example, where double-bounce scattering between ground and wall can no longer appear. Consequently, no corner is observable for b 2. With increasing heights and height differences between
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Figure 3.15: Neighboured buildings: optical signature of buildings b 1 , b 2 and b 3 (a, screenshot from
map.geo.admin.ch, ©swisstopo) showing distances and heights of 10 m and 9 m, InSAR magnitude (b) and phase signature (c) with θ = 65°

nearby buildings, such as given in metropolises, a rising complexity of these effects is noticeable,
whereby complete intermixture in the layover or complete occultation in the shadow are possible.
The interferometric phase signature reveals that larger building heights lead to increasing interferometric phases. All four profiles are characterised by two maxima, which signalise the beginning of
the building layover followed by a downwards oriented ramp. The continuous mixture of ground,
building wall, and building roof causes this trend, whereby the building wall contributes a decreasing portion. The subsequent local minimum of the profile corresponds to the building corner in the
magnitude data (except for the second building in red profile). The additional single-bounce response of the building roof leads to the constant trend in the phase profile. Differences between
layover shapes are observable first for the second constellation (Fig. 3.14b yellow) due to different
contributor groups similar to the magnitude signature. The bend in the phase shape of b 2 marks the
point, where the contribution of ground is added additionally to the contribution of wall and roof.
The third example coloured in orange shows further differences in the layover shape of both buildings. The phase values in the layover area of b 2 are constantly higher. A bend like shown in the yellow profile is not observable, since the increasing shadow of b 1 hampers the illumination of the
ground totally. Focusing on the red profile h4 , phase values at the beginning of the b 2 layover areas
are higher than values of b 1. The different contributor groups cause this, such as for the orange
case h3 and the yellow case h2 . Furthermore, the length of the b 2 layover is different, because now
the building b1 in front also occludes the lower part of the wall of b 2. Hence, even the minimum of
the b 2 phase profile is shifted and no longer identical with the base point of the building. In addition, the single backscattering area of building b 2 is growing in comparison to b 1.
The appearance of these superposition phenomena between neighbouring buildings in the real InSAR data is given in Fig. 3.15. In the optical image (a), a group of three close-by buildings of same
size is shown. The analysis of the magnitude signature (b) shows the shortening of the building
shadows for b 1 and b 2. The layover areas of b 2 and b 3 are thinner than that of b 1, which is accompanied by a wider roof area. Furthermore, a subdivision of the layover is not visible in the real data.
Hence, this example corresponds to the height assumption h4 of Fig. 3.14, which is also supported
by the phase signatures (c). In the phase signature of b1, the local minima show values similar to
the terrain height coloured in dark blue. These values are not given in the signatures of b 2 and b 3
since double-bounce scattering between ground and building wall does not take place. This potential missing of building corners is the most important effect occurring due to neighbouring buildings.
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Summary

In summary, the InSAR signature of buildings is characterised by magnitude features - layover, corner line, roof, and shadow - and by significant interferometric phase profiles featured by the following variations:

Layover Area: Small building sizes, gabled roofs, complex façade structures, high sensor resolutions, or superposition effects with nearby objects, lead to a non-homogeneous appearance of
building layover. In SAR amplitude images, a subdivision into different parts of brightness or a total decomposition into multiple point scatterers and line structures is observable making reliable
layover detection difficult.
Corner Line: The line of bright scattering caused by a group of many dihedral corner reflectors
spanned by ground and building wall is a distinctive feature that is invariant to, for example, building size and structure, roof type, and sensor resolution. Only unfavourable illumination configurations, large surface roughness, and shadowing effects of close-by objects can cause a reduction or
vanishing of corner lines in the worst case. Moreover, interferometric phase and coherence values
at corner position support their detection and delimitation from other bright lines.
Roof Area: The occurrence of a roof part is mainly dependent on the building size and sensor offnadir look angle, viewing direction, and roof type. For example, if the look angle falls below a certain value, the entire signal of the roof is obscured by layover. Furthermore, the appearance of the
roof is mainly characterised by roof material and sensor wavelength used. Hence, a bright homogeneous amplitude signal as well as a very dark noisy signal can be achieved. Since for smaller buildings single backscattering from the roof might not be present in the building signature, this feature
will not play an important role in the reconstruction algorithm.
Shadow Area: The distinction of building shadow areas from adjoining smooth areas (e.g. parking
places) depends on the NESZ of the SAR sensor (Subsection 2.2.2). Hence, in some SAR data clear
shadow detection is not possible due to a high NESZ. Moreover, mostly the shape of observable
shadow areas does not fit to the building geometry since close-by elevated objects (e.g. vegetation
and buildings) lead to signal superposition. Therefore, the building shadow is an inappropriate feature for the reconstruction of small buildings.
Phase Signature: The phase signature of buildings is characterised by mostly the same effects as
the magnitude signature, allowing the support of the classification of ambiguous magnitude features by exploiting corresponding interferometric phases. For example, bright areas of layover
caused by signal superposition show the front porch shape in the phases, and corner lines in contrast to other lines are characterised by a phase level similar to mean terrain height. These possibilities highlight that the consideration of InSAR phases is helpful for building detection.
In summary, it can be stated that concerning SAR magnitudes, the corner lines are the most stable
and dominant building feature appearing at almost all building locations. Additionally, the phase
signature permits the separation of these corner lines from other bright lines, and by considering
multi-aspect data the missing of features due to occlusion effects can be reduced. These three main
conclusions will be taken into account in the following chapter concerning building recognition and
reconstruction.

4

Reconstruction of Buildings

This chapter contains a detailed description of the developed approach. First, the considered building model is described (Section 4.1). Second, the overall workflow is briefly summarised (Section 4.2) followed by a systematic characterisation of all steps of the approach (Sections 4.3-4.11).

4.1

Building Modelling

A detailed introduction to building detection and building reconstruction based on SAR data was
given in Subsection 1.2.2, where Bolter [13] and Soergel [115] only comprised investigations on 3D
reconstruction utilising multi-aspect InSAR data. Their algorithms started with the extraction of
building hypotheses based on single-aspect data. The exploitation of the multi-aspect information
was realised by comparing and fusing these single-aspect hypotheses. Such strategies are restricted
to buildings, which are detectable and reconstructible in single-view data.
Considering the new generation of airborne and spaceborne InSAR systems, spatial resolutions of
up to one decimetre and up to half metre are possible, respectively. Due to this technological progress, the feasibility of analysing urban areas from multi-family up to one-family houses is given.
However, the signature of such small buildings is extremely sensitive to changes of illumination
geometry (Section 3.3). Therefore, their extraction based on merely single-aspect data is very often
unsuccessful as presented in [123]. An improvement is achievable by using the following approach,
whereby initial building hypotheses are generated on multi-aspect building features. The choice of
suitable and sufficient building features is significantly determined by the summary of chapter 3.
Furthermore, the combination of features based on SAR magnitude and interferometric phase leads
to an improvement of the reconstruction result.
Since this algorithm is not intended to be an all-in-one solution, which supports the architectural
variety of arbitrary building shapes, the focus is on reconstructing isolated buildings of simple
shape. Hence, constraints due to building geometry and InSAR signature are defined and subsequently described.

4.1.1

Geometric Building Constraints

The algorithm is tailored for isolated buildings typically found in many towns outside the historical
centres. The chosen model-based reconstruction method requires the introduction of prior knowledge regarding buildings that are reconstructed. The building footprint is modelled to be of rectangular shape. Building walls are required to be plane and orthogonally oriented to the building
ground plate. The considered roof types are flat, gable, hipped, and monopitch roofs, however only
symmetric shapes of the roofs are assumed. The resulting four basic models defined by the parameters width w , length l , flat roof height hf , eave height he , ridge height hr , pitch angle α , and hip
pitch angle β are depicted in Fig. 4.1. All four models show the same ground plane and maximum
building height ( hf = hr ) . For the examples of gable- and hipped-roofed models, the angle α is
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Figure 4.1: Geometric description of considered building models: flat-roofed (a), gable-roofed (b), hippedroofed (c), and monopitch-roofed building (d)

similar. Assuming the same building height hf , the angle α for the monopitch-roofed model is
smaller than for the other building models. Moreover, minimum building extensions of
5m × 5 m × 5 m ( w × l × hf ) are required due to the object detection methods used, InSAR data resolution, and InSAR specific constraints, which are discussed in the following.

4.1.2

InSAR Specific Constraints

Regardless of the pre-defined building models the result of building reconstruction depends on the
properties of the InSAR data (e.g. resolution and wavelength – see Section 3.2) and on the individual characteristics of the buildings (e.g. size, shape, material, and neighbourhood – see Section 3.3).
An ideal InSAR signature of the four geometric building models is given in Fig. 4.2 by making use
of the simulators CohRaS [60] and an advanced version of the simulator described in [125] (Section 4.9). These magnitude and interferometric phase signatures given in slant range geometry contain all described building features, whereby the azimuth direction is chosen parallel to the long
side of the building. The building corner, the bright line adjacent to the building shadow, is well
visible for all four models and represents the most important feature of the building detection. To
discriminate between the four different roof types, the characteristics of the building layover in
magnitude and interferometric phase have to be analysed. A double line signature due to the
pitched roof planes appears for the gable-, hipped-, and monopitch-roofed buildings. Differences
are observable in width and length of the additional bright line and especially in the slope of the
interferometric phases. Changes between flat, gable, and monopitch roof are visible along the
whole length of the signature, but differences between gable and hipped roof signatures occur only
at both ends of the building making their distinction more difficult.
Focusing on the acquisition of real InSAR data, the same constraints related to the sensor parameters and the building neighbourhood have to be taken into account. First, the occurrence of corner
lines depends on sensor wavelength and material roughness, i.e., this feature is more pronounced
for longer wavelengths. Second, the detailed analysis of layover areas requires high geometric resolution in order to allow parameter extraction as described in Section 4.6. Third, a fully developed
layover area is needed, too. Hence, occlusion effects due to adjacent buildings or high vegetation
can diminish the correct interpretation of the signature. The consideration of multi-aspect data
mitigates this limitation, but cannot prevent shadowing entirely.
In addition to the building signature, data-related constraints are necessary to realise building reconstruction in such a way as described in the following sections. First, across-track interferometric
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Figure 4.2: Simulated InSAR signature of considered building models: flat-roofed (a), gable-roofed (b),
monopitch-roofed (c), and hipped-roofed building (d), range from left to right and θ = 50°

image pairs in slant range geometry given as Single Look Complex data (SLC) are requested enabling interferometric height processing, feature extraction, and avoidance of interpolation effects.
Short temporal baselines are advantageous to minimise decorrelation effects. Second, the transformation of building features from slant range into ground range geometry requires precise flight parameters to achieve best positional accuracy. An assembly to appropriate building hypotheses is
only possible based on well geocoded features of different viewing directions. The same applies to
the step of back projection, which enables the post-processing of building hypotheses in a loop.
Third, the goal of reconstructing small buildings requires data from different flight tracks. In detail,
the recorded InSAR data have to consist of acquisitions from at least two aspects spanning an angle of 90 degrees in the optimal case in order to benefit from complementary object information.
Requirements concerning geometrical and temporal baseline as well as flight geometry are easier
fulfilled by airborne configurations due to their high flexibility. By contrast, new spaceborne configurations score with their highly accurate orbit geometries and recently with small temporal baselines. Their main limitation is given by restricted flight configurations referring to only ascending
or descending orbits.

4.2

Overview of Building Reconstruction Approach

For clarifying the general structure of the developed approach, a brief overview is given before describing all processing steps in detail. By use of two interferometric image pairs, nine algorithmic
parts have to be completed successfully to obtain 3D building models. Structure, order, and dependencies of the steps are illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
The approach can be subdivided into two main parts consisting of the analysis of magnitude and
interferometric data. Findings presented in Sections 4.4 and 4.6 rely mainly on the analysis of mag-
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Figure 4.3: Workflow of building reconstruction approach

nitude data. The steps of interferogram calculation 4.5, phase simulation 4.9, and filtering 4.10 exploit the interferometric phases. In Fig. 4.3 an additional subdivision is visualised by using different
background colours denoting the applied geometry. Processing in slant range refers to the individual acquisition geometry of each image pair. Steps arranged at the transition of slant to ground
range enable the transformation between both or work with data given in both geometries. The
step of building generation and the phase simulation are the only ones, which require input arguments.
In detail, the processing starts in slant range geometry with sub-pixel registration of the interferometric image pairs as a prerequisite for land cover classification and interferogram calculation.
The classification delivers an urban and a vegetation mask to assist the feature extraction and the
building generation. In parallel, the interferogram calculation provides input in the form of normalised interferometric phases and interferometric heights to the processing steps of feature extraction, phase filtering, and building generation. Since feature extraction – individually processed for
each image pair – is carried out in slant range geometry, the building generation requires a slant to
ground range projection. Moreover, the generation step contains the fusion of the multi-aspect features supplemented by the height estimation and the assessment of building hypotheses due to classification results and specified model constraints. All remaining building hypotheses are tested and
post-processed by comparing their simulated phase signature and corresponding real interferometric phases. The steps of phase simulation and filtering have to be run on each building individually.
Eventually, sufficient correlation between simulated and real phases terminates processing and delivers the final 3D building shape.
The implementation of the approach is accomplished using different commercial products as well
as freely accessible and own software sources. Moreover, the software package Definiens Developer assists in the classification step. Feature extraction and generation of hypotheses are realised
by building up a graphical processing chain in the KBV platform [83] comprising already implemented as well as self implemented tasks. The interferometric processing steps of filtering, simulation, and post-processing consist for the most part of own Matlab implementations. More
information concerning workflow realisation are given in the following sections.
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4.3

Coregistration

In practice, interferometric image pairs – whether recorded in single-pass or repeat-pass mode –
show an offset of at least a few up to a hundred pixels. Since some processing steps (e.g. interferogram calculation) require subpixel matching of the images, precise coregistration is essential. Detailed information concerning SAR image registration is presented in [86], so only a brief
description is given here. The general strategy, similar for all datasets, contains a two-stage procedure consisting of coarse and fine registration. First, the coarse offset between the interferometric
pair is calculated by measuring a tie point or by utilising orbit and baseline information. Second,
the fine registration comprises the determination of displacement vectors at tie points, the calculation of transformation coefficients, the transformation as well as the interpolation of the slave image onto the master image. In this building reconstruction approach, the coregistration is carried
out differently for airborne and spaceborne data, because the first shows higher variations in flight
path accuracy and their processing is less supported by commercial software.
The coregistration of airborne data is realised as follows: the coarse offset is estimated by measuring one tie point manually. Coefficients and degree of the transformation equation for fine registration are derived from x- and y-component of shift vectors. These are determined for the slave
image based on a regularly distributed field of tie points. To reach a coregistration on subpixel level
an eightfold over-sampling of the data is implemented. For the investigated airborne data, a simple
transformation comprising translation and scaling in range direction is successful. The final determination of the transformation parameters can be achieved, for example, by fitting a transformation polynomial to the shift vectors or by using an iterative optimisation of the parameters. Since
the fitting can fail due to a low density or poor distribution of the shift vectors, the second solution
is realised in this thesis. In detail, we consider a coarse-to-fine parameter testing to reach coherence
maximum between master and slave image. The initial transformation values (translation a0 and
scaling b0 ) are tested in predefined intervals of −u0 < a0 < u0 and − v0 < b0 < v0 by use of the step
widths i0 and j0 . The resulting best parameter combination a1 and b1 is used as new initial solution
to start the second iteration with finer step widths i1 and j1 in a smaller search intervals [ −u1, u1 ]
and [ − v1, v1 ] . The process stops when no appreciable improvement of correlation is reached or the
maximum level of correlation or iterations is passed.
Similar strategies are implemented in commercial software, for example, SARscape modules for
ENVI and ERDAS IMAGINE, to coregister spaceborne SAR data. If master and slave image show
equal pixel spacing, the ERDAS IMAGINE software is an appropriate tool. Otherwise, SARscape
has to be utilised, whereby an additional down sampling of the resulting coregistered images is necessary. The results of the coregistration step will be assessed in Subsection 5.2.1, focusing on the
airborne data.

4.4

Land Cover Classification of InSAR Data

In view of the fact that the exploitation of large scenes and a reduction of false detections are requested, a simple pre-classification into built-up and open land is very useful. For this purpose,
many different strategies described in [10] can be utilised such as Maximum Likelihood Classifier,
Bayesian Networks, Support Vector Machines, MRFs, and CRFs. Focusing on high resolution SAR
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data covering urban areas, for example, Markovian classification was applied by Tison [130], and
CRFs to fuse optical and SAR features by Wegner [140].
In this thesis, fuzzy logic is used to formulate a classification concept, which enables creating an
appropriate rule set containing expert knowledge about InSAR relevant image content. Fuzzy rule
sets [122] in general are similar to the human mind, comprehensible, simple to handle, and uncertainties in class memberships can be modelled easily. Beside the selection of a classifier, appropriate information features have to be chosen or calculated, if necessary. Intensity based classification
of urban areas was presented in [130]. In addition to the SAR intensity, in [16] also the interferometric coherence was investigated to extract bio- and geo-physical parameters in ERS data.
Within this work, three information layers are considered, which were introduced in the CoVAmCoh analysis [109] – a method to improve mainly the visual interpretation of high resolution InSAR
images. In the following, these classification input layers, the classification process focussing on the
creation of the fuzzy rule set as well as the fusion of the multi-aspect classification results is described.

4.4.1

Feature Layers

The selection of classification input layers is based on the already mentioned CoVAmCoh-RGB
composition usable to colour-code InSAR data. The three layers mark different attributes of InSAR
data making the interpretation much simpler. Below, their calculation and characteristics are described as well as their variability with regard to the spatial and temporal length of baseline is addressed.

SAR Magnitude
The SAR magnitude contains the backscatter intensity, which depends on the radiometric properties of the illuminated object on ground (Subsection 2.2.1). If uncalibrated airborne data and calibrated spaceborne data are used, two different equations have to be introduced. In equation (4-1),
appropriate to uncalibrated data, amplitudes A1 and A2 of the two acquisitions are used to compute
the arithmetic average A . Moreover, dB-scaling is applied to enable a similar parameter range for
different datasets particularly important to define a general classification rule set.

A1 + A2
2
AdB = 20 log 10 ⋅ A
A=

(4-1)

Working with calibrated data is preferred since such data enable the transfer of derived parameter
settings to additional datasets, which is an advantage when utilising multi-aspect data. Beyond
Sigma Naught σ 0 and Beta Naught β 0 calculation, the data preparation contains the same averaging and scaling steps to obtain the calibrated backscatter layer in this case. In equation (4-2), β 0 is
determined by the product of the processor scaling parameter ks and the square of the pixel amplitude value A . σ 0 results from β 0 corrected by the local incidence angle ζ [68].
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σ 0 = β 0 ⋅ sin ζ ,
σ0 =

with β 0 = ks ⋅ A

2

σ10 + σ20
2

(4-2)

0
σdB
= 10 log10 ⋅ σ 0
0
follow
The resulting dB-scaled mean amplitude values AdB and Sigma Naught coefficients σdB
normal distributions. This is depicted in Fig. 4.4, where histograms of five different InSAR image
pairs mapping the same area are plotted. All show the same behaviour that is advantageous for the
classification step. Differences are given only in the position of the mode of the distributions and
in the spread of the distribution due to different sensor properties. In general, this feature layer
contains information about object roughness used, for example, to distinguish between vegetated
(appears bright) and sealed land (appears dark).

Coefficient of Variation (CoV)
The second input layer comprises the Coefficient of Variation ( CoV ) that enables the differentiation between homogeneous and heterogeneous areas. This value is defined by the ratio of standard
deviation and arithmetic average in a local neighbourhood of intensity, amplitude, or Sigma Naught
coefficients. In equation (4-3) all three variations are given, where exemplarily µA is the local mean
amplitude and σ A the standard deviation. In a second step, the CoV values CoV1 and CoV2 of the
two InSAR images are combined by averaging.
CoVI =

σI
σ
, here CoVA = A
µI
µA

CoV1 + CoV2
CoV =
2

and CoVσ =
0

σσ

0

µσ

0

(4-3)
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In general, the local CoV values are utilised in frameworks of adaptive SAR filtering (e.g. [87]); here
they are used as evidence of locality. For a single-look intensity image, the pdf of an ideal homogeneous backscattering area is an exponential distribution with σ = µ , which leads to CoVI = 1 . The
same takes effect for Sigma Naught coefficients, with Beta Naught coefficients proportional to
square of amplitudes. Homogenous areas in single-look amplitude data show Rayleigh distribution
(see also Weibull distribution (2-19)):

u −( u 2 s )
⋅e
, with s = ψ
s2
π
4 −π 2
µ = s⋅
⋅s .
and σ 2 =
2
2
g ( u, s ) =

2

2

2
(4-4)

Hence, the CoVA of a speckle dominated homogenous area is approximately equal to 0.523. Moreover, local structures such as point scatterers, edges, or lines give rise to higher CoV values,
whereby urban areas appear much brighter in the CoV layer than rural areas. As can be seen in
Fig. 4.4, the five distributions show high similarity. Depending on whether amplitude values or
Sigma Naught coefficients for the CoV calculation are taken, different mean values
( CoVA = 0.523 and CoVσ = 1) result. The spread of the distributions differs slightly, which can be
caused by different data resolutions.
0

Coherence
The third layer contains a measure of temporal stability – the coherence γ . As described in Subsection 2.1.4, γ shows the level of correlation between the two received signals S1 and S2 . Low
values arising from more independent signals appear, for example, at noise dominated areas (e.g.
water surface) and at temporally unstable areas (e.g. growing vegetation). Coherence values near 1
denote completely coherent scatterers such as point scatterers and urban structures. Besides the
object properties, data specifics – temporal and spatial length of baseline – influence the level of
coherence. This variability is depicted in Fig. 4.4 by taking the example of three single-pass (coloured red, black, and green) and two repeat-pass InSAR image pairs (coloured orange and blue).
Their mean values show high differences due to a temporal baseline of 11 days in case of the latter.
Additional variations in the distributions of the two repeat-pass datasets result from seasonal
changes (e.g. summer = orange and winter = blue) as well as from different viewing directions.
Similar effects occur for the three single-pass examples because the viewing directions and the
length of the interferometric baselines differ. Shorter baselines (e.g. green distribution) lead to less
geometrical decorrelation, which results in higher coherence values.
In summary, it can be stated that in comparison to the two other feature layers the coherence layer
shows the highest level of variability. With regard to the achieved image classification, this complicates the derivation of general rules discussed in the following.

4.4.2

Classification Process

The classification process can be subdivided into a segmentation step, the structuring of the fuzzy
rule set, and a classification step [8]. This process was realised with Definiens Developer [35].
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Starting with the generation of segments, the three input layers are used in a multi-resolution segmentation. This contains a bottom up region-merging technique starting on one-pixel objects.
Moreover, the subsequent clustering process comprises an optimisation procedure minimising the
layer-weighted heterogeneity of the image object. Since the clustering is based on three layers, the
segmentation result can be influenced by the processing parameters – layer weight and scaling. The
former defines suitability or significance of each individual layer during the segmentation step. The
second describes the maximum level of heterogeneity, conceded in image segments. In addition,
this requires a specification of the term heterogeneity also called “composition of homogeneity criterion”, which is realised with two additional parameters - colour and shape. The latter relies on the
sub-parameters smoothness and compactness. A more detailed description on these parameters can
be found in [8]. For classifying high resolution SAR data, a low scaling factor and equally weighted
input layers are chosen, since small urban structures have been imaged. Moreover, the composition
of the homogeneity criterion contains colour and shape information in equal shares, because in
contrast to optical data, the shape criterion is especially helpful in strongly textured imagery such as
SAR data [35].
For the final segments, object features building the base for formulating the fuzzy rule set are calculated. Those features comprise, for example, maximum, minimum, mean values, and standard
0
deviations. In the implemented land cover classification, only the three mean values ( AdB resp. σdB
,
CoV , γ ) of the image segments are considered as object features.
In general, the fuzzy classification consists of the steps of fuzzification, fuzzy logic combination,
and defuzzification. The former contains the definition of fuzzy sets on an object feature. Fuzzy
sets are membership functions (MF), which define how each point in the feature space is mapped
to class specific membership values (or degree of membership) between 0 and 1. These MFs are
different curves (e.g. linear ramp and sigmoid curve) that are exemplarily shown in Fig. 4.5 and explained in the next paragraphs. The combination of several fuzzy sets characterising the same object class in different feature spaces is realised by fuzzy logic concerning “and”, “or”, and “not”.
The result of this classification process is an n-dimensional vector of membership degrees describing the level of class assignment of an image object to n classes. The highest membership value or
the distance between first and second maximum of the membership vector can be used to derive
the reliability and the stability of the classification. For achieving a crisp classification result (“true”
or “false”), defuzzification is required. In general, the maximum membership degree determines the
affiliation of an object to a class. Supplementary, a maximum membership level can be introduced
to ensure minimum reliability. Objects showing lower membership degrees are referred to the
group “unclassified” objects. In addition to this short description, more detailed information can
be found in [8] and [122].
0
If we assume that each of the three feature layers ( AdB resp. σdB
, CoV , γ ) have only two states [low,
high], 2 3 different classes of segments are possible. Eight combinations result corresponding to the
main colours (red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, magenta, white, and black), when additive colour mixing is applied onto the three feature layers (see Tab. 4.1, [109]). Beyond these eight combinations, a
0
ninth subclass (petrol coloured) is listed and characterised by low CoV , medium AdB resp. σdB
, and
γ , which is often represented in the CoVAmCoh-images. The appropriate assignment of real world
objects to this CoVAmCoh colour description depends on InSAR data properties and especially on
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Table 4.1:

CoVAmCoh-Analysis of single-pass and repeat-pass InSAR data

CoVAmCoh-Image

CoV

0
AdB resp. σdB

γ

high

low

low

local changes of low return

small shadows

low

high

low

areas of volume scatterers

dense bushes

low

low

high

persistent areas of low return

sport fields

low

high

high

persistent areas of high return

building roofs

high

low

high

persistent (local) scatterer of low return street borders

high

high

low

local changes of bright backscattering

moving cars

high

high

high

persistent (local) scatterer

lamp poles

low

low

low

areas of no return

lakes

low

medium

CoVAmCoh-Characteristic

Example

medium areas of medium scattering and stability fallow land

the level of coherence. In detail, highly coherent objects in single-pass data (see Tab. 4.1 first column, first image - fallow land, lower right corner) do not necessarily show a high coherence in repeat-pass data (see second image). Furthermore, red and yellow coloured local changes are only
observable in repeat-pass data. Hence, the general description of an object signature can be difficult because of different InSAR configurations, which becomes more obvious when focusing on
the wanted object classes.
In total, two superclasses shall be discriminated by the implemented fuzzy rule set; the classes of
urban and vegetated areas. The classification contains three fuzzy sets due to the three input layers,
which are combined by the fuzzy logic “and”. Moreover, the fuzzy sets comprise two (low, high) or
three (low, medium, high) MFs adapted for describing the nine-colour subclasses (see Tab. 4.1). In
Fig. 4.5 the MFs specified as sigmoid and Gaussian curves are shown, where the curves coloured
green, yellow, and red correspond to low, medium, and high mean values, respectively. The black
dashed curves show the original layer distributions of the repeat-pass summer season InSAR pair
(curves coloured orange in Fig. 4.4). The borders and the mode of the MFs are derived from the
0
particular layer statistics of AdB resp. σdB
, CoV , and γ . The classification delivers for each segment
a vector containing nine membership degrees. The maximum value of these denotes the final subclass assignment during the step of defuzzification. From the more abstract subclasses, two superclasses are generated. The superclass vegetated areas ( Cveg ) is especially marked by a high level of
homogeneity leading to low CoV values. Furthermore, vegetation is characterised by medium up to
0
high AdB resp. σdB
values due to volume scattering, and their temporal variability results in medium
to low γ values. Hence, the green and the petrol coloured subclasses can be easily assigned to the
superclass Cveg . The cyan coloured areas are critical vegetated areas since homogenous building parts
(e.g. layover and roof) as well as low vegetation show these feature values. Nonetheless and with
regard to high resolution SAR data, more detailed structures are observable in building signatures
that lead to rising CoV values and minor risk of confusion. Furthermore, all other subclasses are
assigned to the superclass urban areas ( Curb ). The major part of segments showing high γ values
comprises man-made objects. The same applies to areas of local changes (coloured yellow and red
in Tab. 4.1). Only areas appearing black in CoVAmCoh-images are difficult to assign since water
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Figure 4.5: Membership functions of the nine CoVAmCoh classes used in fuzzy classification

surfaces and building shadow show low values in all three feature layers. Finally, for each InSAR
image pair the classification into vegetated and urban areas is accomplished by reasonable adjustment
of the fuzzification step.
As high vegetation shows the same layover effect as buildings, adjacent objects can be occluded by
vegetation signatures. Hence, a fusion of multi-aspect classification results is carried out to work
against this occlusion effect. First of all, this requires an individual geocoding of the classification
results to a common coordinate system followed by a fusion step calculating the intersection between the classified vegetated areas. Only those areas are considered as final vegetated areas that belong
to this class in all InSAR data. First results on this multi-aspect classification were presented in
[123]. The final results as well as the assessment of the classification results by comparison with
electro-optical data are presented in Subsection 5.2.3. In the following steps of building reconstruction, the classification result is used to support feature extraction (Section 4.6) and the generation
of building hypotheses (Section 4.8).

4.5

Calculation of Interferometric Heights

In this section, the procedure to derive heights from interferometric image pairs is described. The
fundamentals and equations of the interferogram calculation have already been given in Subsection 2.1.4, so that only data specific topics are treated.
The steps of the interferometric height calculation are summarised in Fig. 4.6a, all carried out in
slant range geometry. The coregistration of the image pair as well as the estimation of the interferometric coherence has already been discussed in the previous subsections. The interferogram S is
calculated by complex multiplication of the two images S1 and S2 (see (2-10)). Then only the phase
difference ∆ϕ is taken further into account showing a uniform distribution and a “sawtooth”
fringe pattern in range direction. This linear phase variation is called flat earth contribution ϕflat
and is specified by the parameters ping-pong value p , wavelength λ , range distance r , off-nadir
look angle θ , the spatial baseline B , and its orientation ξ :
ϕflat = − p ⋅

2π
⋅
λ

(

r 2 + B2 + 2 ⋅ r ⋅ B ⋅ sin ( ξ − θ ) − r

)

(4-5)
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The next processing step contains the subtraction of ϕflat to obtain the so-called flat earth corrected
phase. This correction can easily be accomplished using commercial software (e.g. ENVI or ERDAS IMAGINE) as long as the appropriate sensor model is implemented. The quality of the provided configuration parameters (e.g. rapid or science orbit) determines whether or not postprocessing is necessary. If post-processing is required, for example, ground control points (GCPs)
are utilised. Since InSAR data of the new generation of satellites are provided with high precision
orbit information, no additional processing has to be considered (see Fig. 4.6a, step “flat earth correction”). This is different for airborne data, because these platforms show higher variations in
track geometry than satellites on orbits. Furthermore, commercial software tools do not support
the processing of airborne data in general because of their limited data accessibility and individual
specifications. Considering that, for the interferometric processing of airborne data, in-house solutions are used.
The flat earth correction of airborne data underlies some assumptions: first, the length of the baseline is constant as the antennas are rigidly fixed. Second, the flight height over ground is steady and
third, the flight geometry is stable during recording time. For a scene dominated by flat topography
close to the mean height chosen for flat earth correction, a phase distribution with a significant
narrow maximum is expected. The result of flat earth correction achieved with the original parameter set is given in Fig. 4.6b. The phase distribution (left) shows a wide curve rather than a significant narrow maximum. The reason for that is a linear phase trend observable in a corresponding
range profile (right). This can be caused by imprecise configuration parameters or a natural slope of
topography. Taking into account additional information about the topography of the recorded
scene, a flat terrain can be assumed. Therefore, the goal of an improved flat earth correction is the
reduction of this linear phase trend. This improvement of the flat earth correction contains a refinement of the two angles ξ and θ , whereby the latter is specified by sensor height over ground
H and range distance r . In detail, ξ is corrected by varying the vertical BV and horizontal BH
parts of the baseline, and θ by testing H , respectively. The estimation of optimal values is realised
by a coarse-to-fine parameter search similar to the coregistration. The aim is to reach a narrow
phase distribution with a minimum standard deviation. The reduction of the linear trend is visible
in Fig. 4.6c. The numerical results are summarised in Subsection 5.2.2.
The resulting absolute phase values (c) are random and the Gaussian-like phase distribution can
show a high σ . The latter can be caused by hilly topography or by insufficient motion compensation during the SAR processing. To find out how strong this effect is, range histograms are calculated from the InSAR phases considering phase values of several neighboured range lines. A linear
drift of the distribution maximum becomes visible in the plot of all histograms (Fig. 4.6d left), indicating residual motion effects in the InSAR data. Since the fusion of multi-aspect InSAR data is
one of the main goals of this approach, this aspect specific effect has to be taken into account. The
subsequent phase centring can mitigate this motion effect in an easy way, and additionally a phase
distribution with zero mean can be achieved. The centring is implemented as a simple rotation of
the complex interferogram values into zero position. Thus, from the interferogram S ( x, y ) with x
and y as range and azimuth coordinates, the one-dimensional function Sy ( y ) is calculated:

Sy ( y ) = ∑ S ( x, y )
all x

(4-6)
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This azimuth profile is filtered by averaging values in the range of y ' = −δ,..., +δ . In the following,
this result is termed as Sy ( y ) . The parameter δ has to be chosen large enough to avoid effects on
the phase of objects. The final zero-centred interferogram results from:
∗

Szero ( x, y ) = S ( x, y ) ⋅

Sy ( y )

Sy ( y )

(4-7)

∗

where Sy ( y ) denotes the complex conjugate of Sy ( y ) . In Fig. 4.6e the centred phase distribution
(left) is narrower than the one in (c – left). Also the linear trend in the plot of the range histogram
is not longer visible (Fig. 4.6d – right). Of course, care has to be taken for hilly topography as this
centring can eliminate topography portions.
Before converting the interferometric phases to height values, phase unwrapping has to take place.
Since many unwrapping algorithms fail in urban areas, a simple step of phase shifting is integrated.
That means phase values significantly below the phase average are shifted upwards by 2π . As the
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Figure 4.7: Post-processing of an extended region: InSAR heights (a), coherence (b), mask (c), DTM (d),
and normalised InSAR heights (e)

mean of the phase distribution corresponds to the local terrain height, this step leads to an
enlargement of the unambiguous range over ground. Hence, phase jumps (i.e., the transition between + π and −π ) at elevated objects, for example buildings, are reduced at the cost of possible
exaggeration of sinks in the terrain. Results of the InSAR height estimation without and with considering the phase shifting step are shown in Fig. 4.6e (right) and f, respectively. In the given example, the 2π unambiguous range corresponds to approximately 30 m and therefore phase
ambiguity issues arise at buildings taller than 15 m. With an offset value of 3 4 π , the unambiguous
range of the height is shifted from [66.1 m , 94.0 m] to [76.5 m , 104.5 m]. The phase shifting effect
is visible at the U-shaped building (Fig. 4.6e,f right) that is featured by roof heights of 16 m up to
23 m. Obviously, less discontinuities (i.e., transitions from black to white) are observable in the
roof area of this building. If no abrupt steep descents are present in the scene, this step of phase
shifting compensates phase jumps at building roofs in a proper way.
Considering larger areas with slight topography, the global phase shifting can fail due to varying
local terrain heights. For that reason, normalised InSAR heights are generated, which are essential
for the subsequent filtering of building primitives (Subsection 4.6.2). The processing of these
heights contains the following steps, whose intermediate results are shown in Fig. 4.7.
First, a binary filter mask ( maski ) is computed to define image pixels used for the Digital Terrain
Model (DTM) generation. Only pixels of coherence value ( γ i ) above a minimum coherence
threshold ( γmin ) and an InSAR height value ( hi ) close to the global mean terrain height ( h ) are
considered, as given in (4-8). Thus, this mask contains the value 1 for objects like fallow land and
rough man-made areas showing high coherence and mean terrain height. Elevated objects such as
trees and buildings as well as areas of low coherence (e.g. shadow areas) are assigned to the value 0.
The definition of the parameter γmin depends on the temporal and spatial length of the InSAR configuration. For the given example γmin = 0.5 was chosen. Additionally, the parameter σh can be estimated directly from the InSAR heights. In case of rising topography, σh will also increase
possibly affecting low building signatures. A solution would be the determination of local σh .
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1, if γ i ≥ γmin and hi − h ≤ σ
h
maski = 
0, else

(4-8)

Second, based on the filtering of the InSAR heights (a) with the binary mask (Fig. 4.7c), the DTM
(d) is calculated. The pixel values of this DTM result from a weighted averaging of height values
over an area of 50m × 50m in ground range resolution. Such a large area is mandatory for smoothing local structures probably included due to a high σh .
Finally, the height differences, the normalised InSAR heights (e) using the InSAR heights (a) and
the DTM (d), are calculated. In the following, these heights are investigated to filter building primitives (Subsection 4.6.2) and to extract building heights (Subsection 4.8.2).

4.6

Extraction of Building Features

The extraction of appropriate features sketched in Fig. 4.8 is made up of three processing steps:
first, the generation of structure elements is treated considering the magnitude data ( A resp. σ 0 )
and the classification result ( Cveg ). Second, the filtering of these so-called primitives is accomplished to classify them in layover and corner lines with the aid of the normalised interferometric
heights hn . Third, building parameters are extracted from the corner lines and their surroundings
by taking into account A resp. σ 0 , the mask Cveg , and the interferometric heights h . Subsequently, these three steps are described in more detail including input and output arguments as well
as intermediate processing steps. The feature extraction is carried out in slant range geometry to
avoid interpolation effects or signature changes due to resampling effects after geocoding in
ground range geometry. Hence, this part of the workflow is realised separately for each single InSAR image pair.

4.6.1

Generation of Primitives

The generation of building primitives focuses on the detection of bright lines because the appropriate signature part corner line is characterised by high magnitude values. Since the surrounded signature parts – layover, roof, or shadow – show lower values, a line detector should deliver good
results. For this purpose, many different kinds of line and edge detectors may be used. There exist
two main categories of line detectors: detectors that are specifically designed for the statistics of
SAR imagery and detectors designed for optical data. Examples for non-SAR specific operators are
the Canny [27], and the Steger operator [120], needing radiometrically pre-processed SAR magnitude images (e.g. speckle reduction and logarithmic rescaling). Touzi [133] and Tupin [137], for in-
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Figure 4.9: Detection of primitives: schema of line detection (a – top), synthetic and original SAR amplitude image (a – bottom); results of line detection – window orientation 1 (b), 2 (c) and 5 (d)

stance, have developed SAR specific operators considering the statistics of magnitude images. Since
we prefer to work as closely as possible to original data, the SAR specific detectors are preferred.
In this thesis, the two SAR specific operators mentioned in the last paragraph are taken as examples to implement a line detector tailored to the task. The detectors of Touzi and Tupin determine
the probability of a pixel to belong to an edge or line, respectively, using different template orientations. Focusing first on the edge detection, we assume that two considered regions are homogenous
and their intensity values are similar, variations to this assumption are caused only by speckle. Due
to the multiplicative behaviour of speckle, operators based on pixel differences will deliver results
that depend on intensity. To avoid this, the Touzi detector takes the quotient of the mean values
( µm , µn ) of both regions. That leads to probability values for the detector that depend only on the
ratio of µm and µn , not on the measured intensity values themselves. This kind of detector is called
a detector of Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR). Since the pdf for false detections is characterised
by a quotient of µµ = 1 , thresholds for a given false alarm rate can be deduced that are independent
of the image. The line detection by Tupin, an enhancement of the Touzi edge detection, is based
on a template consisting of a central region and two neighbouring regions of equal size such as
shown in Fig. 4.9. By applying the edge detector two times, the probability at pixel x0 is determined to belong to a line. As given in (4-9), the two probability values r1,2 and r2,3 are calculated
from the mean values µ1 , µ2 , and µ3 . The detector value rline is defined by the minimum of the two
real values r1,2 and r2,3 .
m
n

rm,n = 1 − min(

µm µn
, ),
µn µm

with ( m, n) ∈ {(1, 2 ),( 2, 3)}

(4-9)

rline = min( r1,2 , r2,3 )
Since edges and lines in the images may have arbitrary orientation, templates of different orientations are used during the step of line detection. Commonly, the number of template orientations is
set to eight directions. Three of these templates are given in Fig. 4.9b-c (first row). In the original
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approach of Tupin, a second detector D2 is implemented to increase the detection probability and
to fuse the different probability images of the first detector D1 (4-9). D2 takes into account the
homogeneity of the two neighbouring regions by calculating the CoV values, too. Subsequently, the
results of D1 and D2 are combined and the maximum value at position x0 is finally searched in the
set of probability images according to the number of tested orientations. The fusion of the probability images is necessary for applications considering curved paths such as road extraction. As
this is rather unfavourable for building models as described in Section 4.1, the applied line detector
shows the following modifications.



The detection of lines is restricted to bright lines only, since building structures such as
corner lines are looked for. Thus, the relations µ1 < µ2 and µ2 > µ3 have to be fulfilled.



The D1 detector of Tupin is implemented only because the homogeneity assumption of D2
could be critical in some cases. For instance, if layover and roof areas show regularly distributed bright point scatterers, the level of homogeneity will be low.



No fusion of the probability values of different orientations is carried out since the
searched buildings are assumed to be rectangular objects, and consequently lines are supposed to be straight. Moreover, they are believed to show their maximum in the probability
image whose template orientation is closest to the real line orientation.

Hence, the applied detector delivers for each template orientation a single probability image; three
of those are shown in Fig. 4.9 (second row) using a synthetic and an original SAR amplitude image
as input.
The generation of primitives contains besides the described line detection also the segmentation,
the fitting and the merging of lines, which is sketched in Fig. 4.10a. This short workflow is realised
eight times in accordance with the number of template orientations. The magnitude data ( A resp.
σ 0 ) and the vegetation mask Cveg are the general input images. In the following, the details of the
generation of primitives are discussed.
First, the line detection is accomplished providing the oriented probability images po with
o = 1,...,8 . Furthermore, the three parameters w t,n , w t,c , and lt have to be defined to specify the
widths and the length of the detector template (see Fig. 4.9a). The choice of these parameters is
determined by SAR-processing parameters and building model assumptions. The width of a corner
line depends on the applied weighting function specifying the geometric resolution δr and on the
image pixel spacing ∆r in range (see Subsections 2.1.3 and 3.2.2). Thus, w t,c defined in image pixels results from the ratio of δr ∆r . Since odd numbers are preferred, w t,c is often set to 3 pixels.
Determining w t,n and lt implies information about the expected building size and the geometric
resolution in azimuth. The detection results presented in this study are obtained by the settings w t,n = 5 pixel and lt = 7 pixel. Exemplarily, one of the eight probability images, for the vertical template orientation, is provided in Fig. 4.10b.
Second, the segmentation comprises a peak search and filtering of the probability images to achieve
thinned out binary maps bo . The thinning of the probability images po takes place first by applying
non-maximum suppression on every image row. As this has to be done orthogonally to the template orientation, all po are individually rotated. Also, a probability threshold has to be defined that
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Figure 4.10: Generation of primitives: workflow (a), result of line detection o = 1 (b), vegetation mask
(black = vegetation, c), line segments (d), fitted (e) and extended lines (f), optical signature of
building (g)

corresponds to an acceptable false alarm rate. At this early stage of primitive extraction, a low
probability threshold is preferred because subsequent filter steps reduce the number of false alarms
in a proper way. Additionally, the vegetation mask Cveg shown in Fig. 4.10c is used in the segmentation step. The intersection between white pixels, which are assigned to non-vegetated areas, and
detected local maxima forms the binary outcome bo given in Fig. 4.10d.
In the third and last step, straight lines are fitted to each binary image bo . Moreover, adjacent lines
showing small distances are merged to longer ones with regard to the following three criteria: the
lines have to fulfil constraints in terms of orientation and in the size of the gap between them. In
Fig. 4.10e and f, the binary image b1 and the magnitude image A are overlaid by the group of generated primitives l1 . The image patch contains two remarkable vertical lines that are caused by single and double-bounce reflections of the gable-roofed building (Fig. 4.10g). Both are successfully
detected and primitives (lines) are generated. In summary, the advantages of this way of generating
primitives are the integration of the CFAR detector and the restriction to straight lines matching
the building model assumption.

4.6.2

Filtering of Primitives

The filtering of the generated groups of primitives lo comprises three individual filter steps carried
out on only several or all primitives. In addition to the primitives lo also the normalised interferometric heights hn are used as input (see Fig. 4.11a). The first filtering applied on all groups of lo
restricts the permissible orientation of primitives: only lines that match the template orientation of
the underlying probability image are retained. The valid orientation interval and the resulting filtered primitives lf 1 of the vertical template are coloured green in Fig. 4.11b. The green lines shown
on the lower part of Fig. 4.11b fulfil this orientation assumption; the red lines fail. This procedure
ensures that all bright lines given in the magnitude image are only extracted once (i.e., in the prob-
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Figure 4.11: Filtering of primitives: workflow (a), orientation based filtering (b), append primitives (c),
height based filtering (d), merging and filtering of layover and corner lines (e)

ability image showing the maximum rline value). Subsequently, all groups of filtered primitives lfo are
added to lall . The magnitude image overlaid with these primitives is shown in Fig. 4.11c with the
four most frequent orientations o = 1, 2,5,8 marked in green, yellow, red, and blue. The reason for
the disproportionate number of primitives in the orientation intervals 1, 2, and 8 is the relative position of SAR sensor and ground object. With an increasing span angle κ the corner lines decrease
in intensity and disappear eventually (see [45] and [48]). Hence, bright lines with an orientation
range in the intervals 3, 4 , or 6, 7 are rarely observed. In contrast to this, primitives belonging to
the interval 5 are often caused by very strong scatterer side lobes.
The second filter step rates two features, the orientation of the primitives lall and the mean height
along each primitive. For that, the normalised interferometric heights hn are used to calculate the
necessary height feature by averaging over all pixel values belonging to the respective primitive.
Only a subset of the whole group of bright lines lall is caused by double-bounce reflections. To distinguish those from bright lines resulting for instance from direct reflections, additional polarimetric information or interferometric heights are necessary. Since the first is not focused in this study,
the second solution is utilised in this filter step. The expected differences in the height information
are visualised on the signature of a gable-roofed building (Fig. 4.11d). This building complex is
characterised by pairs of parallel lines, with the sensor close lines caused by direct reflection from
the roof (coloured red) and the sensor far line caused by double-bounce propagation between façade and ground (coloured green). In the graph, a normalised height profile is given along range
direction with marked layover and corner position. Moreover, the zero level of these normalised
heights corresponds to the local terrain height (see Section 4.5). Focusing on the two lines, it is ob-
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servable that the layover value is significantly higher than zero level because the direct reflection
results from the building roof. In contrast, the corner value obtained by double-bounce reflection
between ground and wall is much lower and close to zero level. In addition to the height, also the
orientation of the primitives is used as filter criterion because, as already mentioned, primitives belonging to the interval 5 are no corners. In summary, this filter step comprises two features to derive corner lines and layover lines from the primitives lall . Corner lines lc fulfil the height threshold
( hn ( lc ) ≤ 2.5m ) and their orientation is within the interval [ −70°, +70°] with respect to the azimuth
direction. For the layover lines ll , the height value is set to hn ( lc ) > 2.5m and the allowed orientation
interval to [ −80°, +80°] . The increase of the interval is due to the reason that some roofing materials can lead to direct reflection even under these unfavourable geometric conditions.
Before the third filter is applied, a merging is necessary since close-by lines assigned to successive
orientations (e.g. o = 8 and o = 1 ) are not fused so far. The merging has to take place after the splitting into ll and lc because any mix among them is expressly undesired. Similar to the generation
step, the lines have to pass an orientation tolerance and gap tolerances in range and azimuth direction. Subsequently, a filter criterion is deduced from the introduced building model: the final lines
have to show a length longer than 2 3 of the defined minimum building extensions (see Subsection 4.1.1). In Fig. 4.11e, the outcome ( lll coloured red and lcl coloured green) of this processing
part is depicted that represents also the input of the building generation (Section 4.8).

4.6.3

Extraction of Building Parameters

After discriminating corner from layover lines, additional building parameters are extracted from
these primitives and the surroundings: the signature of parallel lines is searched that supports the
determination of the building roof type. The strategy is depicted in Fig. 4.12a using the magnitude
data ( A resp. σ 0 ), the vegetation mask Cveg , the interferometric heights h , and the corner lines lcl
as input data.
First, a patch is extracted from the magnitude data containing a corner line n , with n = 1,...,# lcl and
its sensor close surroundings (see dotted red line in Fig. 4.12b). In azimuth, the patch size is defined by the corner endpoints. The definition in range is independent of the corner; here the ambiguity interval ∆hn and the off-nadir look angle θn are decisive. Since the interpretable building
height is restricted to only half of ∆hn (see Section 4.5), the maximum layover width can be calculated using equation (3-4). This width is also the maximum distance between a potential layover line
and the corner line lcl,n . By considering phase shifting during the calculation of the interferometric
heights, the patch size can be enlarged in range.
Second, peak detection is carried out. The extracted patchn is filtered with the vegetation mask
Cveg . Thus, potential layover lines are not searched for in vegetated areas. Furthermore, the masked
patchn is rotated to achieve a vertically oriented corner line, which simplifies the subsequent analysis. From the resulting patch shown in Fig. 4.12c, an averaged range profile is calculated and magnitude peaks are detected. The group of peak n,m , with m = 1,..., 4 in the given example of Fig. 4.12d,
is analysed by starting with the peak closest to the corner.
Third, the different criteria considered to evaluate a peak n,m are summarised in the filter step. The
azimuth profile at peak position (Fig. 4.12e) is rated to estimate the amount of pixels contributing
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Figure 4.12: Extraction of building parameters: workflow (a), input information (b), rotated and masked
corner patch (c), averaged profile of peak detection (d), filtering of parallel lines (e), and sketch
of parameter extraction (f)

to the high magnitude value of the peak. Azimuth pixels are considered as potential line pixels
(marked blue in Fig. 4.12e) when showing a magnitude value higher than half of the peak value (see
Fig. 4.12d). Additionally, a line (coloured cyan) is fitted to these pixels. This line will be very short,
if only a bright scatterer leads to the peak in the range profile, but long if an extended layover line
exists. Hence, the first criterion is specified by the overlap of the potential layover line (cyan) and
the corner line (green): a minimum overlap of 40 percent is requested. Higher values would diminish the extraction of layover lines caused by hipped roofs (see Subsection 4.1.2, Fig. 4.2). The second criterion evaluates the height-distance relation that can be deduced from equation (3-4). It
states that the height difference between potential layover line and corner line has to fit with the
range distance in the mean profile (Fig. 4.12d). Since noisy height values can distort the averaged
height value along the potential layover line, the height difference is only required to be greater
than half of the height obtained from the range distance between the lines. As third point, the line
detection (Subsection 4.6.1) is carried out by testing different detector template widths
w t,c,u = 2u + 1 (see Fig. 4.9) with u = 1, 2,... . The resulting detection values along the layover line are
averaged in y-direction to obtain rline,u . If at least one element of rline,u is greater than the defined
probability threshold, we assume that the tested magnitude peak in the range profile is a layover
line. This described three-stage analysis is done one by one for each peak, but will stop immediately
if one peak fulfils all three criteria.
At least five final parameters are calculated and assigned to the corner line lcl_d by analysing the
range and the azimuth signature of the extracted double line. From the range signature, four different groups of building hypotheses can be generated (Fig. 4.13a-d) showing the same layover width
(parameter b ) and distance between layover and corner (parameter a ). For the gable-roofed build-
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ing group (Fig. 4.13a), defined by a roof pitch angle α greater than the off-nadir look angle θ , the
layover maximum results from direct signal reflection of roof and ground. The corresponding monopitch-roofed group of hypotheses is shown in Fig. 4.13c. The other two groups of buildings
(Fig. 4.13b,d), leading to the same magnitude profile, are characterised by α smaller than θ .
Hence, the bright layover part contains signal from roof, wall, and ground. A reduction of these
four groups of hypotheses can be achieved by considering another aspect direction enabling the
extraction of the parameter c , the width of the building in range direction (see Subsection 4.8.2).
Beyond the range signature, the azimuth signature can be used to decide whether a gable or a
hipped roof contributed to the layover line. As described on simulated data (see Fig. 4.2), the first
will show layover and corner lines of similar length, where the hipped roof will lead to a symmetric
shortening of the layover line. Thus, the overlap lo between layover and corner line as well as the
symmetry measure ls between both is extracted from the azimuth signature.
All of the parameters ( a , b , lo , ls ) are derived from the best line detection result rl = max( rline,u ) : b
is given by the layover width w t,c , and a is defined by the sum of half of the layover width w 2 and
the distance between layover and corner line (see Fig 4.12f). Since w t,c and the distance between
peak m and corner lcl_d are extracted in the rotated magnitude image, the values have to be corrected. Furthermore, a conversion from pixel space to metric slant range values is necessary by taking into account the range pixel spacing. Additionally, effects due to SAR processing (e.g.
apodization function) are corrected, so that for example the parameter b only contains the widening component (see Subsection 4.8.2). The parameters lo and ls are derived from the line detection
values of rl in y-direction. All y-positions showing a value higher than the probability threshold are
used to fit the layover line (marked red in Fig. 4.12e,f). The overlap lo is defined by the ratio of
layover and corner length, and takes at best a value of 1. The y-offsets between the layover and
corner endpoints specify the symmetry parameter ls taking values in the interval [0,1]. For optimal
hipped roof signatures showing symmetric shortening of the layover line, this value ls will become
1. Finally, rl is recalculated by averaging only line detection values along the fitted layover line (coloured red line in Fig. 4.12f).
t,c
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To summarise this section, the final output objects are layover lines lll , single corner lines lcl_s , and
double corner lines lcl_d (see Fig. 4.8), whereby only the last group provides detailed information
concerning the roof type.

4.7

Slant to Ground and Ground to Slant Projection

The extraction step delivers building features (i.e., layover and corner lines) in the individual slant
range geometry of every InSAR image pair. Since a fusion of the multi-aspect building features is
requested, a projection, also known as geocoding or orthorectification, is necessary. In this step, all
features of each aspect are transformed from slant range to ground range geometry into a common
world coordinate system. In the following, only the specific points due to the projection of the
building features are discussed, and selected projection results are presented. More information
concerning SAR geocoding can be found in [104].
In general, for the geocoding the 3D position of each image pixel has to be specified to project
them to a reference plane in the chosen ground range coordinate system. Thus, two main steps
have to be carried out: the calculation of the 3D coordinates of each image pixel relative to the
centre of the earth ellipsoid and the orthogonal projection of the imaged surface to a reference
plane. For the coregistration of InSAR image pairs (Section 4.3), the orthorectification is implemented in commercial software (e.g. SARscape modules for ENVI and ERDAS IMAGINE) and
free software like the Next ESA SAR Toolbox. As input, the image data, acquisition specific parameters (e.g. track points of the sensor, velocity vectors of the sensor, and sensor flight height
over ellipsoid) and a height model are required. In general, these products do not support airborne
data, for which an in-house solution was used.
The investigated geocoding tool supports the projection from slant to ground geometry by use of
external height data, or, more interesting, by use of slant range interferometric heights. Hence, the
processed interferometric heights can be utilised to enable the geocoding of the building features.
The preparation of a suitable height image is visualised in Fig. 4.14. A local InSAR height hl is assigned to each building feature by averaging all pixel values along the corner or layover line
sketched by the dotted white rectangle in Fig. 4.14b. Then, a height mask of size similar to the SAR
image is generated. This mask is filled by a constant height value preferably equal to mean terrain
height. At the endpoints of the features, the individual feature height hl is inserted (Fig. 4.14c). To
avoid overlapping effects between corner and layover lines, the preparation of the height mask is
done separately for each feature group. The subsequent geocoding requires as input the sensor
track coordinates and the height mask. As result, shift vector fields containing the x- and y-offsets
of the image transformation are obtained. These offsets are used to project the building feature
from slant to ground range geometry. A geocoding result of two corner lines is shown in Fig. 4.14e,
where local heights hl are assigned to the yellow corners (c) and mean terrain height to the green
corners (d). In this overlay of LIDAR DSM and geocoded corner lines, a shift inside the building is
clearly visible due to the difference between local feature and mean terrain height. Furthermore, it
is observable that the building corner line is directly located at the building footprint, if the local
feature height is considered.
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Additionally, the geocoding result of two orthogonal flight tracks superimposed onto a LIDAR
DSM is given in Fig. 4.15a. The corner lines of the first flight direction, corresponding to topdown illumination, are marked in red, the corner lines of the second direction in yellow. The set
union of these corner lines reveals the benefit of multi-aspect views that is further discussed in the
next section. Both views complement one another resulting in much more accurately detected parts
of the building outlines. Beyond the corner lines, also the layover lines are geocoded by use of the
averaged local InSAR height. The layover and corner lines of three hipped-roofed buildings are
shown in Fig. 4.15b. From the first data ( r1 ), no corner lines but four layover lines ( l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 –
marked blue) are extracted. The same is observable for the second view ( r2 ), only the three layover
lines ( l1 , l2 , l3 – marked green) are fully detected. The missing corner lines in both images are
marked in magenta and cyan. The geopositions of the layover lines show a shift to the inside of the
building footprint. This offset depends on the calculated feature height specified by the contribution mixture in the layover area. For gable- and hipped-roofed buildings, it is often the case, that
the layover line selected at the side of the sloping roof (marked green) is shifted towards the building ridge line. On the other building side, layover lines ( l1 , l2 , l3 – marked blue) are mostly characterised by a smaller offset. In the following, these different geopositions and feature constellations
are analysed and first building hypotheses are generated.
In addition to the geocoding of the building features, the classification result Cveg is projected from
slant to ground geometry. As height information, the mean terrain height is taken into account. If
this is done for all multi-aspect data individually, the fusion step – calculating the intersection between the classified vegetated areas – can be accomplished (Subsection 4.4.2). Only those areas are
considered as Cveg_fus , which belong to Cveg in all InSAR aspects. This mask will be used to reduce
the number of false alarms in the following processing step.
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Besides the slant to ground projection, the reverse ground to slant projection takes place. This back
projection is used within the step of extracting the building height, which is described in detail in
Subsection 4.8.2. Similar to the slant to ground projection, a height image is generated by using InSAR height information. For this, the extracted feature heights hl are assigned to the corner points
of the generated building parallelograms. Based on the projected building footprints, the average
building height is calculated. Thus, a projection of the InSAR heights can be skipped to avoid interpolation effects. Furthermore, by using one height value for all four building corners, the shape
of the building footprint is preserved. Results of the back projection and some further remarks are
given in Fig. 4.19 and Subsection 4.8.2.

4.8

Generation of Building Hypotheses

This section is subdivided into two parts. The step of generating 2D building hypotheses is described making use of the previously extracted corner lines lcl_s and lcl_d and layover lines lll . Fre-
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quently appearing constellations of corner and layover lines spanning orthogonal L, T, or X-shaped
structures are exploited. The utilization of such simple geometric structures was also published, for
example, in [114] and [148]. In [114], L- and T-shaped bright features are extracted from multi-view
SAR data. The detection of L-structures from multi-aspect SAR data was presented in [148]. Beyond the generation of the building footprint, the building roof type is selected, considering flat-,
gabled-, hipped-, and monopitch roofs. At the end the building heights and roof angles are derived
from the normalised interferometric height hn and the parameters a , b , ls and lo .

4.8.1

Building Footprint

Before starting the grouping of right-angled structures, the flat-roofed assigned corner lines lcl_s and
the layover lines lll are combined to longer lines. This is especially helpful for the reconstruction of
stepped buildings (marked green in Fig. 4.15a), where a separation of the corner lines is visible.
This is performed in ground range geometry because a fusion in slant range would lead to an imprecise hl and thus to worse geocoding results. Since the prolongation step should not mix line features from different aspects, it is accomplished individually for each viewing direction.
In the next step, the generation of potential building footprints starts with the search of rightangled crossings of lines taking layover and corner lines of all aspects into account. The pairs of
lines have to fulfil orientation, bridging, and gap tolerances. As result, L-, T-, and X-shaped line
structures are derived, which deliver as potential building footprints one, two or four parallelograms (Fig. 4.16b). The set pg all of parallelograms is divided in to three subclasses ( pg cc , pgcl , and
pgll ), which are specified by the type of combined building features (corner or layover lines). Furthermore, different assumptions in terms of parallelogram orientation and position are applied depending on the type of features that are combined. Since the main data set of this study is taken by
flying two orthogonal tracks, some constraints are related to this configuration (see Section 5.1).

Building Footprint from Corner-Corner Pairs
The class pg cc of parallelograms results from L-, T-, and X-shaped structures of two corner lines.
For the generation of these parallelograms all lcl_s,i and lcl_d,i are taken into account with i = 1, 2
specifying the aspect direction. In the next steps, the set pg cc are filtered by utilising flight geometry and feature properties. In Fig. 4.16a, the different orientations of resulting parallelograms pg cc
are visualised by black angles. Lines dotted in black show the extension to a full parallelogram. In
dense urban areas, where many building corners are located close-by, it may happen that corner
lines of different buildings are combined to parallelograms pg cc . However, under the condition that
corner lines appear only on the sensor facing sides of a building, not all of the black angles are present in multi-aspect data of orthogonal flight geometry. This is illustrated by colouring potential
building corners of track 1 and track 2 in red and yellow. From this, it is observable that permitted
corner combinations cover only a subset of orientations (segment marked in dark grey). By exploiting this orientation segment, it is possible to eliminate false alarms in the group of pg cc . To summarise this for orthogonal flight directions, only those pg cc are suitable, which form an angle of
corners with the exterior to the two flight paths.
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Figure 4.16: Generation of parallelograms pg cc from two corner lines: filtering of pg cc by considering view
direction (a), filtering of formed pg cc (L-, T-, and X-structure) by considering span area (b),
fpcc – result of footprint generation based on X-structure(c)

In Fig. 4.16b, three examples of crossing corner pairs are shown, where P marks the crossing point
of the two lines. The first figure shows the L-shape forming one pg cc (I). The second, spanning a
T-structure, delivers two pg cc (I, II). Additionally, the third figure showing are X-shape leads to
four parallelograms (I-IV). To reduce the pg cc , first the orientation assumption is used, which is
only fulfilled by the pg cc (I) (marked in dark grey). In a second filter step, the size of the remaining
pg cc is analysed. Since corner lines describing the outer boundary of the building are searched, the
pg cc has to take most of the area spanned by the T- or X-structure. That is the case if P is located
on the half of the corner lines closer to the sensor for both flight directions. This is true for the
example of a T-structure in Fig. 4.16b, but not for the exemplary X-structure. In the algorithm, as
filter criterion an area ratio rarea is introduced evaluating the proportion of areapg and areastruct
with struct = L,T,X : only pg cc showing rarea > 0.5 are considered. For the visualised three examples,
only two pg cc accomplished this area constraint (shaded green in Fig. 4.16b) and are treated as potential building footprints termed fpcc . A real building example of an X-shaped corner structure is
shown in Fig. 4.16c. Here the parallelogram shaded in green fulfils the orientation and area constraints.
CC

Building Footprint from Corner-Layover Pairs
The class pgcl of parallelograms results from L-, T-, and X-shaped structures composed by one corner and one layover line. For that, all corner lines ( lcl_s,i , lcl_d,i ) and all layover lines ( lll,i ) are taken
into account with i = 1, 2 specifying the aspect direction. Similar to the first group pg cc , it may happen that also in the group pgcl line features of different buildings are combined. To reduce these
false alarms, the position of the layover line in relation to the corner line is analysed. In Fig. 4.17a,
two parallelograms are visualised containing a corner of track 1 or track 2 (coloured in red and yellow). With respect to the SAR geometry, the corner line has to be found at the sensor close build-
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ing side. Hence, the orthogonal layover line forming the potential building footprint has to be located at the sensor far side of the corner line. This location constraint can be tested by evaluating
∆x and ∆y between the crossing point P and endpoint of the layover line (see Fig. 4.17a). For the
two considered aspects, ∆y > 0 has to be fulfilled for track 1 and ∆x > 0 for track 2. Parallelograms
pgcl of an L-, T-, and X-structure are given in Fig. 4.17b. Since for the T- and X-structure more
than one parallelogram pgcl complies the location constraint (coloured dark grey), the remaining
pgcl have to be fused. The final parallelograms, the potential footprints fpcl , are shaded green. In
Fig. 4.17c, real building examples are shown for track 1 (T-structure) and track 2 (X-structure).

Building Footprint from Layover-Layover Pairs
The last of the three classes contains parallelograms pgll formed by L-, T-, and X-shaped structures
of two layover lines, considering lll,i with i = 1, 2 . In contrast to pg cc and pgcl , no filtering can be
applied because layover lines can be located at the sensor close building side, inside the building, or
at the sensor far building side. Hence, all pgll are assumed to be a potential building footprint or a
part of them. This is visualised in Fig. 4.18a for all three structures. For the line pairs generating
more than one pgll , a fusion step has to take place similar to the pgcl generation. The final bounding parallelograms, the footprint hypotheses fpll , are shaded green in the schematic view (a) and in
the real building example (b).

Post-processing of Building Footprints
The three groups fpcc , fpcl , and, fpll of potential building footprints are post-processed by utilising
the processed vegetation mask Cveg_fus and by using the constraints to the building model defined in
Section 4.1. First, an enclosing rectangle is assigned to the potential footprints. Second, the inter-
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Figure 4.18: Generation of building footprints from layover lines: parallelograms formed by L-, T-, and Xconstellations (a), fpll – result of footprint generation based on X-structure (b)

section between the generated footprints and the vegetation mask is determined. A threshold thveg
is introduced, filtering out candidates whose overlap with the classified vegetated area is more than
1
3 of the footprint size. Third, the lengths of the parallelogram sides as well as the footprint size
have to meet model constraints: the footprint sides have to be longer than 5m and the area of the
footprint larger than 25 m 2 . The result of these steps are filtered groups of parallelograms fpcc_f ,
fpcl_f , and, fpll_f . These groups are divided in three different reliability levels, whereby fpcc_f gets the
highest since two corner lines define the building footprint at best. The lowest reliability is referred
to the group fpll_f because layover lines probably do not delineate the building footprint. In the last
processing step (Section 4.11), these levels are used to handle overlapping building footprints. In
the following, based on the three groups of 2D building footprints fpcc_f , fpcl_f , and fpll_f , the roof
type and the building heights are calculated.

4.8.2

Building Heights

The height of buildings can be extracted by exploiting the SAR magnitude or the InSAR phase signature: the length of the layover and the length of the shadow enable the extraction of the building
height. The relevant equations were presented in Subsection 3.3.1. The interferometric phase signature of buildings also contains the height information. In previous studies (see [13] and [115]), the
building heights are extracted by averaging the InSAR heights inside the extracted footprint. As
quality measure, the interferometric coherence is used to weight the InSAR heights. Multi-aspect
InSAR heights are fused in ground range geometry. Additionally, the roof type of the building is
extracted by analysing the shape of the building shadow and by fitting oblique planes to the InSAR
heights. These strategies are less useful for the reconstruction of smaller buildings because most of
the roof signature is superimposed with signature of building wall and ground. Moreover, in dense
urban areas intersection with close-by vegetation and neighbouring buildings makes the analysis of
shadow areas difficult, if not impossible.
In this thesis, a combination of exploiting the magnitude and the interferometric phase signature is
presented. With the exception of the flat roof heights, the analysis of the layover signature provides
most information. First, the search for double lines takes place in the magnitude data (see Subsection 4.6.3). Subsequently, from the extracted parameters, 3D building hypotheses are formed. The
use of the InSAR phases in the layover area of such hypotheses will be described in the post-
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processing (Subsection 4.11). For the calculation of flat roof heights, only the InSAR phase signature is exploited. In the following, first the extraction of the building roof type is briefly outlined.
Second, the calculation of the flat-, gable-, monopitch-, and hipped-roofed building heights are described. In the last paragraph, observed ambiguities and challenges of the height extraction are presented to motivate the subsequent processing steps.

Extraction of Building Roof Type
Before the building height extraction can be started, the roof type of each building footprint fp has
to be determined. For this, the combination of primitives lcl_s,i , lcl_d,i , or lll,i used to generate the
building footprint is investigated. At first, only two different types can be distinguished – the group
of flat and non-flat roofs. They are characterised by the following combinations of building features:
flat roof :

( lcl_s,i ; lcl_s,i ) or ( lcl_s,i ; lll,i ) or ( lll,i ; lll,i )

non-flat roof : ( lcl_d,i ; lcl_d,i ) or ( lcl_d,i ; lcl_s,i ) or ( lcl_d,i ; lll,i )
In a second step, the extracted overlap and symmetry parameters lo and ls of the features lcl_d,i are
analysed to discriminate between the groups of gable/monopitch roofs and hipped roofs. To be
assigned to the group of hipped-roofed buildings, the analysed double lines (see Subsection 4.6.3)
have to fulfil two constraints. The definition of these threshold values is assisted by the analysis of
real measured SAR signatures. For the overlap ratio lo , the first constraint, it was observable that
the double line signature shows no full overlap for monopitch buildings but as well as for most of
the gable-roof buildings. This is caused by nonparallel ridge line and azimuth direction ( κ > 0 ) or
by occlusion effects. Hence, for this parameter the interval [ 0.2, 0.6 ] was chosen. The second, the
symmetry parameter ls , is also affected by the angle κ . With rising span angle, the symmetry of the
shortening of the layover line is decreasing. To compensate this effect, we decided to accept all
double line signatures showing ls greater than 0.5 . In the following, for each group of roof type
the height extraction is described.

Height of Flat-roofed Buildings
For the calculation of the flat-roofed building height hf , the normalised InSAR heights are used.
Since these heights are given in slant range geometry and a projection to ground range would lead
to interpolation artefacts, the building footprints fp are back projected. As described in Section 4.7, a height map is generated by inserting height values at the four building corners. For that,
the feature height hl of the corner primitives lcl_s,i is used. The building footprints fpll_f are back projected by assigning the mean terrain height.
Moreover, the decision has to be made into which slant range geometry of the multi-aspect data the
building hypotheses are projected. The aspect facing the shorter building side is taken, as this
choice enhances the chance to find an area of single backscattering of the roof. This is required
because the building height will be extracted inside the back projected building footprint. In
Fig. 4.19 the height map and the projected footprints are visualised for one building hypothesis.
The height map containing local feature heights at the building corners is shown in Fig. 4.19a. The
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Figure 4.19: Calculation of the flat-roofed building height: generated height map overlaid with building
footprint and corner lines (a), normalised heights hn and coherence values overlaid with back
projected building footprint – aspect r1 (b,c) and aspect r2 (d,e)

normalised heights of aspects r1 and r2 overlaid with the back projected building footprint are
shown in (b) and (d). The homogeneous heights resulting from single backscattering are only observable inside the building footprint of r1 (see Fig. 4.19b). For aspect r2 , the backscattering of the
roof is fully superimposed with signals of wall and ground in the layover area (see Fig. 4.19d).
Hence, the selection of the shorter building side – here aspect r1 – will lead to better height extraction results. Finally, the flat roof height hf is calculated by averaging all heights hn, j inside the
building footprint. Furthermore, all these pixel values are weighted by their coherence γ j , which is
visualised in Fig. 4.19c,e. The resulting flat-roofed heights hf are relative height values as the normalised heights hn, j are taken into account.
In the example, a discrepancy between building footprint and real roof height values is apparent
due to the displacement of elevated objects. As result, the building footprint contains large areas of
shadow characterised by random heights and low coherence. This can lead to an underestimation
of the roof height. To compensate this, a post-processing of the building height is implemented
that will be described in Subsection 0. Building footprints that are too large due to incorrect building feature extraction show the same effect of underestimation. This will be discussed in Subsection 4.11.3.

Heights of Gable-, Monopitch-, and Hipped-Roofed Buildings
Similar to the calculation of hf , first the aspect direction has to be chosen in which the height extraction is carried out. If one feature lcl_d,i is combined with a feature of lcl_s,i or lll,i , then the index i
of the lcl_d,i is used. The combination of two features of lcl_d,i is rather rare. In this case, the aspect
facing the longer building side is chosen.
In order to determine the heights of gable-roofed or monopitch-roofed buildings, the ambiguity
problem presented in Fig. 4.13 has to be solved. First, the model parameter c (i.e., the building
width in slant range direction) has to be determined from the building width w and the span angle
κ (see Subsection 3.3.1) using equation (4-10). A building example is depicted in Fig. 4.20a show-
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Figure 4.20: Height extraction by using model parameters a, b, c : extraction of parameter c (a), schema of
two gable- (b,c) and two monopitch-roofed (d,e) hypotheses described by one parameter set

a, b, c , and α > θ (b,d) and α < θ (c,e)

ing the right-angled footprint in ground range and a corresponding magnitude range profile in slant
range geometry.
c=

w
cos κ

(4-10)

With the additional parameter c , the groups of hypotheses sketched in Fig. 4.13 can be reduced to
one hypothesis per group. In Fig. 4.20b-e, these four hypotheses with α > θ (b,d) and α < θ (c,e)
are visualised showing an identical magnitude signature in the slant range geometry. Using the three
model parameters a, b, c and the off-nadir look angle θ , the three remaining building parameters
for 3D reconstruction can be calculated: the pitch angle α , the eave height he , and the ridge height
hr of the hypotheses. For gable-roofed buildings, the corresponding equations are given in (4-11).

a−b
c
and hr_g = he_g + ⋅ tan αg ,
cos θ
2
a
c
=
and hr_g = he_g + ⋅ tan αg ,
cos θ
2

αg ≥ θ : he_g =
αg ≤ θ : he_g

with
with

2⋅b
c ⋅ cos θ
2⋅b
tan αg = tan θ −
c ⋅ cos θ
tan αg = tan θ +

(4-11)

For the first case, assuming αg ≥ θ , a low he_g and a high hr_g result. The second case, containing
αg ≤ θ , leads to higher he_g and lower hr_g . As shown in Subsection 4.6.3, the parameter b contains
only the widening component of the layover lines. Thus, if the extracted layover width w t,c is equal
to the width of the corner line, then b = 0 and consequently αg = θ . To summarise this, the parameters a, b, c deliver two gable-roofed building hypotheses if b > 0 , but only one hypothesis if
b=0.
The same is given for the monopitch-roofed hypotheses. The parameters a, b, c result in two hypotheses with b > 0 and only one with b = 0 . In (4-12), the equations for the different cases are
presented, where αm , he_m , and hr_m are the parameters of a monopitch roof. In comparison to the
gable roof equations, the factor 2 is missing because for monopitch roofs only one roof plane is
extended over the full building width c . Hence, the resulting heights of the monopitch-roofed hypotheses are larger than for the gable-roofed hypotheses.
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a−b
and hr_m = he_m + c ⋅ tan αm ,
cos θ
a
=
and hr_m = he_m + c ⋅ tan αm ,
cos θ

αm ≥ θ : he_m =
αm ≤ θ : he_m

with
with

b
c ⋅ cos θ
b
tan αm = tan θ −
c ⋅ cos θ
tan αm = tan θ +

(4-12)

The calculated pitch angles αg and αm have to be projected from the slant range profile to the
ground range geometry similar to the estimation of parameter c . The following relation is applied
to both roof types.
 tan αslant 
αground = arctan 

 cos κ 

(4-13)

In the last step, the generation of hipped-roofed buildings is focused. For the parameters α , he ,
and hr , it is assumed that αh = αg , he_h = he_g , and hr_h = hr_g . The hip pitch angle β is defined by
 2 ⋅ ( hr_h − he_h ) 
β = arctan 

 l ⋅ (1 − lo ) 

(4-14)

where he_h and hr_h are the eave and the ridge height, l is the length of the building, and lo is the
overlap ratio. Since for the hipped-roofed building the same combinations between α and θ are
possible, one ( b = 0 ) or two ( b > 0 ) hypotheses result.
To summarise the extraction of height information from the primitives lcl_d,i , a parameter set a, b, c
delivers four ( b > 0 ) or two ( b = 0 ) building hypotheses. The same ambiguity problem is observable for hipped-roofed buildings showing b > 0 . At this stage of the processing, this ambiguity cannot be solved, but by analysing the interferometric phases an evaluation of the different hypotheses
can be reached. Therefore, the subsequent steps of interferometric phase simulation and filtering
are implemented. The solving of the ambiguity is part of the post-processing of the building hypotheses that will be described in Subsection 4.11.1.

4.9

Simulation of InSAR Phases

As mentioned in Subsection 1.2.1, the simulation of interferometric phases came up by concentrating especially on layover areas [142]. The primary objective was to identify and remove such layover mixture areas to improve the generation of digital elevation models (e.g. [26] and [39]) or to
support the phase unwrapping at building locations [98], for example. First simulation studies focused on the reproduction and analysis of coherence phenomena, for example coherence loss at
steep gradient relief [97]. Later, new high resolution airborne InSAR data enabled a detailed analysis of individual buildings [126] and building substructures [21]. As a result, especially the understanding of how different scattering objects contribute to the layover signal was prerequisite.
Hence, new simulation approaches considering interferometric mixture models of more than one
contributor were implemented (see e.g. [125] and [42]). In the following subsections, the new mixture model is described, the simulation results are discussed and the influence of varying sensor
parameters, building size, roof type and neighbourhood effects on the InSAR phase signature are
analysed.
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Simulation Approach

The simulation approach contains a phase mixture model. This is defined and implemented in the
following way: as shown in Fig. 4.21a, the two SAR images are recorded separated by an across
track baseline B . After SAR processing, the incoming signals gathered by antennas T1 and T2 are
mapped into the related range/azimuth resolution cells (pixels) of the complex SAR images S1 and
S2 , respectively. The signal phasor of a resolution cell is modelled to be the result of coherent superposition of contributions of every individual scattering object inside the related 3D volume.
In a simplified manner, SAR can also be described as distance measurement in horizontal cylinder
coordinates with high resolution in radial (range) and azimuth coordinates. However, in look angle
(elevation) direction a poor resolution results, which is the reason for the layover phenomenon. An
example for a building is given in Fig. 4.21a, where the points PA (ground level), PB (building wall)
and PC (building roof) have the same distance ( r1,A = r1,B = r1,C ) to antenna T1 . However, the range
distances related to antenna T2 differ ( r2,A ≠ r2,B ≠ r2,C ) : PA is closest to the sensor, followed by PB
and PC . Hence, for the given constellation, the superposition at S1 is defined as follows:
S1 = A1e jϕ

1

= A1,A e jϕ + A1,B e jϕ + A1,C e jϕ
1 ,A

1,B

1,C

= ∑ cos ζ1,m ⋅ AT ,1e jϕ ,

with m ∈ {A, B, C} and

1 ,m

A1,m = cos ζ1,m ⋅ AT ,1

(4-15)

m

= AT ,1e jϕ ⋅ ∑ cos ζ1,m ,

with ϕ1 = ϕ1,m = ϕ1,A = ϕ1,B = ϕ1,C

1

m

where A1,m , ϕ1,m , and ζ1,m are the amplitude, the phase, and the local incidence angle of the contributor m , respectively. As no individual surface materials are considered for the different contributors, a general amplitude AT ,1 is inserted, which is weighted by the cosine of ζ1,m (see
Fig. 4.21b) similar to the model presented in [39]. The phase is derived from the distance to the
antenna. Furthermore, S1 is determined as master image, where all contributors show the same
range distances r1,m , and consequently all ϕ1,m are equal.
The corresponding signal at S2 is then given by:
S2 = A2 e jϕ

2

= A2,A e

jϕ2 ,A

+ A2,B e

jϕ2 ,B

+ A2,C e

= ∑ cos ζ 2,m ⋅ AT ,2 e jϕ ,
2 ,m

jϕ2 ,C

with m ∈ {A, B, C} and

A2,m = cos ζ 2,m ⋅ AT ,2

(4-16)

m

= AT ,2 ⋅ ∑ cos ζ 2,m ⋅ e jϕ ,
2 ,m

with ϕ2 ≠ ϕ2,m ≠ ϕ2,A ≠ ϕ2,B ≠ ϕ2,C

m

Here, the final summing up contains additionally the individual contributor phases ϕ2,m . This is required since the range distances r2,m are not equal, and thus neither are the contributor phases ϕ2,m .
Using (4-15) and (4-16), the interferogram S of the two complex images S1 and S2 is calculated as
follows:
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Figure 4.21: Simulation principle: contribution distribution of InSAR measurements at building location (a)
and DSM profile of a flat-roofed building based on fragments f n and local incidence angle ζ1, m
of radar signal (b)

S = S1 ⋅ S2∗

 

=  AT ,1e jϕ ⋅ ∑ cos ζ1,m  ⋅  AT ,2 ⋅ ∑ cos ζ 2,m ⋅ e − jϕ 
m
m

 

j ∆ϕ
= I ⋅ ∑ cos ζ1,m ⋅ ∑ cos ζ 2,m ⋅ e
, with I = AT ,1 ⋅ AT ,2

(4-17)

2 ,m

1

m

m

and ∆ϕm = ϕ1 − ϕ2,m

m

Moreover, two additional simplifying assumptions are made concerning the SAR amplitudes. The
intensity of the interferogram I is set to 1, and since the range distances r1,m and r2,m are much
longer than the baseline B , the local incidence angles ζ1,m and ζ 2,m are almost equal. Finally, we end
up with this simpler equation:
S = ∑ cos ζ m ⋅ ∑ cos ζ m ⋅ e j∆ϕ ,
m

m

with I = 1 and ζ1,m ≈ ζ 2,m

(4-18)

m

As the superposition of the contributors is modelled to be independent of azimuth position, but
the off-nadir look angle rises over the radar beam with increasing range, the simulation is carried
out along range profiles (Fig. 4.21b). The process of phase profile simulation starts with the import
of the sensor parameters (e.g. wavelength, sensor altitude, antenna configuration, flight direction,
and slant range resolution). Considering the result of Section 4.8, from an assembled 3D building
hypothesis range profiles are derived (see Fig. 4.22a). The direction of the cut through the 3D
building model is orthogonal to the sensor flight track. The number of range profiles necessary to
simulate the entire building is obtained from the data resolution and the building size in azimuth
direction. In the next step, all range profiles are split up into fragments fn of approximately constant gradient, with Pn,S := ( x n,S , y n,S , zn,S ) as start position and Pn,E := ( x n,E , y n,E , zn,E ) as end position.
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Figure 4.22: Assembly of phase profiles: range profiles assembled from the 3D building hypothesis (a) and
simulated InSAR range profile (b) corresponding to the DSM profile marked in red

This step also makes the simulation approach applicable to other terrain forms. In Fig. 4.21b, an
example of a flat-roofed building is shown assuming flat terrain in the direct neighbourhood.
In addition, the ground fragments fn are sampled in cells with centre coordinates Pi := ( x i , y i , zi ) .
Then for each cell, the following parameters are calculated: the range distances rj,i , the difference
∆ri of range distance, the phase difference ∆ϕi , and the local incidence angle ζ i between radar sig
nal path and normal vector ni (see (4-19)). Furthermore, a binary parameter is set by utilizing the
orientation of fn . It indicates whether direct line-of-sight between T1 and Pi is given or not, which
is important to model shadow effects correctly.
r j ,i

 
= Tj − Pi ,

∆ri

= r1,i − r2,i

with

∆r
= −2π ⋅ i
λ
  
(T − P ) ⋅ n
cos ζ i =  1  i i
( T1 − Pi ) ⋅ ni
∆ϕi

j ∈ {1, 2}

(4-19)

The simulation is carried out in the slant range grid of the final interferogram, which is identical to
the grid of the master image S1 . Thus, no co-registration of the two SAR images is required. In the
next step, for each ground cell Pi the corresponding slant range cell is determined with regard to
the near range distance and the slant range pixel size. For the example shown in Fig. 4.21b up to
three entries per slant range cell are gathered. The final interferometric phase results from applying
(4-18) – the summing up of all contributions. A sample slant range profile is given in Fig. 4.22b
corresponding to the DSM profile marked in red in Fig. 4.22a.
The simulation of a full building signature is realised by connecting all phase profiles. The simulation approach delivers the following products: the phase signature (Fig. 4.23a), the roof mask (b),
and the shadow mask (c). The second will be used later to post-process the initial building hypothesis. Focusing on the resulting phase signature, the downwards trend in the layover area as well
as the constant trend in the roof area discussed in Subsection 3.1.2 is visible. The shadow area is
modelled with a reflectivity of zero without implementing a noise contribution.
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Figure 4.23: Result of simulation approach: interferometric phases (a), roof mask (b), shadow mask (c),
noisy interferometric phases (d), noisy coherence image (e), and optical image overlaid with
considered flat-roofed building model (f)

The modelling of noisy phases concerning all signature parts (i.e., layover, roof, shadow, and
neighbourhood) is helpful to test the performance of complex processing steps (e.g. phase filtering). Hence, an additional simple noise model has been implemented. The total correlation γ total of
interferometric data can be described as a product of six correlation terms [61]:
γ total = γ geom ⋅ γDC ⋅ γ vol ⋅ γ thermal ⋅ γ temp ⋅ γproc

(4-20)

Since mainly single-pass airborne data are considered in this thesis and especially the analysis of
urban areas is focused, some of the decorrelation contributions can be neglected. First, temporal
decorrelation γ temp will not be considered, due to the negligible temporal baseline of single-pass
data. The same is the case for volume decorrelation γ vol because of the focus set on buildings. According to [103], for airborne data and after careful InSAR processing, the terms γDC (i.e., decorrelation due to differences in the Doppler centroids) and γproc (i.e., decorrelation caused by the
individual processing – e.g. coregistration) can also be neglected. Hence, only the two decorrelation
components γ geom and γ thermal have to be taken into account and are modelled. Since the ∆ϕnoisy will
only be used as test data to compare phase filters (see Section 4.10), the components are estimated
in a simplified manner assuming normal distributions. Additionally, the shadow area is modelled by
phase values following a uniform distribution in the interval [ −π , + π ] . The final noisy phases are
formed by adding the different noise contributions to the simulated phases ∆ϕsim :
∆ϕnoisy = ∆ϕsim + ϕthermal + ϕgeom + ϕshadow

(4-21)

A resulting noisy phase signature is shown in Fig. 4.23d. In order to enable more filter tests, the
simulation of a corresponding coherence map γnoisy is carried out. For that, the significant signature
parts – layover, roof, shadow, and ground are modelled independently. The layover and roof areas
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Figure 4.24: Simulation characteristics: phases of a gable-roofed building under varying θ (a) – neglecting
(top) and considering local incidence angle ζ i (middle) as well as phase differences (bottom);
simulation of neighboured buildings under θ = 45° (b) – DSM (top), contribution (middle) and
phase profile (bottom)

are summarised in the variable γbuilding since their coherence level differs only marginally in measured InSAR data. Hence, γ noisy is defined by:
γnoisy = γ ground + γbuilding + γshadow + γ ∆ϕ

(4-22)

where γ ground , γbuilding , and γ shadow are assumed to follow normal distributions of different combinations of µ,σ corresponding to measurements in real InSAR data. The last component, γ ∆ϕ , is
added to make a connection to the noisy simulated phase ∆ϕnoisy in pixel space. Fig. 4.23e shows a
noisy coherence map. A discussion of these simulation results is given in the next section by taking
into account measured InSAR data.
Before discussing the results of simulated in comparison to measured InSAR data, the influence of
some parameters on the simulation results are presented. First, the impact of the introduced
weighting function cos ζ i is discussed. In Fig. 4.24a two simulated phase profiles of a gable-roofed
building are shown assuming off-nadir look angles θ = 35° (left) and θ = 50° (right). For the profiles given in the first row, the weighting was neglected. For the profiles in the second row, the
weighting was considered and in the third row, the differences between both are visualised. The
steeper the look angle the greater the differences. In addition, only in the layover area differences
are observed because of the contribution mixture. Therefore, the weighting function is essential for
the simulation of steep-looking InSAR configurations.
Second, superposition and occlusion effects between neighbouring buildings can be studied by analysing the contribution map, shown exemplary in Fig. 4.24b: the first row shows the synthetic DSM
profile of close-by gable- and flat-roofed buildings. The number of different contributors for the
slant range cells is shown in the second row and the resulting phase profile in the third row. The
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Figure 4.25: Changes in simulated phase profiles: flat-roofed building with varying look angle (a) and height
(b), gable-roofed building with varying building width (c) and after phase shifting (d)

contribution signature of the gable-roofed building is characterised by three parts – starting with
three contributions followed by a part of two and ending with zero contributions. The first two
parts correspond to a subdivided layover area with the superposition of ground, wall, roof for the
first part and ground, wall for the second part. This subdivision is observable for narrow buildings
such as described in Section 3.3 and especially for gable-roofed buildings. Since this is reinforced as
in most cases only the sensor facing roof plane is backscattering in sensor direction. The building
shadow leads to the part of zero backscatterer.
For the flat-roofed building in Fig. 4.24b, four different contribution parts are visible taking the
values [ 2,3,1,0 ] . In contrast to the gable-roofed building, the flat roof signature starts with two inputs from wall and roof because a part of the ground in front of the building is occluded by the
shadow of the gable roof. The subsequent part of the layover then contains the standard three portions – ground, wall and roof. In summary, the stepwise phase slopes in the layover result from a
decrease or an increase of contributions for the gable- and flat-roofed building, respectively. Additionally, a part of only one backscatter entry coming from the building roof is given. Furthermore,
the shadow of the flat-roofed building leads to a long part of no contribution. At the beginning and
at the end of the range profile, the zero entries are set followed by parts characterised by the
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of measured and simulated phase profiles: LIDAR DSM profile (a) and measured
InSAR phase profile (b), synthetic DSM profile (c) and simulated phase profile (d)

ground portion. The resulting phase profile shows the final interferometric phase already discussed
in Subsection 3.3.2. Overall, the contribution map comprises essential information to support the
analysis of interferometric phase signatures.
Moreover, with the simulation tool, other influences can be studied affecting the appearance of the
InSAR phase profiles such as described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. These include sensor parameters
(e.g. range resolution and antenna configuration), illumination parameters (e.g. range distance and
look angle), and building model parameters (e.g. height, width, and roof type). The studies presented here show the impact of varying illumination and building model parameters on the interferometric phase signature.
In Fig. 4.25a simulated phase profiles are shown for a flat-roofed building ( hf = 10m and w = 40m)
as a function of θ in the range of [ 35°,55°] . The distribution of the phase information of the layover area as well as the roof part includes abrupt phase jumps to negative values (see also
Fig. 4.24a, θ = 35° ). This is caused by the varying unambiguous range ∆hi defined in (2-14). In the
given example, ∆hi rises from 15 m up to 29 m. Accordingly, with a scaling of [ −π , + π ] and terrain definition at phase value zero, only half of the elevation interval can be used for a positive display of building phases. Furthermore, it is visible that the maximum phase value in the layover area
is equal to the roof phase. Similar studies on varying look angle and building height have been undertaken for a gable-roofed building [125].
In addition, the building geometry (i.e., height, width, and roof type) is varied; corresponding phase
plots are given in Fig. 4.25b and c. The example of building heights spans a range from 3 m up to
20 m steps of 25 cm. In contrast to the increasing θ , incrementing this parameter leads to a decreasing roof area and an increasing layover area. At the end of the variation interval ( hf ≈ 20 m )
the simulation results show phase values close to the upper interval border ( +π ) . Parts of the
simulated profiles include abrupt phase jumps. In this case, the unambiguous range is exceeded, but
in contrast to example (a) the ∆h of example (b) is constant.
The variation of the width w from 10 m up to 70 m yields a change of the roof pitch angle from
40° down to 7° (see Fig. 4.25c). The first profile (at 10 m) reveals no single phase signature of the
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roof at all; the entire roof signal is compound with other contributions in the layover area. With
growing building width, a single roof signature becomes observable, but after a certain width, the
already mentioned phase jumps take place.
The observation of phase jumps is confirmed by comparison with real InSAR data; especially in
large urban areas with similar building topology illuminated under different off-nadir look angles.
Even if the height of the building is smaller than the unambiguous range, this effect may occur due
to suboptimal choice of the borders of the elevation interval in the InSAR processing. In such
cases, the phase shifting procedure is beneficial (see Section 4.5). The result given in Fig. 4.25d includes such a phase shifting. This step is obviously helpful for this example, but in some cases, the
unambiguous range connected to steep look angles is too small for an unambiguous visualisation of
the phase values. Then, the phase unwrapping shortly discussed in Subsection 2.1.4 has to take
place.

4.9.2

Comparison of Simulated and Real InSAR Phases

The assessment of simulated and measured InSAR phases includes the interpretation of phase profiles, the calculation of phase differences, and the comparison of data distributions.
For the first assessment, a suitable LIDAR DSM profile of the scene is selected and generalised
(synthetic DSM) for the simulation process, preserving the geometrical size and other key features
(e.g. roof type of building). The necessary physical parameters (e.g. wavelength, length of baseline,
and sensor altitude) are extracted from the investigated InSAR data set. The two examples given in
Fig. 4.26 show a simple gable-roofed building (first row) and a steplike flat-roofed building (second
row). The LIDAR DSM profiles (a), the measured phase profiles (b), the synthetic DSM profile (c),
and the simulated phase profiles (d) are shown. The simulation yields sharper edges and crisper
contours than the real phase profiles. This is caused by the simplification of the model. The measured phases were smoothed by a 9×9-filter matrix. The influence of phase multilooking by applying
different window sizes was studied in [125]. The effect of phase filters on the building phase signature will be discussed in the next section.
For the gable-roofed building (Fig. 4.26, first row), the sensor-close part of the phase profiles
matches better than the sensor-far part. This difference is caused by interference from adjacent
trees. In the layover area, similarities are observable especially at the highest and lowest points. The
comparison of phase information in the shadow area is not reasonable, because the simulated phase
profile only shows level zero without apparent layover of the trees as observable in the measured
phase profile. A more complex signature is given for the flat-roofed building (Fig. 4.26, second
row). The layover and roof areas have a high degree of similarity, and even the low step at the sensor-far side of the roof is visible in both profiles. The small gap caused by the height variation in
the roof is not observable in the measured phases, since noisy phases arise and multilooking is applied on those. Additional examples are presented in Fig. 3.2 and in [125] containing more complex
buildings and building groups. In summary, for all comparisons, high similarities are observable at
significant points of the layover and the roof areas as well as in the phase distributions of these areas. Differences are observable when interference caused by trees or other nearby objects has to be
taken into account.
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Figure 4.27: Comparison of simulated and measured InSAR phases showing three different tracks: 3D
building signature (a), simulated phases (b), measured phases (c), and differences between simulated and measured phases (d)

The assessment by calculating phase differences is shown at an industrial hall (Fig. 4.27). The building hypothesis is simulated for three different InSAR configurations containing varying viewing
directions, baselines, and data resolutions. In (a), the optical and the LIDAR DSM images are overlaid by the 2D building footprint. The three InSAR viewing directions (D1, D2, and D3) are visualised on the ground truth 3D model. The simulated phases, the measured phases, and their
differences containing only layover and roof area are depicted in (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The
most obvious differences between simulated and measured phases are due to surrounding objects
(e.g. vegetation, fences, and cars) not taken into account during the simulation. Variations between
the simulated phases are caused by the individual illumination and sensor parameters leading, for
example, to different unambiguous ranges. To improve the visualisation, the phase differences of
D3 are scaled in the range of [ − π 4 , + π 4 ] , while all other phases and differences are scaled in the
range of [ −π , + π ] . The highest similarities are achieved for the data sets D2 and D3. High differences are observable for D1 especially inside the roof areas due to discontinuities in the measured
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of noisy simulated and measured InSAR phase (a,b) and coherence (c,d)

phases, probably because of very strong scatterer side lobes in range direction. Furthermore, for
example D3 much smaller differences result than for D1 and D2. The small baseline and consequently the large unambiguous range lead to this misinterpretation. Since h ∆h ∼ ∆ϕ 2 π , the conversion
of the phase differences to heights delivers comparable results. Ignoring D1, the differences of D2
and D3 are characterised by low values at roof but higher values at layover areas. Since the measured phases have been smoothed, blur effects occur and higher values appear, especially at building
edges (see Fig. 4.27d D2). Thus, appropriate filtering of measured phases is discussed in the next
section to support the assessment between simulated and measured phases. Additionally, details
concerning the numerical assessment are also given in Subsection 4.10.2, where not only the differences but also the correlation between the phase values are considered.
Finally, the results of the noisy simulation are discussed. In Fig. 4.28a,b simulated and measured
phases as well as corresponding histograms are shown. High correlations have been reached in the
roof and shadow area. Differences are especially visible in the layover area due to occlusion effects
caused by adjacent trees. Looking at the histograms, the main peak is more recognisable in the
simulated than in the measured phases, because the surrounding is modelled as large open space.
The coherence values visualised in Fig. 4.28c,d seem to be less correlated. Especially for the building roof, the values are in some cases lower due to different backscatter properties. Moreover, the
decorrelated neighbourhood (e.g. streets and tree shadows) causes differences in the shape of the
coherence histograms. Nevertheless, for the testing of the phase filters, the simulated noising
phases are sufficient.
In summary, the simulation approach delivers interferometric phases of a 3D building model by
considering given sensor specifications. The simulated phases show high correlation with measured
InSAR phases independent from building geometry and sensor parameters. Hence, the simulation
results are further used to evaluate filter results (Section 4.10) and mainly to enable the postprocessing of the initial building hypotheses (Section 4.11).
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Figure 4.29: Schema of conventional filters: area filter (a) and orientation filter (b)

4.10

Smart Filtering of Measured InSAR Phases

For the subsequent post-processing, simulated and measured InSAR phases have to be compared.
The reliability of the results depends on how well simulation model and real building match, on the
quality of the InSAR data (e.g. single-pass or repeat-pass), and on the used pre-processing (e.g. filtering). The latter is described in this section, introducing smart filtering to optimise the smoothing
of noisy InSAR phases.
Conventional multilook-filtering [78] yields acceptable results when applied to large homogenous
areas, but characteristic phase signatures (e.g. layover areas) are destroyed in particular by the use
of large filtering windows. Furthermore, such filters, called area filters in this thesis, are inappropriate if building orientations are not aligned with the sensor flight direction. This is illustrated in
Fig. 4.29a, where the 5 × 5 filter mask is coloured dark grey and the central position is white. The
first building coloured in light grey shows flight parallel orientation, while the second building
shows a span angle κ of 45°. The arrows mark slant range lines and similar phase values are emphasised by same colours. In the parallel-aligned example, the averaging over all pixel values (from
dark red to yellow) diminishes the layover ramp and the roof corners. Non-parallel alignment enhances this effect, because not only the five coloured phase values are taken for the filtering (see
upper left and lower right pixels). Furthermore, the results depend on the size of the building and
the filter size of the window. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.30. A critical increase of smoothing effects
is especially visible for the example of the small building (second row). For the largest filter window (25×25), the L-shaped layover area and the roof area are difficult to recognise. This is lesser
for the example of the large building (first row).
Other InSAR filters as proposed in [56] and [6] investigate the frequency spectrum of an InSAR
patch to reduce high frequency noise in the InSAR phases. In [139], the coherence between socalled non-local image areas is analysed to de-noise image patches by a regularisation-based
method. Nevertheless, all area filters blur small structures with rising window size.
An improvement is possible by using adaptive orientation filters. In [79], sixteen orientations are
considered and the weighting is characterised by local coherence, number of looks, and variance. A
related approach is described in [11] by extending the number of orientation masks. Two different
values of line thickness are defined to preserve small signature details. The scheme given in Fig.
4.29b illustrates the principle of orientation filters showing two exemplary orientation masks. The
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Figure 4.30: Result of multilook-filtering applying different sizes of filter windows: example of large building (first row) and small building (second row)

pixels coloured in light grey on the filter mask are considered and the dark grey are neglected in the
averaging step. Focusing on the same building geometry (κ = 45°) , only three different phase values (red to orange) are mixed by applying this oriented filter mask. Hence, the blurring of object
structures is attenuated, in comparison to area filters. Nevertheless, difficulties may arise for the
selection of the appropriate orientation due to a high noise level. Furthermore, only a few orientation angles are supported, so that the actual building orientation may not correspond perfectly to
the filter orientation (see for example Fig. 4.29b, dashed line). In that case, building edges and layover ramps are not preserved in the desired way. This can be prevented by using the true orientation obtained by external GIS data (e.g. cadastral building footprint) or by initial building
hypotheses. The latter option is implemented in the new filter approach described in the next subsection. Subsequently, different filter results are assessed and compared with the simulated phases
(Subsection 4.10.2).

4.10.1 Filter Approach
The new filter approach is a modified version of the GIS-supported filter presented in [128] that
allows an adaptive fitting of filter masks to achieve best noise suppression at building location.
Since in this thesis a basic building model is used, some simplifications due to the model constraint
(Section 4.1) are possible to improve the time-consuming adaptive filtering. In the following, the
filtering of flat-roofed and non-flat-roofed buildings is described separately since different simplifications are possible.
The schematic description of the filter masks generated to smooth flat-roofed building signatures is
given in Fig. 4.31a. Since a simple right-angled building model is assumed, the interferometric signature of a flat-roofed building can be subdivided into zones of similar phase information. These
are defined by the roof points R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 and the points of the building footprint C1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4
in slant range geometry. In total, five different filter zones are observable for an elevated 3D building model, where the zone Z r contains the roof area and the others ( Z l1 , Z l2 , Z l3 , Z l4 ) contain the
layover area of the building. The roof zone Z r is described by the single backscattering of the
building roof. Inside this zone, all values are averaged, weighted by the coherence values. The other
four zones are characterised by a preferred filtering direction (marked by the arrows), along which
all pixels show the same phase value. The subdivision of the layover area is necessary because only
the phase values in zone Z l1 and Z l 2 (marked dark grey in Fig. 4.31a) result from the superposition
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Figure 4.31: Smart filtering of flat-roofed building signatures: schematic description of the adaptive filter in
slant range geometry (a), input and output arguments of filter step shown on a simulated data
set (b); measured InSAR data – magnitude (c), coherence (d), interferometric phase (e), and the
filter result (f)

of the signals of ground, wall, and roof. In areas Z l3 and Z l4 , marked light grey in Fig. 4.31a, only
the contribution mixture of ground and wall is present. Moreover, in each layover zone, an averaging of phase values is only allowed inside stripes oriented in parallel to the closest building wall,
which are moved over the entire zone with adaptive length. Examples of these filter masks can be
seen as white stripes in Fig. 4.31a. Similar to the filtering of the roof zone, also a coherence
weighted averaging is applied.
In [128] the necessity of local phase unwrapping was pointed out since the weighted averaging is
not performed on complex InSAR data. For reducing observed phase underestimation, especially
inside the building roof, three different solutions of phase unwrapping were described in [38]. One
solution is the calculation of a mean phase level in a neighbourhood as presented in [79]. This is
insufficient for data showing a high noise level. The second solution is the extraction of local phase
offsets based on the analysis of the local phase histogram. Since noisy phase values are distributed
equally over all histogram bins, the largest histogram entry corresponds to the less noisy phase values. The mean value of the phases corresponding to this bin is then calculated to be the desired
offset. If no histogram bin shows significantly more entries then the others, the offset is set to
zero. The third solution utilises simulated InSAR phases to extract the local offset. Tests on all
three methods show best results for the simulation method. Thus, this method is considered in the
filtering of flat-roofed buildings.
To summarise, the flat-roofed building filter requires as input the following data: the interferometric phase, the coherence, the corner points of the building footprint, the corner points of the build-
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Figure 4.32: Smart filtering of non-flat-roofed building signatures: schematic description of the adaptive
filter (a), input and output arguments of filter step – measured InSAR phases (b), coherence
(c), and filtered phase profile (d)

ing roof signature, and the simulated interferometric phases. Some of the input arguments are visualised in Fig. 4.31b (I-III) based on noisy simulated interferometric phases (see Subsection 4.9.1).
The optical signature of the simulated building, the mask marked with the averaging zones, and the
filtered InSAR phases are shown in (IV-VI). A visual comparison between simulated (I) and filtered
phases (VI) shows that the building phase is not underestimated. Furthermore, the edges of the
building and the primary phase ramp in the layover area are preserved. Results on the measured
InSAR signature of this building are presented in Fig. 4.31c-f. The shape of the lower layover zone
(similar to Z l 2 in Fig. 4.31a) is better observable than in the original phases (e). The upper layover
part does not show the characteristic ramp because these data are disturbed, which is also visible in
the coherence data (d). However, the shape of the building is preserved.
In addition to the filtering of flat-roofed buildings in order to avoid underestimation of building
heights, a proper phase filtering is also required for solving the ambiguity of non-flat-roofed building reconstruction. This filter is a simplification of the flat-roofed building filter, treating only one
layover part Z l at the sensor facing building side, marked in grey Fig. 4.32a. This area was also investigated to extract building parameters from the magnitude signature (see Subsection 4.6.3). The
area of filtering is enclosed by range lines crossing the points C1 and C 3 of the building footprint.
Pixels along the red arrow feature the same contributors, which results in similar phase values. The
area under consideration for the averaging is marked in white. Similar to the filtering of flat-roofed
building hypotheses, the stripe-shaped filter mask is moved in range direction. Furthermore, the
coherence values are taken into account as weights. As result, the filtering delivers a phase profile
in range direction. A local unwrapping of the phase values is also carried out. In Fig. 4.32b,c a
building example is visualised by the phase and coherence data. The extracted range profile is
shown in Fig. 4.32d with the corner located at position 31. In the following, the filtered phase profiles are used to solve the ambiguity problem in the reconstruction of non-flat-roofed buildings
(see Subsection 4.11.1).
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Figure 4.33: Assessment of filter results: input data – interferometric phase (1), coherence (5), simulated
phase (9), area filter – Multilooking (2), Goldstein (3), and mean-coherence-weighted filter (4),
orientation filter – Lee filter (6), GIS supported adaptive filter (7), flat-roofed building filter (8)

4.10.2 Comparison of Filtered and Simulated InSAR Phases
In this subsection, the comparison of simulated and filtered InSAR phases is described since the
subsequent post-processing of the building hypotheses relies on the assessment of simulated and
measured InSAR phases. Results of different filter approaches are compared and evaluated, and
three different measures are introduced to support the evaluation of the post-processing.
In Fig. 4.33, the InSAR signature (interferometric phase – 1, coherence – 5) of an industrial building and six different filter results are given. The first row shows the smoothed signature of the
building using three different square window filters. Fig. 4.33 (2) arises from a multilook-filtering
[78], (3) by applying the Goldstein filter [56], and (4) by considering a weighted mean filter. As the
coherence at the building roof is non-uniform, the smoothing effect is also non-uniform. Furthermore, blurring effects at the building edges are observable. The weighted mean filter delivers the
best filter result of the area filters: due to the simulation-based unwrapping applied for the
weighted mean filter, it shows less phase jumps in the roof area, and the edges are better preserved.
Furthermore, quite good noise reduction in the surrounding area is reached. The second row shows
the smoothed signature of the building by investigating filter windows of varying orientation. The
filter result (6) obtained by the Lee filter [79] is comparable to the ones of the multilook-filtering.
From the GIS supported filters [38], the result of the weighted mean filter with adaptive filter
masks is shown (see 7 in Fig. 4.33). In comparison to the other filters with fixed window size of
fixed or varying orientation, this adaptive filter provides better results. The edges are preserved
very well, especially the layover is reconstructed better and the smoothing in the roof is uniform.
At the building corner points, high phase values appear that are not observable at real building signatures. This is caused by the small filter windows used in this area that make the filtering suscep-
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tible to artefacts. This is improved by the described flat-roofed filter (8). Effects at the building
corner are reduced, and due to the filter assumptions, the building roof is represented by one phase
value. The downward trend in the layover areas of the building is clearly recognisable. In comparison to the simulated data presented in Fig. 4.23a, the gradient of the layover ramps is lower since
trees in front of the building hamper the formation of a full layover ramp. As the surroundings of
the building are excluded in this filter approach, the result shows unfiltered values in this area.
The numerical validation of filter results is based on three different evaluation parameters that refer
only to the building location (i.e. layover and roof area of the InSAR signature). Hence, the objects
around the building that are not simulated (see Fig. 4.33 (9)) do not affect these values. The mean
difference µdiff between simulated and filtered phase images, the standard deviation of differences
σdiff between simulated and filtered phase images, and the cross correlation ρ between filtered and
simulated phases are calculated. The value µdiff contains the matching of the mean level of both
data. Values other than zero report a phase shift between both. The value σdiff enables the assessment of the smoothing level. The similarity between simulated and filtered data is evaluated by ρ .
The resulting evaluation values of the unfiltered phases and the six investigated filters are summarised in the table of Fig. 4.33. The values support the results of the visual comparison. From the
group of area filters (2-4), the coherence weighted filter 4 shows best results. In the group of orientation filters, the GIS supported and the new flat-roofed building filter show the best results. The
highest correlation value of 0.83 is achieved for the new flat-roofed building filter. This is due to
good fit between building geometry (i.e. industrial building with large roof area) and filtering assumptions. Beyond the evaluation of the filter results, this comparison enables the evaluation of
the simulation results as well. Hence, in the following these parameters are used to assess the similarity between simulated and measured interferometric signatures, which is important in the subsequent post-processing of the building hypotheses.

4.11

Post-processing of Building Hypotheses

This step of post-processing is integrated in the reconstruction algorithm since the 3D building hypotheses consisting of 2D footprints fp and building heights ( hf or he , hr ) show ambiguities in the
building roof reconstruction and underestimation in the building height extraction. The reasons are
described in Subsection 4.8.2. To solve the ambiguities and to diminish the underestimation, a detailed analysis of the InSAR phases at the position of the building hypotheses takes place. Using
simulated interferometric phases based on the generated 3D hypotheses, an improvement of the
building hypotheses can be achieved. The filtering of the InSAR phase described in Subsection 4.10.1 is applied to support the assessment step between simulated and measured InSAR
phases.
The first possibility to post-process the building hypotheses is only applicable to non-flat-roofed
buildings. Since the ambiguity of the roof reconstruction is given for all hypotheses, the postprocessing is applied to all non-flat-roofed hypotheses. The second step enables the possibility to
recalculate the height of flat-roofed building hypotheses. To mitigate the underestimation of roof
height, this post-processing is carried out on all flat-roofed building hypotheses. As third, an option is presented to correct oversized building footprints due to corner or layover lines that were
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extracted too long. This iterative step is only used optionally for the correction of flat-roofed buildings.

4.11.1 Ambiguity of Gable- and Monopitch-Roofed Building Reconstruction
The ambiguity in the reconstruction of non-flat-roofed buildings can theoretically be solved by a
high-precision analysis of the magnitude or phase signature. In the magnitude signature, the shape
of the shadow area can be analysed, as the different heights he and hr of the models will lead to
differences between simulated and real data, especially for buildings with a ridge-orientation perpendicular to azimuth direction. However, such an analysis would suppose a clear shape of the
shadow without any interference from other objects, which is usually not the case in dense urban
areas. Furthermore, the magnitude values of the ridge-parallel layover line would likely also show
variations since the signals of different contributors are superimposed.
Hence, the analysis of the phase signature seems more promising. Due to different roof heights of
the four remaining building hypotheses, the interferometric phase in the layover area is dominated
by different contributors, which results in different phase shapes. This effect is observable in the
simulated phase profiles, shown for all four hypotheses in Fig. 4.34a-d. As described in Subsection 4.9.1, in the simulation step the calculated building parameters (e.g. c , he , and hr ), the track
parameters (e.g. off-nadir look angle θ and sensor altitude H ), and sensor parameters (e.g. wavelength λ and baseline B ) are taken into account.
The first row (a,b) of Fig. 4.34 contains the two hypotheses showing α > θ . The two hypotheses
with α < θ are given in the second row (c,d). For all four hypotheses, a phase shifting took place to
avoid phase jumps inside the building signature. Thus, the constant terrain phase is moved to approximately −π . In Fig. 4.34, it is observable that the first phase values in the layover areas of all
four hypotheses are different, due to different hr and distances from sensor to building eave. Focusing first on the models α > θ (a,b), hr_g and hr_m are higher than hr_g and hr_m (c,d) and the
ridge point is the building closest point to the sensor. Hence, the first backscatter information of
the building contains the maximal height and leads to the highest point of the layover shape. Additionally, this first layover point allows the direct extraction of the ridge height, if we assume dominant reflection of the roof in comparison to the ground. Comparing gable- and monopitch-roofed
hypotheses, hr_m is larger than hr_g , which causes a much steeper slope in the layover area for the
monopitch-roofed model. The second pair of building hypotheses with α < θ , shows a lower phase
value at the beginning of the layover. Thus, the eave point has the smallest distance to the sensor.
As a consequence, in comparison to model α > θ , the direct extraction of the ridge height based on
the first layover value is not possible. The differences in the phase shape of the layover area are
caused by the mixture of heights of the different contributors. The layover part, marked by the parameter b , of hypotheses α > θ is governed by signal contributions of roof and ground. Therefore,
the height contribution of the roof is strongly decreasing whereas the ground height stays constant.
In comparison, the same layover part of hypothesis α < θ is caused by the response of roof, wall,
and ground. The height contribution of the roof is slightly increasing; the contribution of the wall
is decreasing and the ground height stays constant. The mixture of heights shows an increasing
trend up to the ridge point position at pixel 13 (see Fig. 4.34c,d.). Other trends can be observed for
various α, θ -combinations (see e.g. gable-roofed building in Fig. 4.24b and [127]).
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Figure 4.34: Ambiguity of the reconstruction of non-flat-roofed buildings: schematic view and corresponding simulated phase profile – α > θ gable roof (a) and monopitch roof (b), α < θ gable roof
(c) and monopitch roof (d), schematic view and simulated profile considering real building parameters (e); aerial image (screenshot from bing, ©2011 Microsoft Corporation), measured InSAR phases and coherence overlaid with corner line (marked red), and averaged InSAR range
profile (f)

The part of the layover area between its maximum and the corner position is characterised by two
contributors, wall and ground. It begins at slant range position pixel 13 in the phase profiles of
Fig. 4.34a-d and shows a similar trend for all four models. The phase value at the corner position
(slant range position pixel 31) is at terrain level in the simulated profiles. Due to the radar shadow
of the building, the phase shape behind the layover area contains no further information. In
Fig. 4.34e the simulated phase profile of a real building geometry is shown. The heights correlate
with the gable-roofed hypothesis α < θ . In comparison, the real InSAR profile resulting from the
steps of phase filtering (Subsection 4.10.1) is depicted in Fig. 4.34f. Supplementary, an aerial image,
and the phase and coherence image overlaid with the corner line (red) are shown. As observable in
the original phase data, the layover line (dark grey) shows lower phase values than the corner line
due to a phase jump. Hence, phase shifting took place similar to the simulated profiles, which allows direct comparison between the two. Similarities between simulated and filtered measured
phases are harder to observe. The high phase value of both profiles is nearly identical in position
and absolute value because for both α is smaller than θ . The short increase at the beginning of the
layover is only clearly observable in the simulated phase signature. The strong uptrend in the simu-
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Figure 4.35: Correction of underestimated building heights: normalised heights (a), coherence (b), interferometric phase (c), simulated interferometric phases (d), filtered interferometric phases overlaid
with roof area (e), difference between simulated and filtered phases (f)

lation of model α < θ is less pronounced in the real phase profile. The position and the absolute
phase value at the corner position (slant range position pixel 31) are again similar in the simulated
and in the real phase profile.
For the post-processing of the non-flat roofed building hypotheses, the differences of the layover
shapes are investigated and exploited in order to choose the final reconstruction result. First the
layover patch of measured InSAR phases is extracted using the back projected building footprint
fp . Second, the filtering of the measured phases takes place to obtain an averaged phase profile in
slant range direction. Third, the simulation is carried out providing phase profiles of all generated
hypotheses. Then, the correlation coefficient ρ is calculated to assess the similarity between simulated and measured phases. For this, only profile parts are considered that contain information
from wall or roof. Finally, the hypothesis showing the highest correlation coefficient is chosen as
reconstruction result. Results and the comparison to reference data are presented in Section 5.3.2.

4.11.2 Correction of Underestimated Building Heights
As described in Subsection 4.8.2, the extraction of the height of a flat-roofed building can lead to
underestimation due to averaging height values over the entire building footprint. Since this area
contains the part of the roof not superimposed by wall and ground signal but also a part of the
shadow area, building heights that are too low can result. Thus, a recalculation of the heights is
performed by taking into account the simulation (Subsection 4.9.1) and the filtering step (Subsection 4.10.1).
The processing utilises the following data: the normalised heights hn (see in Fig. 4.35a), the coherence (b), the measured phase (c), and the reconstructed 3D building hypothesis. First, the simulation of the interferometric signature is carried out, whose result is shown in Fig. 4.35d. Based on
the generated roof map (i.e., backscattering from roof only, black parallelogram in Fig. 4.35e), a
new coherence-weighted averaging is applied to hn . Furthermore, the filtering is also carried out
(see Fig. 4.35e). In the last step, the similarity between simulated and measured phases is assessed.
The differences are shown in (Fig. 4.35f) using only signature parts relevant to the building (i.e.,
layover and roof area). For the example an improvement from hf = 9.0 m to hf,c = 11.1 m was
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Figure 4.36: Correction of oversized building footprints: correction of corner position (a), correction of
corner length (b), LIDAR DSM overlaid with initial (red) and final (green) building footprint
(c), results of calculating height (top) and cross correlation (bottom) for all iteration steps (d)

achieved obtaining a cross correlation of ρ = 0.67 . The reference height of this building is
href = 12.5 m .
The step of recalculation could be implemented in an iterative manner to recalculate the building
height until reaching maximum cross correlation maximum or the maximum number of iterations.
This will be discussed in more detail in Subsection 5.4.

4.11.3 Correction of Extended Right-Angled Footprints
In addition to the underestimation of the building height described in Subsection 0, an oversized
building footprint can also lead to a too low building height. This is mainly caused by signal contributions of adjacent walls, fences, or trees leading to an unfavourable prolongation of the corner or
layover lines. The estimated building height is affected by this phenomenon, because surrounding
height values of the terrain contribute to the estimation of building height. Similar to the postprocessing of flat-roofed building heights, an improvement can be reached by comparing simulated
and measured InSAR phases.
In Fig. 4.36a,b, the corrections of two building hypotheses are visualised. The first example requires a movement of corner line c1 . This can be caused by objects in front of the building such as
fences. The second needs a correction of the length of corner c1 . This can be required due to prolongation of the line resulting from neighbouring objects such as garages. The real building example given in Fig. 4.36c, shows such a case. The correction of the footprint starts, with the
simulation of the reconstructed 3D building hypothesis. Second, the measured phases are filtered
and the recalculation of the building heights inside the simulated roof map takes place. Additionally, the cross correlation between simulated and filtered phases is calculated. These steps are similar to the procedure to correct underestimated building heights described in Subsection 0. In order
to improve the building footprint, a shifting along the building corner lines is performed. The updating of the position is realised by a parallel shift in discrete steps, which is visualised by the white
arrow in Fig. 4.36a,b. For each new corner position, the building width or building length are recalculated. As building height, the estimate of the previous iteration step is used. The processing steps
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of simulation, height averaging, filtering and assessment are repeated over the full corner length or
stopped if reaching a predefined criterion (e.g. maximum iterations or correlation threshold). For
the example in Fig. 4.36c, the red outline marks the oversized building footprint. The white lines
show the updated building footprints. Finally, the green line highlights the updated footprint
achieving the best correlation coefficient ρ and the greatest building height. The trends of the
height recalculation and the cross correlation coefficients between simulated and filtered phases are
plotted in Fig. 4.36d. In general, the final shape of the building footprint is defined by the maximum of the correlation coefficient. In the given example, the final footprint (green) does not fit the
building shape at best. This is due to the neighboured garage (dashed yellow line) and the tree in
front of the building, which affect the measured phase signature. This post-processing is implemented as an optional step since not all buildings hypotheses require a correction of the building
footprint.

4.11.4 Determination of final 3D Buildings
After the post-processing of the reconstructed 3D building hypotheses, the constraints defined for
the underlain building model are used to filter false alarms and to rate overlapping hypotheses. The
constraint to the building size has already been utilized in Subsection 4.8.1. Hence, only the constraint to the building height is used, retaining all fp showing heights (i.e., corrected flat-roofed
height hf,c or ridge height hr ) larger than 5 m . In the second step, the groups of building footprints
fpcc_f , fpcl_f , fpll_f , fpcc_d , fpcl_d are rated independently. For overlapping hypotheses, an intersection of
20 percent at maximum is accepted. If parallelograms still overlap, then the one showing the greatest reconstructed building height is kept. Afterwards, all five groups are fused. In a last step, remaining overlapping hypotheses have to be filtered again. At this point, the different reliability
levels and the achieved cross correlation values are taken into account. Since, the reliability level is
a more stable feature, it gets a higher priority than the reached similarity between simulated and
measured phase. The cross correlation values are only used, if flat-roofed and non-flat-roofed hypotheses of same reliability level overlap. The results of the entire reconstruction process are presented and discussed in the following chapter.

5

Results

In this chapter, first the test site is described, specifying the considered interferometric SAR data
and the available reference data. Then, the results of the pre-processing steps of coregistration
(Section 4.3), classification of land cover (Section 4.4), and calculation of interferometric heights
(Section 4.5) are shown. The intermediate results of the reconstruction approach and the final 3D
buildings are presented and discussed.

5.1

Test Data

In the following, the test site is described focusing on building structures present in the considered
area. Furthermore, the specifications of the InSAR data are presented and the reference data consisting of cadastral vector data, orthophotos, LIDAR DSM and DTM are specified. The postprocessing of these data is described, which is necessary to utilize them in the evaluation of the reconstruction results.

5.1.1

Test Site

In this thesis, two interferometric image pairs showing the city of Dorsten, Germany, were used to
demonstrate the performance of the approach of building reconstruction described in Chapter 4.
The city, located in the Ruhr Area, is characterised by a densely built-up centre with more lowdensity areas in the surroundings. The covered area contains mainly residential buildings interspersed with few low industrial buildings (e.g. storehouse and petrol station) and some larger buildings for the infrastructure (e.g. school and church). The residential buildings comprise one-family
houses with a footprint size lower than 100 m 2 up to multi-family houses showing footprint sizes
of more than 400 m 2 . The shape of the roofs is highly variable in the considered area. There exist
the standard types of flat, gabled, hipped, and monopitch roof, but additionally many mixed forms
are observable, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Moreover, most of the buildings are not isolated since many
garages, sheds, fences, and walls are built in the direct neighbourhood of buildings. Furthermore, a
high level of greening is present in the area (see Subsection 5.2.3).

Figure 5.1: Terrestrial photos of Dorsten
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Table 5.1:

Specifications of InSAR data (AeS-1, Intermap Technologies)

track 1
track 2

parameter

track 1

track 2

3.139

3.139

HH

HH

0.375 , 0.152

0.375 , 0.179

squint angle [°]

2.88

3.16

heading angle [°]

92.04

175.91

sensor altitude [m]

3203.5

3191.4

80

80

13-03-2003

13-03-2003

28, 43, 52

28, 43, 52

2.4

2.4

wavelength [cm]
polarisation
range and azimuth pixel spacing [m]

mean terrain height [m]
acquiring date
look angle (near, middle, far) [°]
length of baseline [m]

5.1.2

InSAR Data

In this thesis, two single look complex InSAR image pairs are used. The single-pass data provided
by Intermap Technologies were acquired by the AeS-1 sensor [111]. The data were taken with different heading angle resulting in an orthogonal flight configuration. Each stripe shows an area of
2, 300 × 5, 600 m , depicted in Tab. 5.1 left. The overlapping region marked by the dashed white line,
covers approximately 5km 2 . Additionally, the parameters of both data tracks are listed in Tab. 5.1.
The AeS-1 sensor operated in X-band with a wavelength of 3.14 cm and a bandwidth of 400 MHz .
The data show a ground range resolution of approximately 0.5 m . The slant range pixel spacing in
range is ∼ 40 cm and in azimuth ∼ 20 cm . The two interferometric image pairs were recorded with
an effective baseline of 2.4 m . The off-nadir look angle increases from 28° to 52° over swath.
Concerning the processing of the SAR data, a Hamming window was applied in azimuth and a rectangular window in range direction. Hence, in the SAR data more side lobes are observable in range
direction than in azimuth direction. In the following, only a part of the overlapping area is analysed
due to the coverage of the reference data and the size of the SAR data. The area is marked by the
dashed line in red that corresponds to a size of 1, 700 × 1,700 m in ground range and
2, 700 × 10, 500 pixels for track 1 and 2,800 × 8, 400 pixels for track 2 in slant range geometry.

5.1.3

Reference Data

For the evaluation of the reconstruction results, three different kinds of reference data were used.
A high resolution optical orthophoto acquired with a Zeiss RMK aerial camera was provided by the
State Surveying Authority of North Rhine-Westphalia. The multispectral data show a pixel size of
0.3m on ground. In the following, the data shown in Fig. 5.2a are used to evaluate the result of the
land cover classification. For that, a vegetation mask was extracted manually from the optical data.
The result can be seen in Fig. 5.2e, where white marks vegetated and black non-vegetated areas.
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Figure 5.2: Reference data: optical image (a), cadastral building footprints (b), LIDAR DTM (c), LIDAR
DSM (d); post-processed reference data: vegetation mask (e), mask of building footprints (f),
extracted building heights inside footprints (g) and cleaned result building height mask (h)

Cadastral data were used to assess the detected building footprints. The data shown in Fig. 5.2b
contain the boundary of the building footprints as well as additional information (e.g. building borders, garages, streets, sub-plot, and plot number). The data were manually processed, extracting
only the footprint information, removing very small structures such as sheds, and eliminating virtual building borders, for example, observable for housing terraces. The resulting map is presented
in Fig. 5.2f, where grey areas mark building footprints.
As third, the LIDAR DTM and DSM shown in Fig. 5.2c and d were exploited to evaluate the extraction of the building heights. These laser data have a pixel resolution of 1 × 1 m . To obtain the
relative building height, the differences between DSM and DTM are calculated. The normalised
height data are fused with the building map obtained from the cadastral data: the median of all
height values inside the building footprint is considered to be the reference building height. The
result can be seen in Fig. 5.2g. In Fig. 5.2h, a height map containing only buildings higher than 5 m
(i.e., those that fulfil the model assumptions made in Subsection 4.1.1) is shown. Since this processing delivers only reference heights for flat-roofed buildings, heights for the other roof types were
extracted manually for some selected buildings.

5.2

Results of Pre-processing

The first results of the developed approach, containing parameter optimisation in the steps of coregistration and interferometric height calculation, are presented in this subsection. Furthermore,
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Table 5.2:

Results of coregistration and interferometric height calculation
results of coregistration

aspect 1

aspect 2

translation ai [pixel]

6.0

6.0

scaling bi

1.3

1.2

mean coherence

0.680

0.686

mean coherence of Intermap interferogram

0.696

0.706

results of interferogram calculation

aspect 1

aspect 2

-0.3143 / 2.3640

-0.3143 / 2.3640

1.0036

1.5754

corrected: BV and BH [m]

-0.3123 / 2.3642

-0.29732 / 2.3662

after correction: σ ∆ϕ [rad]

1.0024

0.9748

original: BV and BH [m]
before correction: σ ∆ϕ [rad]

the results of the land cover classification are summarised and evaluated by using the generated
reference mask of vegetated areas.

5.2.1

Coregistration

The InSAR data were delivered as SLC data. The coregistration of the data was performed by the
coarse-to-fine parameter testing described in Section 4.3 to reach maximum coherence between
master and slave images (see Section 4.3). As mentioned before, for these airborne data a simple
transformation comprising translation and scaling in range direction is successful. The resulting
transformation parameters of the InSAR pairs are listed in Tab. 5.2. Furthermore, the reached coherence values calculated by averaging over the whole scene (see Tab. 5.2, upper left image) are
given. As reference value, the mean coherence of the additionally delivered downsampled interferograms is listed. These interferograms are not used in the following due to the reduced data
resolution. Both coregistration schemes reach a similar level of coherence.

5.2.2

Calculation of Interferometric Heights

The calculation of the interferometric heights also contains an optimisation step (see Section 4.5),
which aims at reducing unnatural linear trends of the phases in range direction (see Fig. 4.6b). For
the given data set, this can be reached by a correction of the baseline angle ξ . For that, the vertical
and horizontal parts of the baseline ( BV resp. BH ) are changed. As criterion of decision, the minimal standard deviation of the phases is chosen since a narrow phase distribution is requested. The
results of the correction step are summarised in Tab. 5.2 for both interferograms. The improvement of the standard deviation is especially observable for the second aspect. The achieved standard deviation is comparable to that of aspect 1. Hence, an observable change to the original
baseline components is also only given for the second aspect. The differences between the original
configuration and the new values correspond to a change of ξ of a half degree. The resulting
phases are presented in Fig. 4.6c. Normalised heights are show in Tab. 5.2 left.
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Table 5.3:

Membership functions and interval borders for land cover classification

low

Magnitude

min

0
AdB resp. σdB

Coefficient of Variation

CoV

Coherence

γ

min

Amin

0

0

mean

Amean − Astd

CoV hom + 0.5 ⋅ CoV std

γmean

mean

mean

Amean − 0.5 ⋅ Astd

-

γmean + 0.5 ⋅ γ std

width

width

4 ⋅ Astd

-

2 ⋅ γstd

max

Amax

CoV max

1

mean

Amean

CoV hom + CoV std

1 − γ std

mean

medium

high
max
mean

5.2.3

Land Cover Classification

The classification into vegetated and urban areas was implemented to support the extraction of
building features (Section 4.6) and the generation of building hypotheses (Section 4.8). A fuzzy
classification is applied on the InSAR data. As appropriate information features, the mean ampli0
tude values AdB (resp. the Sigma Naught coefficients σdB
), the mean Coefficient of Variation CoV ,
and the coherence γ are taken into account. For the fuzzy rule set eight different membership
functions MFs were defined that are specified as sigmoid and Gaussian curves (see Section 4.4).
The borders and the mode of these MFs were derived from the InSAR image statistics. The two
parameters (i.e., Gaussian curve – {mean, width}, sigmoid curve – {max, mean} or {min, mean})
necessary to specify each MF are listed in Tab. 5.3. For the definition of the three amplitude related
MFs, the values Amin , Amean , Amax , and Astd are used. The two MFs containing the CoV are derived
from image statistics – CoV hom , CoV max , and CoV std . In the third column, the MFs of the coherence
are summarised that include two statistic values – γmean and γ std . Based on these eight MFs, nine
classes were defined (see Section 4.4) that are assigned to the superclasses Cveg and Curban . The classification was carried out on both InSAR image pairs. Furthermore, the fusion of the single-aspect
classification results was realised to avoid occlusion effects due to the side-looking SAR geometry.
For that, the classification results were geocoded, followed by a fusion step calculating the intersection between the classified vegetated areas .
The results of the classification step are presented in Fig. 5.3 by taking the manually extracted vegetation map derived from the orthophotos as reference data. In Fig. 5.3a, the reference data and
some general information are summarised in the corresponding table. The classification result of
the multi-aspect images is visualised in Fig. 5.3b,c together with the corresponding confusion matrix. For both data sets, more than 70 percent of the area is classified correctly. The critical false
positives, areas of urban structure classified as vegetated areas, reach values of 16.4 percent and
15.5 percent. In Fig. 5.3d, the fusion result of the multi-aspect data is shown. Less vegetated area is
correctly classified, which is visible on the decreasing true positives (32.3 percent) and the increasing false negatives (17.7 percent). The desired improvement, a decreasing of the false positives
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Figure 5.3: Results of land cover classification: reference mask (a), result of aspect 1 (b) and of aspect 2
(c), result of the multi-aspect fusion (d)

value (8.9 percent), is observable. Thus, false classification due to layover at high vegetation could
be reduced by investigating the multi-aspect data. The remaining underestimation of vegetated area
could be partly caused by the different acquisition times (InSAR data – March 2003, orthophotos –
May 2002).

5.3

Results of Building Reconstruction

In this section, the results of the building reconstruction are presented. First, the extraction of the
building features is described by investigating the full scene. Second, the generation of the building
hypotheses is focused. The results are shown on three subareas of the scene to discuss strengths
and weaknesses of the approach.

5.3.1

Results of Extracting Building Features

The extraction of building features starts with the detection of lines by using the CFAR line detector described in Subsection 4.6.1. In order to use this detector, the template size has to be defined,
taking into account the SAR processing parameters and the pixel spacing. As the detector is used to
extract corner lines, which usually appear at building sides oriented parallel to azimuth direction,
the centre width w t,c of the template is defined by the range resolution, the applied windowing and
the pixel spacing in range direction. As the AeS-1 data are slightly oversampled and to avoid interpolation effects, w t,c is set to 3 pixels. The width of the neighbouring regions w t,n is set to 5 pixels.
This value is chosen smaller than proposed in [137] because interaction between close-by double
lines should be avoided. The length lt of the template regions is fixed to 7 pixels. For applications
like road extraction, a larger lt could be helpful to bridge gaps in the searched structures, but this is
not desired for the detection of lines in dense urban area. The resulting eight probability images are
filtered with the vegetation mask. In the following, line segments are fitted only to high probability
values that are not classified as vegetated area (see Subsection 4.6.1). The number of lines extracted
in each probability image is listed in the second and third column of Tab. 5.4. For the first image
pair more than 245,000 line segments and for the second almost 190,000 segments are detected. In
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Table 5.4:

Results of extracting building features

orientation of
template

aspect 1

aspect 2

fitting of lines

aspect 1

aspect 2

merging of lines

aspect 1

aspect 2

filtering of lines (orientation)

1

30,124

24,403

14,858

11,906

5,795

4,680

2

42,878

36,130

9,490

7,951

1,070

611

3

32,047

25,715

3,802

3,139

176

236

4

19,837

17,022

2,777

2,554

79

61

5

21,083

18,073

6,375

6,080

758

701

6

21,057

18,916

3,069

3,145

160

289

7

36,844

31,840

4,343

4,114

84

78

8

41,225

34,266

10,268

8,859

1,242

903

type of line

filtering of lines (height)

merging of lines

filtering of lines (model)

layover

2,167

1,724

1,923

1,482

583

542

corner

6,374

4,999

5,690

4,459

1,398

1,133

type of line

classification of corners

merging of lines

corner (single)

1,192

919

928

875

corner (double)

206

214

206

214

layover

583

542

457

506

the next step, lines are merged that fulfil constraints in terms of orientation (i.e., orientation difference less than 5 degrees) and in the size of the gap (i.e., up to 5 pixels in line direction and up to
3 pixels sidewise) between them. The definition of these values was assisted by the analysis of the
line segments. As a result of this merging step, a significant reduction of lines could be reached (see
Tab. 5.4, fourth and fifth column).
Next, orientation based filtering was applied (see Subsection 4.6.2). The resulting lines listed for
each orientation interval are shown in Tab. 5.4, columns six and seven. An accumulation in orientation directions 1, 2, and 8 is observable. This is caused by decreasing corner intensity because of an
increasing span angle κ between building wall and sensor flight direction. The remaining lines in
orientation direction 4 are due to signal side lobes in range direction. The subsequent filter step
exploits the interferometric heights along the detected lines. Potential layover and corner lines are
discriminated in this step. For both aspects, the number of corner lines is three times higher than
the number of layover lines (see second part of Tab. 5.4, second and third column). This emphasises the benefit of corner lines for building reconstruction. An additional merging step is carried
out using the same values as the last merging step for the orientation and the sideways gap constraint. The allowed gap distance in line orientation is increased since an undesired merging of lay-
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Table 5.5:

Results of generating building footprints

pg

input

lines

parallelograms

type of

aspect 1

1,591

163

pg cc

1,225

aspect 2

1,595

76

pgcl

aspect 1 and 2

3,186

2,759

pg ll

a

classification

b

type of

fp

merging

filtering

fpcc

257

200

1,127

fpcl

452

368

407

fpll

164

144

c

Figure 5.4: Results of generating parallelograms: LIDAR DSM overlaid with generated parallelograms
(white) using lines (red) of aspect 1 (a), lines (yellow) of aspect 2 (b), and lines of both aspects
(c, aspect 1 – red, aspect 2 – yellow)

over and corner lines is prevented by the previous filter step. Finally, a last filtering is applied that
makes use of the geometric model assumptions (see Subsection 4.1.1): lines have to be longer than
5 m. Based on the 1,398 (aspect 1) and 1,133 (aspect 2) corner lines, the extraction of building parameters is accomplished (see Subsection 4.6.3). For less than 20 percent of the corner lines, parallel layover lines are found (see third part of Tab. 5.4, second and third column). In summary,
approximately 1,700 (aspect 2) resp. 2,000 lines (aspect 1) are extracted in slant range geometry,
which relates well to the about 600 buildings in this scene. The last entries in Tab. 5.4 show the
number of lines obtained by a merging in ground range geometry (Subsection 4.8.1). These are
overlaid on the LIDAR DSM, where the lines extracted from aspect 1 are coloured in red, and
those of aspect 2 in yellow. These lines are used in the subsequent building generation.

5.3.2

Results of Generating Building Hypotheses

In this subsection, the results of generating building hypotheses are presented. First, the benefit of
exploiting multi-aspect data is emphasised. Then, generation results due to the grouping of different types of lines are discussed on three subareas of the Dorsten scene. Moreover, the extraction of
the building roof type is evaluated. At the end of this subsection, the 3D reconstruction results are
analysed, focusing on two smaller test sites containing a group of flat- and non-flat-roofed buildings.
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Table 5.6:
test site

Results of generating building footprints
footprint

fpcc

footprint

fpcl

footprint

area A

37

28

3

area B

10

20

8

area C

1

13

10

fpll
B

A

C
A

B

C
fpcc
fpcl
fpll
Figure 5.5: Results of generating footprints: LIDAR DSM overlaid with parallelograms resulting from corner-corner combinations (green, a), corner-layover combinations (yellow), and layover-layover
combinations (red)

Building Footprint
The results of the parallelogram generation from L-, T-, and X-shaped line structures are summarised in Tab. 5.5. To show the benefit of using multi-aspect data, the number of parallelograms obtained using only lines extracted from single-aspect data is also shown. Additionally, these results
are visualised in Fig. 5.4. The classification of the parallelograms pg all into pg cc (corner-corner),
pgcl (corner-layover), and pgll (layover-layover) is shown in the second part of Tab. 5.5. The benefit
of considering the extracted layover lines in the grouping step is obvious. Based on the parallelograms, a filtering and merging step is carried out that takes into account the constraints due to the
orthogonal flight geometry described in Subsection 4.8.1. The remaining footprints fpcc , fpcl , and
fpll are filtered using the geometric model assumptions and taking into account the fused vegetation
mask (see Subsection 4.1.1), i.e. the width w and the length l of a building have to be larger than
5 m and the overlap with vegetated area has to be less than 1 3 of the footprint size.
In the following, the benefit of investigating the layover lines in the footprint generation is discussed in more detail, based on three subareas. The remaining potential building footprints are
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overlaid on a LIDAR DSM in Fig. 5.5. Footprints coloured in green belong to the group fpcc , those
marked in yellow to the group fpcl , and the red footprints belong to the group fpll . The corresponding values are given in Tab. 5.6. In area A, most of the building footprints result from the combination of two corner lines. The second largest group is obtained by corner-layover combinations.
Only three footprints are received by grouping two layover lines. This is different for area B, where
the group of corner-layover combinations makes up the largest part of the building footprints. The
lower detection rate of corner lines, especially from aspect 2, is caused by small distances between
the buildings that hamper the appearance of corner reflections between ground and wall. Consequently, only a layover line resulting from roof or façade structures can form a right-angled structure with the line extracted from the first aspect. This effect can be observed even better in area C.
Only one footprint results from two corner lines. Almost the same number of footprints is formed
by corner-layover and layover-layover combinations. Analysis of the magnitude signature of these
buildings shows that only, a weak corner line was visible that could not be detected by the line detector. This low intensity is caused by the closeness of the buildings (relevant for aspect 1) and due
to vegetation in front of the buildings (relevant for aspect 2). As these buildings have hipped roofs,
layover lines are extractable in both aspects, from which the building footprints can be reconstructed.
In Fig. 5.6, the final building footprints are presented that undergo the steps of building height extraction (see Subsection 4.8.2), post-processing, and the determination of the final 3D buildings
(see Section 4.11). Two groups of building footprints are depicted on the cadastral map. The footprints that fulfil the height constraint of 5 m are coloured in green while those showing lower
heights are marked in yellow. The same distinction is given for the reference data. Footprints coloured in white show a median height larger than 5 m in the laser data, lower buildings are visualised in grey. Furthermore, reconstructed building footprints that do not coincide with footprints in
the reference data are marked with red crosses. The numerical summary of the depicted footprints
and the reference data are listed in Tab. 5.7.
Focusing on the largest and most heterogeneous area A, 43 footprints are extracted correctly and
only five do not match to reference buildings. Applying the height constraint due to the model assumptions specified in Subsection 4.1.1, only 21 footprints remain that coincide with the reference
footprints. Almost all reconstructed footprints match with reference buildings higher than 5 m .
Moreover, many footprints marked in yellow also correspond to reference footprints marked in
white, but due to an underestimation of the building height, those buildings are not classified as
final 3D reconstruction results. Furthermore, due to the simple building model, the extraction of
more complex building footprints (i.e., the U- and L-formed buildings in the upper right corner of
the area) is not successful. These buildings are often reconstructed only partly or subdivided into
smaller building parts.
In area B, a higher detection rate was achieved, the footprints of all 14 buildings could be successfully reconstructed. However, there are also more false alarms. Considering only buildings reconstructed with a height larger than 5 m , 12 correct buildings and 1 incorrect building remain. The
lowest number of false alarms was reached for the group of hipped roofed buildings present in area
C. 13 of the 17 reference footprints were correctly reconstructed. Only one false alarm occurs,
which is eliminated by applying the height constraint. Unfortunately, also five other building hy-
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Table 5.7:

Results of evaluating building footprints

fp ( hfp < 5m)

fp

test site

fp ( hfp > 5m)

reference

correct

incorrect

correct

incorrect

correct

incorrect

area A

43

5

22

5

21

0

40

area B

14

7

2

6

12

1

14

area C

13

1

5

1

8

0

17

B

C
A

x

A

x

B
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

C
x

x

hfp > 5m
hfp < 5m

x
x

Figure 5.6: Results of evaluating building footprints: cadastral map with buildings showing height > 5m
(white) and height < 5m (grey) overlaid with extracted building footprints fp

potheses do not fulfil this model assumption. This is due to a systematic underestimation of the
building height discussed further in the next two paragraphs. Numerical results on the building
footprint reconstruction are presented in Tab. 5.9 and Tab. 5.10. These will be discussed together
with the results of the building height extraction.

Building Roof Type
In addition to the building footprints, the building roof type was extracted. The results of the classification into flat and non-flat building roofs are listed in Tab. 5.8 and visualised in Fig. 5.7. For
this evaluation, only the final 3D buildings are considered. Hence, only 21, 12, and 8 building roofs
are assessed of area A, B, and C, respectively. The majority of the building roofs are extracted correctly. Only a few show a mismatch (see Fig. 5.7, footprints marked in yellow), where in most cases
a non-flat-roofed building was classified as flat-roofed building. This confusion is mainly caused by
double line signatures, which show only a weak corner line. Hence, in many cases only the layover
line is detected and combined with a corner or layover line of the other aspect. Furthermore, all
footprints resulting from a layover-layover combination were classified to be flat-roofed as the
building parameters a and b are not extractable from such line combinations (see Subsection 4.6.3). Thus, the reconstruction of an eave and ridge height is not possible with the presented
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Results of extracting building roof type
extraction result

reference

test site
flat roof (false)

non-flat roof (false)

flat-roof

non-flat roof

area A

9 (1)

12 (2)

10

11

area B

1 (1)

11 (0)

-

12

area C

2 (2)

6 (0)

-

8

B

C
A

A

B

C
fpflat
fpnon-flat
incorrect

Figure 5.7: Results of extracting building roof type: LIDAR DSM overlaid with building footprints classified as flat and non-flat

approach (see Subsection 4.8.2). In the next paragraphs, the results of the height extraction are presented, focusing on the flat-roofed building group in area A (in Fig. 5.7, footprints marked in blue)
and the non-flat-roofed buildings coloured red in area B.

Building Height
The estimation of the building height is assessed by taking the LIDAR data as height reference. For
the flat-roofed buildings, the processed height map is used. For the non-flat-roofed buildings,
height profiles along building ridge and perpendicular to ridge direction were analysed manually.
Due to the blurring of building edges in the LIDAR data, the extracted heights were defined in
half-metre steps and the estimated pitch angle α in 5 degree steps. In the following, two image
scenes are analysed in detail, containing a group of flat- and non-flat-roofed buildings.
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Figure 5.8: Results of flat-roofed building extraction: optical image with labelled buildings (top), and median height map of reference data overlaid with extracted building footprints (bottom)

Table 5.9:

Results of reconstructing flat-roofed buildings
reconstruction result

reference

label

w [m]

l [m]

hf [m]

ρ

hf_final [m]

w [m]

l [m]

hf [m]

f1

13.1

80.0

7.2

0.64

7.2

11

80

11.9

f2

12.4

35.3

6.0

0.74

6.0

10.5

23.5

12.1

f3

9.4

36.3

6.9

0.74

6.9

12

35.5

9.8

f4

11.3

33.5

7.5

0.71

7.6

12

35.5

9.8

f5

6.8

35.5

9.7

0.35

9.7

12

35.5

12.6

f6

10.4

34.7

9.0

0.67

11.1

12

35.5

12.5

f7

11.2

35.8

8.7

0.52

10.4

11

35

14

f8

7.3

26.7

10.3

0.59

10.2

12.5

48

12
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Example 1: flat-roofed buildings
The reconstruction results summarised in Tab. 5.9 are for the flat-roofed buildings depicted in
Fig. 5.8. Analysing first the size of the extracted 2D information, the width w and the length l of
the building footprints fit to the reference data quite well. The largest differences are observable
for buildings f2 , f5 , and f8 , where the first covers a part of an adjacent building showing a roof
height lower than 5 m in the reference heights. The second example, f5 , shows shortening of the
building width, because the close-by trees at the north of the building mitigate the occurrence of a
bright corner line along the full building wall. The building f8 reveals the limitations of the building
model used. Stepped buildings can only be reconstructed by a cluster of simple hypotheses, which
is visible in Fig. 5.6. The consideration of a more complex building model would solve this problem. For all other buildings, differences smaller than 3 m are shown. This corresponds to approximately 6 pixels difference since the InSAR data have a ground range resolution of 0.5 m . For
the extracted building heights, a general underestimation is given. The difference ranges from
1.7 m to 6.1 m (see Tab. 5.9, fourth column), which is much larger than the standard deviation of
the InSAR heights ( ∼ 0.35 m ). The implemented post-processing including the simulation of interferometric phases (see Section 4.9) and the filtering of the measured phases (see Section 4.10) was
carried out for all buildings. This leads to an improvement for the buildings f4 , f6 , and f7 (see
Tab. 5.9, sixth column). The correlation values reached between simulated and filtered measured
phases are listed in column five. Largest outlier is f2 . Since the footprint of the building contains a
higher and a lower building part, only an averaged height could be extracted. The underestimation
of the building heights is a crucial problem; possibilities to solve this are discussed in the next section.

Example 2: non-flat-roofed buildings
The reconstruction results for non-flat-roofed buildings are presented in Tab. 5.10 and in Fig. 5.9.
The extracted footprints of the buildings show a high correlation with the reference data, similar to
the flat-roofed examples. Exceptions are only given for the buildings nf7 , nf8 , and nf9 that show a
twisted footprint or a too short building width. This is due to the complex roof structure visible in
the optical signature given in Fig. 5.9 and in Fig. 5.1 (right photo shows nf8 ). Footprint size, roof
type, eave height he , and ridge height hr as well as pitch angle α and sensor look angle θ are
listed in Tab. 5.10. The extraction of the building roof type was only correct for the buildings nf3 ,
nf7 , nf10 , and nf11 . All other buildings show also hipped roofs, which could not be detected correctly by the implemented method. An analysis of the building signatures exhibits that the hip pitch
angle β was too large and therefore the shortening of the layover line too small (see in comparison
building nf10 – well detected and nf2 – wrong detected). Furthermore, with rising span angle κ the
assumed symmetry of the layover shortening is decreasing, which makes the extraction more difficult. In this area, the buildings show a span angle κ of 5 degrees up to 11 degrees excluding the
building nf7 . A study on the relation between β and κ was not possible based on this data; the use
of a SAR simulation tool could be helpful.
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Figure 5.9: Results of non-flat-roofed building extraction: optical image with labelled buildings (top), and
LIDAR DSM overlaid with final building footprints and marked ridge orientation (bottom)

Table 5.10: Results of reconstructing non-flat-roofed buildings
reconstruction result
label

w [m] l [m]

type

sensor

he [m] hr [m] α [°]

θ [°]

reference

w [m] l [m]

type

he [m] hr [m] α [°]

nf1

9.0

16.1

g

5.7

10.2

45

45

10

19

h

7

11

40

nf2

11.6

16.6

g

5.8

11.6

45

45

10.4

19.3

h

7

11

40

nf3

8.8

20.2

g

8.5

12.0

40

45

8.5

19

g

7

12

50

nf4

9.5

19.5

g

6.3

11.1

45

45

9.2

17.5

h

7

11

40

nf5

14.5

24.6

g

4.3

11.6

45

45

10.4

22

h

7

11

40

nf6

13.4

22.2

g

5.8

11.4

40

45

11.5

24

h

7

11

35

nf7

10.9

7.7

h

6.8

21.8

70

45

10.5

17

h

7.5

11

40

nf8

5.1

16.6

g

3.8

6.4

45

45

10.6

23

h

7

12

45

nf9

5.7

8.6

g

4.4

7.3

45

45

10.6

16.5

h

8

11

30

nf10

11.0

13.0

h

6.0

11.5

45

45

9.5

15.3

h

7

10.5

35

nf11

13.1

9.8

g

6.9

13.5

45

45

11.5

13.6

g

7.5

12

40
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Focusing on the height extraction, for eight buildings no widening of the layover line was found,
(see Subsection 4.6.3) resulting in b = 0 and consequently α = θ . Hence, only two hypotheses result containing one gable-roofed and one monopitch-roofed building. In the assessment step, correlation values up to 0.9 could be reached between simulated and filtered phase profiles. Since the
unambiguous height ∆hi rises from 15 m to 29 m over the scene with this baseline configuration,
unwrapping problems arise especially for the monopitch-roofed hypotheses during the phase simulation and the assessment steps. Focusing on the achieved results, the extracted heights show a
high correlation with the reference heights. The largest differences, similar to the footprint analysis,
occur for the buildings nf7 , nf8 , and nf9 . An underestimation such as shown for the flat-roofed
height extraction is not observable.
The pitch angle α is given in 5 degree steps similar to the reference. As α depends on the widening parameter b and the building width c in slant range geometry (see equations (4-11), and (4-12)
in Subsection 4.8.2), the extraction accuracy of α is directly correlated with those of b and c .
Since b is extracted on pixel level taking values of 2 n ⋅ ∆r , the interval steps of gable roofs are
αg ≈ 5° and for monopitch roofs approximately half of this if a building width of c = 10 m is considered. The comparison between extracted pitch angles and reference data shows a mean difference of 5 degrees, which is in an acceptable range, especially due to the absence of precise
reference data.

5.4

Discussion

In this section, the new contributions of the approach with regard to the different processing steps
are discussed. The main goal of this thesis was the development of an automatic scheme utilising
multi-aspect InSAR data to enable the 3D reconstruction of small buildings. This can be reached
since the new generation of SAR sensors delivers data, in which in addition to large extended buildings also small buildings down to the size of one family houses become visible. However, these
sensors provide huge data sets, wherein the desired urban areas cover only parts of the whole
scene. Hence, land cover classification was introduced to limit the application of the building detection to urban areas and to lower the number of false detections during the building generation.
This classification step uses fuzzy logic that contains expert knowledge about image content relevant to InSAR. Three InSAR features were studied to discriminate between vegetated and urban
related areas. The applied rule set was formed by membership functions defined by using the InSAR image statistics. In the analysis of the features, four different data sets could be taken into account. Higher variations in the feature distributions were only observable for the coherence, which
is caused by temporal decorrelation due to different temporal baseline lengths. Promising results
were achieved for the single-pass data and the repeat-pass spaceborne InSAR data that let assume a
good transferability, even though the coherence behaviour is related to further criteria (e.g. geometric baseline), which can lead to distribution changes. To prove the presented parameter selection, this feature should undergo further studies by analysing more varying InSAR data sets.
As an additional step, the classification result could be improved by fusing classification results of
multi-aspect data. Concerning different flight configurations, the lowest benefit on this fusion is
expected for nearly equal viewing angles, most benefit for opposite views. Since for the geocoding
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of the classification results the mean terrain height is used, the geometric displacement due to the
layover phenomenon is not corrected. This leads to an underestimation of the vegetation areas especially at the vegetation edges. To obtain an improvement, the measured InSAR heights could be
taken into account in the future.
The procedure of calculating the interferometric heights is characterised by the behaviour of the
utilised airborne data. Looking at other data sets, probably some steps (e.g. phase centring) are not
necessary due to sensor configuration, data processing, or scene characteristics. A still existing
problem is the limitation of the covered height interval to the height of ambiguity. Hence, only the
height of buildings less or equal to the height of ambiguity could be reconstructed in a proper way.
For the studied area, this was fulfilled but for other areas or other data configurations, this may not
be the case. To solve this issue, a phase unwrapping step should be integrated.
Afterwards, an adapted line detector was applied that delivered line features related to building
structures. The features, which were extracted from the magnitude and interferometric phase data,
are radiometrically and geometrically stable for large and small buildings. Moreover, these features
are to a large extent independent from SAR sensor type and illumination geometry. During the
processing, only few parameters have to be defined by the user since model assumptions (e.g.
straight lines and minimum building size), data specifications (e.g. apodization function, flight direction, covered height interval), and SAR phenomena (e.g. dependency on building orientation and
corner appearance) were taken into account. Parts of the individual parameter setting are the length
of template used for line detection, and the orientation and gap tolerances applied for merging of
short lines. Those are derivable from the data resolution but also from the individual acceptable
false alarm rate. In general, the adaptation to other data sets is quite easy. By using the mentioned
parameter settings, the resulting building features (i.e. layover and corner lines) are of high reliability, which was shown in the step of generating the building footprints.
To project the extracted building features from the individual slant range to the common ground
range geometry, the InSAR heights were taken into account. Taking the mean height along the
building feature as projection information of both line endpoints, very good results were achieved
in this relatively flat terrain. An adaptation to consider two feature heights could be necessary for
buildings located on a hillside showing up in more hilly landscapes.
The step of building generation benefited from these re-projected lines. The high number and quality of line features enabled the grouping of L-, T-, and X-structures. On the one hand, the benefit
of orthogonal multi-aspect data could be shown. On the other hand, the complementary exploitation of the layover and corner lines to achieve a higher detection rate could be demonstrated, especially in dense areas, where likely corners do not appear in all aspects. Problems arose when the real
building geometry did not fulfil the defined model constraints. An upgrade to a more complex
building model is desirable to improve the reconstruction results. The high number of extracted
primitives would provide a good basis for the generation of more complex buildings, because many
of them are not used in the building reconstruction yet. Furthermore, the building reconstruction
would profit from a more sophisticated rating of the different footprints resulting from the grouping of two lines. Due to the high reliability of the corner position, a high rating for corner-corner
configurations such as implemented in this approach is reasonable, but these lines are more af-
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fected by occlusion effects than layover lines. Hence, a smart merging of overlapping hypotheses
would be helpful.
The discrimination into flat- and non-flat-roofed buildings is robust, if double line signatures are
visible for the non-flat-roofed buildings. This is also supported by the orthogonal flight configuration that enables the coverage of two right-angled building sides. Coverage from opposite sides
would be less favourable. In the reconstruction approach, the incorrect extraction of the roof type
is mostly related to missing corner lines. Hence, most of the building hypotheses containing at least
one layover line show no flat roof in the reference data. Since the extraction of the parameters a
and b is not possible if the double line signature is missing, probably an additional analysis of the
phase signature could improve the roof type extraction for such hypotheses. Furthermore, the
aimed differentiation into gable, hipped, and monopitch roofs could not successfully be reached
for this scene and data set. A simulation based analysis would help to estimate the relation of β
and κ that affects the assumed symmetric shortening of the layover line.
Beyond the footprint and the roof type, an underestimation of the flat-roofed building heights was
observable. This can be mitigated by an iterative update of the building height. First studies on this
show promising results [129]. However, this strategy is only successful for buildings that show a
roof area in the phase signature superimposed with no other signals. Since this is less the case for
high and narrow buildings, an additional analysis of the layover ramp in the phase data has to be
implemented. The highest phase value of the layover ramp corresponds in most cases to the flatroofed building height. Since for most of the buildings the layover ramp is observable at two building sides, a fusion of this redundant height information is recommended, especially if multi-aspect
data are used.
For the interpretation and the utilisation of the InSAR phase signature, an InSAR simulation tool
was developed. Since most of the related processing steps rely on the comparison between simulated and measured InSAR phases, which suffer from considerable noise, phase filtering is mandatory. The new InSAR phase filter preserves especially the front porch region and is parameterised
by considering building hypotheses. The two processing steps, simulation and filtering of In-SAR
phases, delivered good results. An enhancement would become necessary, if a more complex building model is defined or the analysis of neighbouring effects is requested to model dense urban
scenes.
In general, the presented algorithm delivered good results, especially for the reconstruction of
small buildings by using multi-aspect InSAR data. Beyond the improvements on building interpretation and reconstruction, the adaptation on high resolution airborne InSAR data showed the potentials of this topic for the future.

6

Summary and Outlook

In this chapter, the thesis is summarised by giving a short overview over the new reconstruction
approach and highlighting in particular the most important findings and developments. The benefit
is discussed based on three questions. Finally, possibilities to improve and to enhance this approach in the future are mentioned.

6.1

Summary

The goals of this thesis were the study of building signatures in InSAR data and the utilization of
the new findings to develop an approach to reconstruct the 3D shape of buildings. The three main
questions that had to be answered were: is a benefit reachable by exploiting the SAR magnitude and
InSAR phase data together? Is there additional information in the InSAR signature that can improve the building reconstruction? Do a higher data resolution and the consideration of multiaspect data enable the reconstruction of small buildings?
First, the appearance of buildings in InSAR data was analysed in detail by focusing on the identification of characteristic building features. In addition, changes in the building signature due to different sensors, processing modes, illumination properties or building geometries were studied. In
the magnitude and the interferometric phase data, the corner line and the layover area were identified as the most distinguishable features. The first, given as bright line in the magnitude and as line
of constant value in the InSAR heights, was shown to be the most stable and dominant building
feature appearing at almost all building locations. The second showed higher variation, making reliable detection difficult, but was considered to support the determination of the building roof type.
Based on these features, a new reconstruction scheme was developed that contains the following
processing steps:



Creation of a vegetation mask used to reduce false alarms



Extraction of building features based on magnitude and interferometric phase images



Filtering and fusion of building features by utilising building specific requirements



Geocoding of building features by using local InSAR heights



Using building features to group right-angled structures, benefiting from multi-aspect data



Filtering and merging of parallelograms by considering the flight geometry of the sensor



Extraction of potential roof types from the building features



Calculation of building heights from the InSAR heights and the geometric model



Simulation of InSAR phase signatures based on the potential 3D building hypotheses



Filtering of measured InSAR phases by investigating the simulated phases
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Post-processing of building hypotheses by utilising the correlation between simulated and
filtered InSAR phases



Determination of the final 3D buildings by reducing overlapping hypotheses

The approach was tested on high resolution airborne InSAR data showing a pixel spacing of
∼ 40 cm in range and ∼ 20 cm in azimuth. The two image pairs were acquired on orthogonal flight
tracks. The analysis of the intermediate results and the final reconstruction results that contained
reference data can be summarised in the following findings.
The extraction of reliable building features benefits from the common exploitation of the SAR
magnitude and InSAR phase data. In this way, the extraction of bright lines and their classification
into corner and layover lines was possible. Additionally, their position relative to each other was
analysed to gain information about the roof type. Furthermore, the InSAR heights could be successfully utilised for the projection of the building features from slant to ground geometry. Especially the positional accuracy of corner lines was improved by considering the local InSAR height.
This directly influenced the result of the building footprint generation since corner lines represent
the most reliable footprint feature.
In addition, the developed reconstruction approach benefits strongly from the exploitation of high
resolution multi-aspect data. This was especially observable in the huge difference between the obtained numbers of parallelograms assembled from single-aspect or multi-aspect features. Moreover, to enable the reconstruction of small buildings and to handle building constellations of weak
feature support (e.g. high density of buildings), the fusion of multi-aspect features was realised on a
lower level, in contrast to other algorithms. Only in the common ground range geometry, the high
number of multi-aspect line features was used to group L-, T-, and X-structures that especially appear due to the orthogonal multi-aspect data. At this point, it could be demonstrated that the combination of layover and corner lines increases the reconstruction rate, especially in dense urban
areas. The final step of generating building footprints was applied on the assembled structures considering the underlying building model. This model supports only buildings of rectangular shape
with plane building walls that are oriented orthogonally to the building ground plate. Potential roof
types are limited to flat, gable, hipped, and monopitch roofs and the minimum extension is restricted to 5 m × 5 m × 5 m . It could be successfully shown that such small buildings are detectable
due to the high geometric resolution of the data and the utilisation of the complementary object
information present in the multi-aspect data.
Further, the intensive analysis of the interferometric phase signature revealed several possibilities
to enhance the reconstruction. The whole post-processing of the intermediate building hypotheses
relies on the interferometric phase signature, where a high correlation between simulated and
measured InSAR phases is desired. For that, an InSAR simulation tool was developed and since the
interferometric phases in real InSAR images suffer from considerable noise, a phase filtering was
implemented to assist the exploitation of the measured InSAR phases. This new filter preserves
especially the front porch regions and its parameterisation relies on the assembled building hypotheses and the simulated InSAR phases. By applying both tools, the reconstruction of buildings
could be improved in several cases. The ambiguity problem in the reconstruction of non-flat roofs
was solved by comparing the simulated phase signatures of all possible roof shapes with the meas-
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ured InSAR phases. The underestimation of building heights could be decreased by implementing
an iterative processing step that recalculates the building height by estimating the similarity between simulated and measured phases. The same strategy was used to correct oversized building
footprints by iteratively decreasing the building size.
In general, the presented reconstruction approach enables the 3D reconstruction of buildings considering rectangular footprints and different roof types. The combined utilisation of the magnitude
and the interferometric phase signature as well as the usage of high resolution multi-aspect data
increases the success rate of the reconstruction of smaller buildings and the reconstruction of
buildings in denser areas.

6.2

Outlook

In the next paragraphs, possible improvements and enhancements of the presented approach are
discussed, following the procedure of processing.
First of all, a more sophisticated building model should be applied to be able to reconstruct more
complex buildings. Here, a post-processing step, which makes use of the generated rectangular
shaped buildings, could be a start. Furthermore, the pre-classification of the InSAR data in vegetated and urban related areas could undergo a more intensive study including seasonal and configuration effects (e.g. length of temporal and spatial baseline). The processing step of calculating
interferometric phases delivers only wrapped phases, thus only height differences in a range of 2π
can be covered. Hence, the development of a strategy that enables the local unwrapping of the
building phase signature is necessary to reconstruct buildings showing heights larger than the
height of ambiguity. For that, relying mainly on the phase trend in the layover area should help to
unwrap building roof phases in a proper way. The detection and segmentation of the building features (i.e. layover and corner lines) are efficiently realised. Only the extraction of the building parameters necessary to model non-flat roofs should be improved to obtain more reliable results. The
implemented generation of building footprints delivers very good results for orthogonal flight configurations. For the future, an enhancement by supporting all configurations in the same way would
be preferable. In detail, the search of right-angled structures, currently limited to features spanning
L-, T-, and X-shape, can be widened to H- and U-shapes. Additionally, the merging of overlapping
hypotheses could be handled in a more sophisticated way, in combination with the stated enhancement of the building model. The height estimation of buildings would benefit from fusing
multi-aspect height information whereby different contributions (i.e. layover areas and roof areas)
have to be combined in a suitable way. For that purpose, sizes of the areas, differences in the
height of ambiguity, and neighbouring effects should be taken into account. Generally, the presented approach has to be tested on more data sets covering different sensor configurations and
different areas to give proof of a more general applicability.
The presented approach has numerous possible applications, since the demand for detailed cartographic information is growing continuously. One of the main challenges is the monitoring of
built-up areas, especially for detecting damaged buildings after a storm or an earthquake. For that, a
pre- and post-event data analysis could be applied by attracting attention to changes on the detected reliable building features. Furthermore, a large scale automatic recovering of the 3D shape
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5 Experiments

of buildings (i.e. building volume and roof type) to support the planning of the energy supply is
needed. This could be reached with the new high resolution single-pass space-borne satellite system
TanDEM-X, because its data fulfil the requirements of the approach and due to the ascending and
descending orbit of the satellites, also multi-aspect data are available. Thus, the application and
probably some adaptation of the presented reconstruction approach to this InSAR data would be
desirable.
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